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ABSTRACT
Optically reflective polyimide films have been prepared by the incorporation of
silver(I) acetate and a {3-diketone solubilizing agent, hexafluoroacetylacetone (HFAH), into. a dimethylacetam ide solution of the poly(am ic acid) formed from 3,3',4,4'benzophenonetetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (BTD A) and 4,4'-oxydianiline (4,4'-ODA). •
Optically reflective and conductive polyimide films, have been prepared by replacing the (3diketone (HFAH), with the less substituted P-diketone, trifluoroacetylacetone (TFAH).
The former system has been both cast directly from the poly(amic acid) resin and cast from
the poly(amic acid) resin onto a fully imidized BTDA/4,4'-ODA base (forming a metallized
topcoat). - Thermal curing of the silver(I)-containing poly(amic acid) leads to imidization
with concomitant silver® reduction, yielding a reflective silver surface, when HFAH is the
solubilizing agent, and a reflective and surface-conductive silver surface , when TFAH is
the solubilizing agent. The metallized BTDA/4,4’-ODA films retain the essential
mechanical properties of undoped films and have good thermal stability particularly in
nitrogen atmospheres. The system which forms a metallized topcoat also exhibits, the
essential mechanical and thermal properties of the parent polymer while minimizing the
silver required to form the reflective surface, and has outstanding metal-polymer and
polymer-polymer adhesion attributed to mechanical interlocking. Filins were characterized
by X-ray, DSC, TGA, XPS, TEM, SEM, AFM.
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2
Prologue

The broad focus of the research presented in this thesis is on the fabrication of
surface metallized polymeric films which are both reflective and electrically conductive.
The metals of interest are passive and noble metals with high reflectivity coefficients and
low resistivities: silver, gold, palladium, platinum, rhodium, and copper. The polymers
of interest are thermally and oxidatively stable high performance polymers such as
polyimides and poly(arylene ether ketones). The formation of metallic films on both
inorganic and organic polymeric substrates is of substantial interest. Applications
include: contacts in microelectronics; 1 highly reflective thin film reflectors and
concentrators in space environments for solar thermal propulsion;^ solar dynamic power
generation;^ and gamma ray imaging telescope systems;^ the terrestrial concentration of
solar energy to generate electric power and process heat; ^ large scale radiofrequency
antennas for space applications;^ bactericidal coatings;? surface conductive flexible
polymeric tapes;8 and materials for the construction of “adaptive” and “elastomeric”
optical devices.9»10 Polymeric supports offer advantages in weight, flexibility, elasticity,
and fragility relative to inorganic supports such as glasses, ceramics, or native metals.
More specifically, the research described in this thesis focuses on the deposition
of metallic silver on polymeric substrates by a novel single stage, internal, in situ, self
metallization process. Our efforts were directed toward silver metallized surfaces since
silver has exceptional electromagnetic radiation reflectivity above 350 nm and has the
highest electrical conductivity among the metals.

Our approach to polymer film

metallization is illustrated in Scheme P.l on the following page. Silver(I) acetate is
allowed to react with

the [$-diketone l,l,l,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione

(hexafluoroacetylacetone or HFAH) in dimethylacetamide

(D M A c )

as the solvent. This

reaction generates the (hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I) complex, [Ag(HFA)], which is
not isolated from solution. Rather, a dimethylacetamide solution of the poly(amic acid)

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

3
form of BTDA/4,4'-ODA, is added to the solution of [Ag(HFA)]. A film is then cast.
Thermal curing of the silver(I)-doped poly(amic acid) film effects both amic acid ring
closure to give the polyimide form and concomitant reduction of silver(I) to the native
metal. During the thermal cycle a portion of the silver(O), formed initially as atoms or
very small clusters in the matrix o f the polymer, migrates to the film surface to give a
highly reflective, but not conductive, 60-80 nm thick silver mirror which, surprisingly, is
,CF3
V

A

cf3

DMAc

POLYMER
r F SOLUTION
3 t> n r» r\ a f r \ T \ a
BTDA/ODA
HFAH

poIy(amic acid) form

+

HX

CF3

polyimide form
BT D A /4,4'-O D A

Scheme P .l
strongly adhered to the polyimide surface. The composite film retains the essential
mechanical properties o f the metal-free parent polymer. The specific subjects of this
thesis are our efforts to prepare and characterize silver surface metallized BTDA/4,4
ODA films which exhibit high specular reflectivity and metallic electrical conductivity.
In pursuing this goal o f reflective and conductive films we have employed readily
available silver© and p-diketone precursors which could be fit into the paradigm of
Scheme P .l. The metallized films were characterized by a multiplicity of techniques
including: differential scanning calorimetry, thermal gravimetric analysis, thermal
mechanical analysis, reflectivity measurements, resistivity measurements, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron
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4
microscopy, atomic force microscopy, X-ray diffraction, mechanical testing, and
chemical analysis.
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5
Chapter 1
Silver Surface Metallization of Polyimides:
The Approach to Polymer Metallization and Literature Perspectives

The specular reflectance of metallic silver to the long wavelength side of the
ultraviolet spectrum, and over the range of the solar spectrum which is o f interest for
space applications, exceeds that of all other metals (Figures 1.1 and 1.2).5a p or
reason techniques for fabricating silvered films have been investigated for numerous
applications as referenced earlier in the Prologue, that is, contacts in microelectronics; *
highly reflective thin film reflectors and concentrators in space environments for solar
thermal propulsion;^ solar dynamic power generation;^ and gamma ray imaging
telescope systems;^ the terrestrial concentration of solar energy to generate electric power
and process heat;5 large scale radioffequency antennas for space applications;^
bactericidal coatings;? surface conductive flexible polymeric tapes;8 and materials for the
construction of “adaptive” and “elastomeric” optical devices.9>10 . While the reflectivity
and electrical conductivity of aluminum is outstanding, and while aluminum is
chemically resistant due to a very fine oxide coating, the large negative standard electrode
potential of aluminum makes it unsuitable for the electroless reductive metallization
processes investigated in this thesis. Gold, palladium, copper, platinum, and rhodium all
have reflectivities less than that of silver.

Gold, however, has excellent infrared

reflectivity, and rhodium is very hard and inert chemically. Unfortunately, both metals
are costly. Silver also has the highest electrical conductivity at 6.3 x 10'? (Q m)~l and is
relatively inexpensive. Thus, the research reported in this thesis is solely concerned with
the preparation of silver surface metallized polymer systems which can be tailored for
high specular reflectivity as well as controlled surface electrical conductivity.
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Figure 1.1. Metal reflectance curves for the visible region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. (Top graph adapted from F. A. Jenkins and E. White, Fundamentals o f Optics,
4th ed,. McGraw-Hill, 1976; lower curve from Modern Electroplating, F. A. Lowenheim,
Ed., Wiley-Interscience, 1974.)
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Figure 1.2, con’t. Another representation of the variation of solar intensity with wavelength. Normally incident solar radiation
at sea level on very clear days, the solar spectral irradiance outside the earth’s atmosphere at 1 AU, and the blackbody spectral
irradiance curve at T = 5762 K. (Adapted from B. J. Anderson and R. E. Smith, Eds. “Natural Orbital Environment Guidelines
for Use in Aerospace Vechicle Development,” NASA Technical Memorandum 4527 (1994NASA Technical Memorandum
88865 (1986).)
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Methods commonly used to prepare surface metallized films involve the external
deposition of a metallic phase onto the film surface. Such methods include: physical
vapor deposition via thermal evaporation or sputtering techniques, thermally induced
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), photochemically induced CVD, plasma assisted CVD,
electrodeposition, and electroless chemical reduction from solution in which the substrate
is immersed. Metallization of polymeric films by these methods involves two or more
stages. First, the substrate film is prepared. Secondly, the surface of the film is often
modified via plasma, ion beam, electron beam, photolytic, or chemical (often oxidation
accompanied by etching) treatments to enhance metal-substrate adhesion. Thirdly, the
metal is deposited onto the film surface via one of the above mentioned external
processes. There are two major drawbacks to external deposition procedures. The first is
that the adhesion o f more passive metals, such as silver, gold, copper, platinum,
palladium, and rhodium, to polymers is generally p o o r .^ " ^ The second is that these
processes are not convenient for preparing films of very large area because of the
difficulty in constructing immense vacuum chambers or very large electrodes and in
handling large volumes of chemical solutions. The approach that we have pursued in this
thesis and for which we will review the literature involves the fabrication o f reflective
and surface conductive metallized films utilizing an efficient and convenient single stage,
internal, in situ chemical reduction process which should be useful for the preparation of
both small and large size continuous films with excellent adhesion at the polymer/metal
interface.
An increasingly important route to surface metallized films is chemical vapor
d e p o s itio n ,

16 which externally deposits metal on a substrate surface by'therm al

decomposition and metal reduction of an appropriate volatile molecular precursor. The
reduction of the metal usually takes place at the substrate surface. While this differs from
the metallization procedure which we have employed, there are important similarities
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both conceptually and chemically between CVD and our in situ metallization protocol.
Thus, a brief view of CVD deposition utilizing silver(I) compounds is relevant to the
work of this thesis.
In the case of silver there is a distinct lack of stable, volatile silver complexes
which serve as CVD precursors. Recent progress has been reported by Girolami et a l.,^
by Puddephattet al.,18 and by Kodas et a l.,^ in the synthesis of appropriate silver
complexes for CVD and in understanding why earlier silver complexes have not been as
volatile as anticipated from copper® analogues.

Even with this progress the

preparation of very large films via silver CVD on traditional inorganic substrates remains
a difficult and costly technical problem. The problems are increased for CVD of silver on
polymeric substrates since the substrate will need to withstand elevated temperatures and
adhesion o f silver to a polymeric surface is notoriously difficult. Whereas in CVD a
silver(I) complex, such as the monomeric three coordinate [(HFA)(PMe3)Ag] 17b, 18a
and [(HFA)(PEt3)Ag]18a structures, is volatilized and externally passed over a heated

,<*3

CF3
substrate surface, in the systems of this proposal silver® complexes, very similar in
nature to the CVD complexes above, are prepared in situ in a polymer solution. From the
silver(I)-doped polymer solutions, a film is cast and then heated to effect an internal
thermal reduction of silver® in the complex to silver metal. The thermal cycle also
effects ctuing of the polymer where this is necessary such as in the conversion of
poly(amic acids) to polyimides. Migration or phase separation of the silver(O) atoms
occurs, in part, to give an apparent thin film of silver on the polymer. Specifically, the
common insoluble silver® compounds, silver® acetate, oxide, or fluoride, will be
brought into solution by the addition of the mildly acidic P-diketones, such as HFAH,
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TFAH, and FODH, which will protonate the basic anion to give acetic acid, water, and
HF, respectively, and the soluble silver(I)-(P-diketonate) complex. (See Scheme 1.1.) A
thermal-oxidadvely

Ag20
or
+
AgX(s)
^
”
X = acetate

°r F

_ /Rl
0=\
H
)>
0 -\
R
.
K2

DMAc

h 2°

►
POLYMER
SOLUTION

R1=R2=CF3 (HFAH)
R1=CF3, R2=CH3 (TFAH)
R1=C3F7, R2=C(CH3)3 (FODH)
Scheme 1.1

stable polymer, e.g., a poly(amic acid), a polyimide, polyetherketone, etc., is then added
to the [(HFA)Ag] solution. Aromatic poly(amic acid)-polyimide systems will be studied
initially because of their outstanding chemical and thermal stability.20.21 Such stability
is essential since silver catalyzes air oxidation of organic moieties at the cure
temperatures required to produce metallized films.22 The resulting silver(I)-doped
poly(amic acid) (or other polymer) solution is then cast as a film and sent through a
thermal cycle. The expectation is that the silver(I)-(p-diketonate) complex will be
reduced to Ag(0) which will migrate to generate a reflective and/or electrically
conductive surface. Thus, the work of this thesis can be viewed as the inverse of
chemical vapor deposition where an internal rather than an external thermal
decomposition/reduction of a polymer soluble metal complex yields native metal atoms
or clusters which diffuse to give a metallized surface.
Such an in situ reduction of silver(I) in poly(amic acid) films has been
demonstrated prior to the work of this thesis using simple silver© salts such as nitrates
and carboxylates by Endrey (1963),8b Auerbach ( 1 9 8 5 ),23 and St. Clair, Taylor,
Boggess, Linehan, Stoakley, Rancourt, and Porta (1983-1992)24-26 but with limited
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success. Reflectivities were 18-46 % for the best films, and only a few films exhibited
surface conductivity after miscellaneous thermal post-curing/sintering and/or argon
sputtering treatments. Furthermore, the films formed with silver nitrate and several other
silver salts were embrittled and degraded. The striking absence of follow-up journal
articles with other polymeric systems supports a conclusion that such silver(I) systems as
nitrate and carboxylates for in situ metallization are of marginal usefulness.
The 1963 patent by Endrey

is a curious document since much is claimed in the

midst of a dearth of characterization data. A large number of silver® salts of “oxy acids
of carbon,” e.g., formic, acetic, propionic, succinic, oxalic, maleic, furmaric, citric, etc.,
were claimed to have been added to organic solutions of a variety of polyimides.
However, in the four “examples” given in the patent, the silver salt was either silver
acetate or silver caprylate, the organic solvent was dimethylacetamide, and in every case
pyridine was added to dissolve the silver salt and to keep the poly(amic acid) from
gelling. Only two poly(amic acids) were were reported in the examples: pyromellitic
dianhydride with 4,4'-diaminodiphenymethane and m-phenylenediamine. Endrey states

pyromellitic
dianhydride

4,4'-dianiino
diphenylmethane

m-phenylenediamine

that addition of the silver salts to the poly(amic acid) leads to a metathesis reaction which
gives a “poly-silver® salt of the amic acid.” This is entirely reasonable since one would
expect the amic acid carboxylate groups to be less basic than an acetate or caprylate
group. Such complexation tends to give a gelled system which can be broken down by
the addition of a complexing agent like pyridine. Pyridine is well-known to form a strong
linear bis complex with silver®. Endrey states that “more solvent or pyridine or a (3-
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ketonic type compound such as ethyl acetoacetate are advised to clear any gel or
insoluble matter that may form in the polyamide-acid salt solution.” Finally, a “clear
viscous dope” is formed upon the addition of a solution of silver© acetate dissolved in a
large excess of pyridine to a dimethylformamide solution of the poly(amic acid) with
rapid stirring. The “polyamide-acid salt” was then cast onto a glass plate and thermally
cured in a vacuum oven to 300 °C where the film was held for 30 min. A polyimide film
was produced with metallic silver particles as shown by X-ray diffraction. Some films
were visually clear which was interpreted to mean that “the particles therein do not have
dimensions greater 0.8 microns.” (Most likely the authors mean less than about 0.2
microns.) Initially, the metallized films were not conductive. However, upon further
heating for several hours at 275 °C an electrically conducting surface was achieved. No
measurement or mention of the reflectivity of the films was made and no mechanical or
thermal data were mentioned. When Endrey’s synthesis was repeated in our laboratory, a
film was produced which was clearly metallized but was not reflective or conductive and
was crazed and fra g m e n te d . 27 Our observations suggest an explanation of why the work
presented in Endrey’s patent has never been published in an academic journal and has not
found commercial application; their observations also suggest a rationale as to why other
investigators have not published similar silver© polymer metallization work until ca.
1983. That is, films prepared with silver(I)-pyridine complexes have compromised
mechanical and optical properties. No examples of films prepared with p-diketones were
presented by Endrey in the experimental “examples,” even though P-diketones were
claimed to be solubilizing, gel-preventing ligands. This is not surprising to us since we
found that acetylacetone, the prototypical P-diketone, does not bring silver® acetate into
solution in DMAc, i.e., the (acetylacetonate)silver© complex, which is an isolable solid,
is not soluble in DMAc alone or with poly(amic acid) dissolved in it.
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A most surprising aspect of the Endrey patent is that silver© nitrate is not
mentioned as a source of a homogeneous silver(I)-polymer solution and film. Silver©
nitrate is available in high purity at a modest cost; it is soluble in dimethylacetamide, Nmethylpyrrolidinone, and dimethylformide which are the most common solvents in

BDSDA
which poly(amic acid) precursors are managed. The first report of the use of silver©
nitrate in a poly(amic acid), the classic and prototypical poly(amic acid) synthesized from
pyromellitic dianhydride, PMDA, and 4,4'-oxydianiline, 4,4'-ODA, was in 1984 by
A u e r b a c h , 23a

who reported in a brief communication the synthesis of reflective and

NH2 AgNQ3
PMDA / 4,4*-ODA
conductive films cast from the silver©-doped poly(amic acid) in N-methylpyrrolidinone,
NMP. During the thermal cure cycle the film was bathed in carbon powder which was
said to accelerate the reduction of the silver© to metallic silver. The formation of the
silver surface appeared to be sensitive to the presence of adequate oxygen since it was
observed that, if too much solvent remained in the poly(amic acid) cast film, reduction to
silver metal was inhibited. This effect was ascribed to the evaporation of the solvent
from the polymer during curing which prevented oxygen from reaching the polymer
surface during imidization.

Auerbach also found that too much silver© nitrate

compromised the metallized film quality, although no details were presented. The
optimum films were reported to be conductive and reflective but no quantitative data
were given. Finally, Auerbach 2^b reported that silver© reduction in a silver© nitrate
doped poly(amic acid) film could be achieved with a low power laser, which was said to
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have implications for “writing” conductive pathways onto film surfaces. We presume
that this was a thermal rather than a photochemical stimulated reduction.
Boggess and Taylor (1987),24 Linehan, Stoakley, and St. Clair ( 1 9 9 2 ),25 and
Rancourt, Porta, and Taylor (1983-1987)26 also independently examined silver© nitrate
as the source of silver(0) in films of the traditional poly(amic acids) BTDA/4,4'-ODA
(1983-1987), BDSDA/4,4'-ODA (1987), and PMDA/4,4'-ODA (1992). Thermal curing

BDSDA
of the doped amic acid precursors gave films which varied in reflectivity with some being
described as “very reflective.” Most silver© nitrate films were found not to be
electrically conductive. Again, quantitative data were minimal. The lack of surface
conductivity was ascribed to a polymer overlayer which could be removed partially by
sputtering with argon. It was claimed that if silver© nitrate was added in the absence of
light, a conductive film

r e s u lte d .2 6 d

n

0

confirmation of this result has appeared in the

literature, and we have had no experience which would suggest an explanation for their
result. The only quantitative reflectance work with silver© nitrate found that the
reflectivity was maximized in BTDA/4,4'-ODA when the silver(O) concentration was ca.
5 % and the film was post-cured or sintered at 300 °C for 8 h.25 (Above ca. 5 percent
silver the films are destroyed on curing.)

In this single case the reflectivity was

maximized at 48 %. The mechanical properties of most silver© nitrate films were found
to be severely compromised. Often the films were very brittle and could not be removed
from the casting plates in a single piece. Generally films had lower tensile strengths and
higher moduli where these could be measured. The glass transition temperature was
between that of the parent polymer and ca. 40 °C higher. The thermal stability of the
polymer in air was lowered substantially with ten percent weight loss values some 150 °C
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lower than for the parent polyimide. Boggess and Taylor 24 ajso utilized silver(I)
benzoate, silver© trifluoromethanesulfonate, and silver© sulfate as additives to the
several poly(amic acids).

The silver© benzoate and trifluoromethanesulfonate in

BDSDA/4,4'-ODA gave films that were nearly opaque and had brown particles on the
surface. Some films were described as “shiny” (no quantification) and none were surface
conductive. Thus, it seems that simple silver© salts such as carboxylates, nitrate, and
sulfate (the sulfate being mostly insoluble in the resin solution) give films which show, at
best, modest specular reflectivity and are not consistently conductive.
While polyimides have been the overwhelming polymer of choice for forming
conductive and reflective films, Liepins, Stille, Wentworth, et al.2% reported briefly the
incorporation o f silver into several thermally stable polyphenylquinoxalines via the
thermally promoted reduction o f matrix isolated silver© nitrate. Silver© nitrate, a
crown ether (18C6), and terephthlaldehyde were dissolved in a m-cresol solution of the
quinoxaline. (See structures on the following page.) Films were cast and cured at 350 °C
for 1 h. No mention was made of the reflectivity of the films, but they were found to be
conductive in the bulk with ca. 23 to 33 percent silver by weight, concentrations which
are much higher than those of interest to the work of this thesis and which exceed the
percolation threshold. We are not aware of any efforts extending this initial report and
cannot help but wonder if these systems have marginal mechanical and/or thermal
properties, none of which were reported.

terephthalaldehyde

18C6
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CH

CH
-

Polyquinoxaline structures

Silver(I) compounds are notoriously sensitive to degradation by electromagnetic
radiation in the ultraviolet and visible regions of the spectrum, and the idea that silver(I)
might be photochemically reduced in a polymer matrix to form metallic silver atoms and
clusters that could subsequently migrate to the surface is obvious. Thus, while one might
expect to find a number of studies on the photochemical reduction of silver(I) in
polymeric matrices giving reflective and electrically conductive surfaces, the fact is that
to the best of our knowledge only one metallized polymer has been prepared
photochemically. Yonezawa et al.29 (elaborating work first reported by Konishi and
Hada 30) prepared the sodium salt of alginic acid and then exchanged silver© nitrate into
the polymeric salt. The silver© doped polymer was subsequently photolyzed with the
254 nm line of mercury. Metallic silver built up on the surface at room temperature as a
COOH

COOH

H I— n
OHHO

„ Kohho
- O -1\
v
H H

O-

OHHO

alginic acid

function of time, and the surface was described as a “clear silver mirror” which
eventually became conductive. Microscopy showed silver particle sizes from 100-500
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nm. Alginic acid and its sodium and silver© salts are transparent in ultraviolet and
visible regions, whereas aromatic polyimides always absorb strongly in the ultraviolet
and usually in the visible as well. Thus, it is not surprising that we have not been able to
find any reports o f the photochemical production of silver surfaces on polyimides. Since
the 7t—>71* transitions of aromatics in the ultraviolet have molar absorptivities into the one
hundreds of thousands, it is unlikely that even intense ultraviolet radiation would effect
silver© reduction in a polyimide matrix.
Zintl ions are an interesting and unusual class of inorganic species.

The

progenitors of such ions are Zintl phases which "are intermetallic compounds formed by
strongly electropositive elements [the alkali metals and alkaline earth metals] and a less
electropositive metal (typically from the early d block or the early p block)."31 Examples
of such compounds are CaZn2 and Na4 Sn9 . These Zintl phases give rise to polyatomic
clusters bearing a negative charge. Examples include

S n ^ ', and B i^ -. These

anionic clusters often have strong reducing character. In 1982 Haushalter and Krause 32a
reported an unusual synthesis of silver metallized films using the reducing character of
Zintl cluster anions. The polyimide prepared from PMDA and 4,4'-ODA was treated
with a Zintl phase, an example being K4 SnT e 4 . The S n T e ^ - anion reduced the
polyimide to a monoanion which was stabilized by intercalated potassium cations. The
reduced polyimide film was then treated with a dimethylformamide solution of silver
nitrate. Since silver© has a more positive reduction potential than the polyimide, silver
metal is precipitated within and on the polymer to generate a metallized surface. While
palladium(II) and platinum©) gave “highly reflective” and electrically conductive films,
silver© gave films several orders of magnitude less conductive. The reflectivity of the
silver films was not mentioned but is presumably low as is implicit in the subsequent
discussion. Silver© ions are known to be very mobile in solids with the diffusion rate of
silver© being comparable to that of potassium©. Thus, silver© ions diffuse into the
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bulk of the polymer much more than the palladium(II) and platmum(II) ions and the
surface buildup o f metallic silver is minimal resulting in a lowered electrical conductivity
and reflectivity. No additional work in this area seems to have been reported although
Viehbeck et al.32b done similar experiments using tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene as
the reducing agent toward PMDA/4,4'-ODA. While this work is not single stage
preparation of a metallized film, it is of interest to our work in that it shows the
electroactive nature of polyimides and the diffusional characteristics of silver© ions in
polyimide matrices.
In

1987 M a n rin g 3 3

at DuPont reported the first preparation of polyimide

interlayered silver(0) films by the electroless deposition o f silver metal in a very narrow
region within the bulk of a PMDA/4,4'-ODA membrane.

The deposition was

accomplished with silver© tetrafluoroborate, AgBF4 , and sodium borohydride, NaBH^
solutions, the solutions being positioned on either side of the membrane. Diffusion of the
borohydride and silver© ions toward each other eventually results in an internal thin
layer of silver metal. The position of the silver interlayer could be dictated by controlling
the concentrations of silver© and borohydride.

The interlayer was electrically

conductive and presumably reflective. At the same time Mazur and Reich,34 also at
DuPont, reported an electrochemical process to prepare silver interlayers in PMDA/4,4'ODA films. PMDA/4,4'-ODA was coated onto electrode surfaces as the amic acid and
cured to the imide.

A solution of silver© tetrafluoroborate in acetonitrile or

dimethylformamide was then electrolyzed with the polymer-coated electrode being the
cathode. Silver© ions migrated into the polymer where reduction occurred to produce a
uniform and reflective (R =

35

%) silver(O) interlayer which was 70 to 600 nm thick

depending on the current density. In subsequent work, Reich, Mazur, and Avakian 35
found that sintering the interlayered films at temperatures of 400 °C in nitrogen gave
reflectivities of

95

%. (These reflectivity values were not specified as absolute or
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relative.) While this work is interesting and gives excellent metallized films, it is
questionable whether this method could be reasonably extended to make films of
significant size. This DuPont work is not a single stage metallization procedure. It is of
interest, however, because it again shows the electroactive nature o f a polyimide and that
sintering can have pronounced effects on reflectivity of an initially formed film. Also,
this is the most reflective metallized polymeric film reported in the literature.
The most efficacious silver® additive, (1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoroacetylacetonato)(1,5-cyclooctadiene)silver(I) or [(HFA)(COD)Ag] (see following page), for a single stage
metallization of polyimide films was published recently by Rubira, Rancourt,

Caplan, St. Clair,

a n d T a y lo r.3 6

in the solid state [(HFA)(1,5-COD)Ag] is an unusual

dimeric complex^? with bridging HFA ligands. The complex is soluble in DMAc and
poly(amic acid) matrices. In DMAc this complex may well be monomeric since oxygen
bridging acetylacetonate ligands are not common, and the high concentration of a polar
donor solvent such as DMAc may solvate and stabilize monomeric structures. The
polyimide systems which were doped with [(HFA)(l,5-COD)Ag] to develop reflective
films were BTDA/4,4'-ODA, BTDA/4,4'-ASD, BDSDA/4,4'-ODA, BTDA/3,3'-APB,
BTDA/3,3'-DDS02, DS02DA/4,4'-0DA, and the copolymer BTDA/4,4'-ODA/4,4'ASD. (Monomer structures are shown below.) Thermal curing to 300 °C of these
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3j3'-APB

BTDA

3,3'-DDS02

BDSDA

poly(amic acid) films doped with [(HFA)(COD)Ag] gave films which had reflectivities
of 4 to 65 % (relative to an aluminum optical minor). Selected data for representative
films are presented in Tables 1.1-1.3.
One can speculate that complexation of the silver(I) ion allows for a slow and
uniform reduction to metallic silver atoms which then migrate as atoms or as small
c lu s te r s ^8

to give an optically uniform silver surface. The reflectivity was highest (65%)

with BTDA/4,4'-ODA, although the reflectivities for the BTDA/4,4'-ASD, BTDA/3,3'APB, and the BTDA/4,4'-ODA/4,4'-ASD copolymer were nearly as high at 55-60
percent For the 2:1 BTDA/4.4-ODA and BTDA/4,4'-ASD films the weight percent
silver based on polyimide and silver only remaining after thermal curing is 9.98 and 9.69,
respectively. The amount of silver actually found by chemical analysis in the cured
metallized film agreed well with that calculated indicating that the metallic silver formed
did not significantly catalyze polymer degradation during the thermal treatment. At 8:1
the two films had silver concentrations of 2.70 and 2.61 percent, respectively;
suprisingly, the reflectivities did not diminish in proportion in the reduction of silver and
remained reasonably high at 53 and 46 percent, respectively. None of the BTDA films
was reported to be electrically conductive. The BDSDA films were found to be surface
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conductive but no details were given. As might be expected, the presence of metallic
silver adversely affects the thermal stability of the polymers in air as seen from the data
for ten percent weight loss in Table Lb. Nonetheless, the metallized polyimide films still
have use over a wide temperature range. The scanning electron micrographs for the
BDSDA/4,4'-ODA film showed much larger particles and less uniform particles than that
observed for the BTDA/4,4'-ODA films. This larger particle size and diminished
uniformity most likely account for the lower reflectivity and higher conductivity of the
BDSDA/4,4'-ODA film. The BTDA/4,4'-ODA film was found to have particles which
are surrounded by blankets of polymer which insulate the metal clusters from one
another. This was inferred from the microscopy data which shows that the silver layer
was not continuous and from the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy for the BTDA/4,4'ODA film which showed the atom percent of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen to be near 59,
6.4, and 14 percent, respectively. Thus, silver migration is not sufficient to cover the
surface in its entirety.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the [(HFA)(COD))Ag] work. Indeed, it is
possible to develop a rather uniform surface layer of silver metal, which exhibits modest
reflectivity, on a polymer film by thermal decomposition of a dissolved silver
coordination compound. Thus far, the films that were found to be highly reflective were
not conductive, whereas the films which exhibited very poor reflectivity were found to be
conductive. There appears to be an inverse relationship between conductivity and
reflectivity. The presence of sulfur atoms in the monomers leads to larger surface
particles of silver, however, the larger the surface particles the lower the reflectivity. The
authors concluded that the development of the surface layer is a complex arid subtle
function of numerous variables including polymer structure, thermal cure cycle, the
amounts of oxygen and moisture in the cure cycle atmosphere, the solvent, and the coord
ination environment of the silver. A major drawback to the use of [(HFA)(COD)Ag]
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Table 1.1

Reflectivity Data for Polyimides Doped with [(HFA)(1,5-COD) Ag]
(from the work of Rubira et al. 36)

Film

Mole
Ratio
Polymer
Repeat
Unit:
Dopant

Percent Reflectivity
(at 531 nm)
20°

45°

70°

BTD A/4,4 '-OD A

2:1

65

57

45

BTD A/4,4 '-OD A

4:1

60

50

32

BTD A/4,4'-ODA

8:1

53

44

22

BTD A/4,4'-ASD

2:1

55

51

49

BTD A/4,4 '-AS D

4:1

52

40

31

BTDA/4,4'-ASD

8:1

46

36

18

BTD A/4,4'-ODA/4,4'-ASD

2:1

60

52

48

BTD A/3,3'-APB

2:1

56

45

24

BDSDA/4,4'-ODA

2:1

3.9

3.4

8.8

BDSDA/4,4'-ASD

2:1

4.2

3.1

7.1
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Table 1.2

Thermal Data for Polyimides Doped with [(HFA)(l,5-COD)Ag]
(from the work of Rubira et al. 36)

Film

Mole
Ratio
Polymer
Repeat
Unit:
Dopant

Tg(°C)

Ten Percent
Wt. Loss

Parent Doped

Parent Doped

BTDA/4,4'-ODA

2:1

270

265

609

493

BTD A/4,4 '-ODA

4:1

270

263

609

481

BTD A/4,4'-ODA

8:1

270

268

609

516

BTD A/4,4'-ASD

2:1

270

270

608

482

BTD A/4,4'-ASD

4:1

270

262

608

478

BTD A/4,4'-ASD

8:1

270

272

608

502

BTD A/4,4'-ODA/4,4'-ASD

2:1

276

280

638

4478

BTD A/3, 3 APB

2:1

197

198

598

502

BDSDA/4,4'-ODA

2:1

214

221

566

469
•

BDSDA/4,4'-ASD

2:1

218

221

584
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Table 1.3

Mechanical Data for Polyimides Doped with [(HFA)(1,5-COD)Ag]
(from the work of Rubira et al. 36)

Film

Mole
Ratio
Polymer
Repeat
Unit:
Dopant

Tensile Strength

Modulus

(Ksi at 25 °C)

(Ksi at 25 °C)

Parent

Doped

Parent

Doped

BTD A/4,4'-ODA

2:1

17.9

11.8

445

317

BTD A/4,4'-ASD

2:1

16.5

15.1

379

343

BTD A/4,4 '-OD A /4 ,4 A S D

2:1

17.3

16.1

409

413

BDSDA/4,4'-ODA

2:1

12.7

6.10

209

153
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is its instability. The complex “loses olefin slowly when exposed to air over long periods
of time” and “should be stored in a tightly closed container and kept in a refrigerator”
according to the authors who reported its

s y n th e s is .3 9

Furthermore, [(HFA)(COD)Ag]

has a obnoxious stench associated with the easily liberated 1,5-cyclooctadiene ligand.
Finally, when we attempted to duplicate the work o f Rubira et al. we found that the
metallizing films detached from the glass plate, except at the very edges, and inflate to
form large domes. This is presumably due to the release of solvent and/or ligand
decomposition gases and the fact that metallization of the glass side of the film decreases
adhesion o f the curing films to the glass plate.

Thus, large films prepared with

[(HFA)(COD)Ag] give unsightly and deleterious crease lines.
From the literature discussed above a number of silver(I) salts and complexes can
be dissolved in poly(amic acid) solutions, particularly with polar amide solvents such as
DMAc. (Table 1.4 displays a list of the silver compounds used in in situ approaches to
producing metallized films.) The silver(I)-doped resins can then be cast into films.
When excess solvent is removed from the films at ambient temperatures, the silver(I)
species do not aggregate but remain dissolved and homogeneously dispersed in the
poly(amic acid) matrix.

Thermal curing of the cast films to imidize the polymer

precursor also results in reduction of silver(I) with the formation of a homogeneous,
nanometer-sized dispersion of metallic silver in the bulk of the polyimide and a surface
layer of silver metal which is generally between 50 to 200 nm thick. Surface metallized
films have exhibited poor to modest specular reflectivity, often have seriously
compromised mechanical properties, and are seldom electrically conductive either in the
bulk or on the surface at lower concentration of silver dopant. The ease o f silver®
reduction is undoubtedly due to its positive standard reduction potential and to the only
modestly favorable heat of formation of its oxide. Thus, the basic paradigm is in place:
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Table 1.4
Silver(I) Compounds Used in the Single Stage, Self-Metallization of Polymers

Compound
Silver nitrate

References and Comments
A u e r b a c h , 23

St. Clair, Taylor, Boggess, Stoakley, Caplan,

Rancourt, and Porta,2 4 - 2 6 Liepins, Stille, Wentworth, etal.

28

Maximum reflectivity: 4 8 %. Rims are brittle and degraded.
Inconsistent observations of conductivity. Minimal quantitative
data.
Silver benzoate

Boggess and T a y lo r .2 4
Nearly opaque with brown particles on the surface.

Silver
trifluoromethane

Boggess and T a y l o r .2 4
Nearly opaque with brown particles on the surface.

sulfonate
Silver sulfate

Boggess and T a y lo r .2 4
Additive insoluble.

[(HFA)(COD)Ag]

Rubira, Rancourt, Caplan, St. Clair, and T a y l o r . 36
Reflective films

(6 5

%); excellent mechanical properties; not

conductive.
Silver carboxylates

Endrey.
Carboxylates are: formate, acetate, propionate, benzoate,
phthalate, oxalate, succinate, lactate, maleate, fumarate, •
diglycolate, and carbonate. These need to be combined with
pyridine to aid solublility and prevent gellation. Post-curing
gave some conductive films. No mention was made of
reflectivity.
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silver® is readily reduced to the metallic state in poly(amic acids)/polyimides. The task
now is to refine and optimize silver(I)-polymer systems to create a particle size,
distribution, and morphology at the polymer surface which will foster mirror-like
reflectivity and controlled electrical conductivity. Our approaches to producing highest
quality silvered polyimide films in terms o f reflectivity and conductivity via a single
stage, internal, in situ, self-metallizing route is the focal point of our research which is
described in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2
Metallization of Polyimide Films Via the Silver(I) Fluoride
and SiIver(I) Acetate-Hexafluoroacetylacetone Systems
Introduction

The use of metallized reflectors with flexible and elastomeric bases rather than the
traditional rigid substrates such as glass and metals for the concentration and focusing of
radiation can reduce greatly the weight and fragility o f such mirrors and provide greater
flexibility of packaging before final deployment. Packaging efficiency is especially
important for the use of very large mirrors and antennas in space environments. 2*4
Silver is a metal of choice as a reflecting material because of its singularly high reflection
coefficient (.93) and low coefficient of solar absorption (.07). The specular reflectance of
silvered mirrors is unexcelled, and the hemispherical reflectance of a clean silver film is
greater than 97% weighted over 250-2500 nm, the range of the solar spectrum.^a
However, there are several disadvantages to using silver as the reflecting metal. First,
silver is a relatively soft metal so that the face of the mirror needs to be carefully
protected from mechanical abrasion. Second, silver tends to tarnish and over time to
form an oxide or other silver(I) compound coating which diminishes its reflectivity.
Thirdly, silver, as a more passive metal, does not interact strongly with organic
functionalities, which means that adhesion of a silver layer on a polymer surface is a
serious problem. 11-14 Thus, in many applications it may be necessary to protect the
surface o f a silver mirror. This can be done by using a protective and transparent
topcoating or overlayer. Generating the necessary adhesion between the metal and the
polymer has proven to be a more challenging problem.
The work of this thesis began with knowledge that Rubira et al.^G had found that
the (1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoroacetylacetonato)( 1,5-cyclooctadiene)silver(I) dimer,
[(HFA)(COD)Ag], was a reasonably effective silver(I) dopant for generating reflective
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silvered surfaces on polymeric substrates while preserving the essential mechanical
properties of the parent polymer and maintaining adequate thermal stability. Prior to this
work, m etallization results with silver(I) nitrate, triflate, carboxylates, and
dipyridinesilver(I) cationic complexes were disappointingly inconsistent and erratic with
low reflectivities and compromised polymer properties. Achieving a reflectivity of 65 %
with [(HFA)(COD)Ag] in BTDA/4,4'-ODA was a significant step forward and
introduced the idea that the ligand environment of the silver© species might be important
to tailoring the reduction of silver© to the native metal, to the migration of silver(O)
atoms and clusters to the surface, and to the surface particle morphology. Thus, we began
a program to investigate the effect o f organic ligands surrounding silver© on the
formation of mirrored and electrically conductive surfaces.
Our first efforts involved the extension of the [(HFA)(COD)Ag] work with the
goal of improving and simplifying the basic chemistry and procedure.

The

[(HFA)(COD)Ag] complex, as mentioned earlier, is of questionable stability and
objectionable odor due to the 1,5-cyclooctadiene. The compound is white when freshly
prepared, but upon storage and use it turns dark indicating decomposition. Indeed, in our
hands we found observable decomposition of [(HFA)(COD)Ag] with even limited
exposure to ambient conditions.

A fter opening and using a new sample of

[(HFA)(COD)Ag] (from Aldrich Chemical Co.) in air a single time, subsequent storage
under a nitrogen atmosphere in the refrigerator for several months led to noticeable
decomposition as seen in the thermogravimetric curves of Figure 2.1a and 2.1b. Thus, in
using f(HFA)(COD)Ag] as the metallizing precursor, not only is there substantial effort
in synthesizing and isolating the solid complex, but it needs to be handled with extreme
care to avoid decomposition. Our first goal, then, was to find a more efficient and
convenient way to use the essential silver(I)-hexafluoroacetylacetone system.
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Figure 2.1a. Thermal gravimetric curve for a new unopened sample of (l,l,l,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedionato)(l,5-Ti4cyclooctadiene)silver(I) run in nitrogen. (The lower trace is the differential thermal analysis curve.)
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particular, we wanted to avoid use of the 1,5-cyclooctadiene ligand, and we wanted to
find much more stable silver(I)-hexafluoroacetylacetonate complexes.
In order to isolate a reasonably stable silver(I) hexafluoroacetylacetonate
complex, it is often necessary to have additional ligands in the coordination sphere to
which silver(I) bonds strongly. Since silver(I) is a “soft” metal ion,40 its complexes are
most stable when soft ligands such as phosphines, sulfides, and polyalkenes occupy sites
in the coordination sphere. Since the hexafluoroacetylacetone anion is a hard ligand, it
does not lead readily to stable complexes by itself. However, the addition of the
chelating soft 1,5-cyclooctadiene does give a much more stable complex. This can be
seen from the fact that the only preparation of (hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I) was
reported in 1981 by Wenzel and Sievers 41 who were unable to obtain a sample that
consistently gave a satisfactory analysis. The fact that their preparations gave brown
solids which “did not melt or decompose when heated to 300 °C,” is a telltale sign of
impurities since there is no reason to expect that such a silver(I) complex should be
anything but colorless and melt or decompose well below 300 °C. In 1994, after our
work with silver(I)-hexafluoroacetylacetone had began, Hampden-Smith, Kodas, et al.
reported another synthesis of “(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I)” which gave
colorless crystals, which were stable in air, with an apparent melting point of 100 °C.
The X-ray crystal structure of this complex (immediately below) showed it to be an
OH,

f 3c

c f3
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unusual dimer with a molecule of water bound to one of the silver© ions. Aquo
complexes of silver© are extremely rare. The longer term stability of [(HFA)Ag]2H20
was not addressed and we chose not to pursue its chemistry and use as a metallization
precursor. Thus, while it appears to be possible to isolate a pure “[(HFA)Ag]” complex
without additional soft stabilizing ligands, we still wanted an approach which did not
require the isolation and careful handling of a silver© complex.
The approach that we decided to pursue was to prepare a silver(I)hexafluoroacetylacetonate complex in a solvent which would also be the solvent for the
polymeric phase of the composite system. As discussed in Chapter 1 our approach made
use of the fact that simple insoluble silver© compounds with mildly basic anionic
ligands such as the acetate, fluoride, or oxide, when mixed with acidic P-diketones such
as hexafluoroacetylacetone, would deprotonate the diketone and give the chelated (3diketonate complex.

This complex would remain soluble in the presence of the

polymeric phase. Additional complex stabilizing and solubilizing ligands such as 1,5cyclooctadiene and tri(alkyl/aryl)phosphines could also be added. However, it seems
desirable to keep the number of components in the dopant system to a minimum since
each component has the potential of reacting adversely with segments o f the polymer
chain, particularly at the higher temperatures needed to cure and metallize the polymer..
The standard and commercial approaches to fabricating metallized polymeric
films involves at least two stages as was detailed in Chapter 1. First, a film of the parent
polymer is prepared, and secondly, the metal is deposited onto the film surface by
external processes, usually by a physical vapor deposition technique such as thermal
evaporation or sputter coating. Unfortunately, the more passive metals with Very low
oxophilicity and high standard electrode potentials (i.e., easily reduced), such as copper,
silver, gold, and platinum, do not adhere strongly to the polymer surface. This is a
serious problem to which a good deal of research has been devoted. Even with polymer
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surface modification prior to metal deposition, adhesion is seldom satisfactory. Surface
pretreatment via plasma, ion beam, electron beam, photolytic or chemical etching is often
geared toward producing C-O and C-O-H bonds on the polymer surface which can react
with metal species to give M-O-C-polymer linkages, thereby covalently binding the metal
layer to the polymer surface. However, with passive metals the M-O bonds are of low
thermodynamic stability with respect to metal(O)

f o r m a tio n .4 2 ,4 3

The single stage self

metallization route to silvered polymeric reflectors described in this thesis is efficient and
efficacious and has the potential to give improved adhesion via a mechanical interlocking
or encapsulation mechanism at the metal-polymer interface as well as a highly reflecting
surface over the visible and infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
We chose to investigate the fabrication o f reflective silvered surfaces on the
polyimide film derived from 3,3',4,4'-benzophenone tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride
and 4,4'-oxydianiline (BDTA/4,4'-ODA). This poly(amic acid)/polyimide couple was
used successsfully by St.Clair, Carver, Taylor, and Furtsch44 to prepare polymer films
with a surface layer of palladium arising from the in situ thermal reduction o f several
palladium(II) compounds. Since palladium(0) is more active than silver(0) as a catalyst
for organic oxidation,43,45,46 and BTDA/4,4'-ODA survive sufficiently in the palladium
metallization scheme, it seemed to be a reasonable choice with which to initiate silver
metallization studies. Investigations of the formation of metallized films with two
silver(I) compounds, silver(I) acetate and silver(I) fluoride, coupled with
hexafluoroacetyacetone will be discussed in this chapter. Solutions of BTD A/4,4'-OD A
in dimethylacetamide (DMAc) were doped with the silver(I) salts and 1,1,1,5,5,5hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione (hexafluoroacetylacetone or HFAH). Both silver(t) acetate
and silver(I) fluoride are insoluble in DMAc but readily dissolve upon the addition of
HFAH with formation of the (hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I) complex, [AgHFA].
The key to this in situ complex formation is the basicity of the fluoride and acetate ions
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coupled with the large formation constants for metal-P-diketonate complexes. (See
Scheme P .l of the Prologue.) A homogeneous single phase polymer-metal solution
results which is essential for formation of a silver mirror. Thermal curing of the silver© doped resins leads to metallized films which are strikingly reflective. We report the
characterization of these silvered films with respect to reflectivity, composition, thermal
properties, and conductivity. Our silver© acetate-HFAH and silver© fluoride-HFAH
systems represent an improvement in efficiency and simplicity with enhanced reflectivity
relative to the (l,5-cyclooctadiene)(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I)-polyimide
systems recently reported by Rubira, Rancourt, Caplan, St. Clair, and T a y l o r . 36 Our in
situ formation o f the silver© complex eliminates the time involved in preparing and
isolating the [(COD)(HFA)Ag] complex which is of questionable stability, and it
eliminates the exceptionally obnoxious odor of 1,5-cyclooctadiene. Metallization results
using several additional soluble silver© systems in BTD A/4,4 '-OD A are also described.
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Experimental
“Ultrapure” BTDA and 4,4'-ODA were obtained from Wakayama Seika Kogyo
Co., Ltd. (via Kennedy and Klim, Inc.) and Allco Chemical Corporation, respectively.
4,4'-ODA was used as received. BTDA was dried under vacuum at 150 °C for 5 h prior
to use. The melting points of the monomers as determined by differential thermal
analysis were 218 °C and 188 °C, respectively. DMAc (HPLC grade < 0.03% water),
silver© acetate (99.99%), silver© fluoride (99.9%), silver© tetrafluoroborate (98%),
tetrameric trimethylphosphine-silver© iodide, and AgFOD (99%), i.e., (6,6,7,7,8,8,8heptafluoro-2,2-dimethyl-3,5-octanedionato)silver(I), were purchased from Aldrich
Chemical Co. and were used without further purification. DMAc was also purchased
from Fluka (H 2 O > 0.1 % and > 99.5 %), and this DMAc was used to prepare the
metallized films. The Aldrich DMAc was used to prepare the stock BTDA/4,4'-ODA
resin solution and found to give higher viscosity resins than the Fluka solvent. Silver©
carbonate (uncertain purity) was purchased form J. T. Baker, silver© oxide (“purified”)
from Fisher Scientific, and silver© nitrate (99.9995%) from Alfa/Aesar/Johnson Mathey.
Hexafluoroacetylacetone (HFAH) (Aldrich and Eastman Organic Chemicals),
trifluoroacetic acid (TFAAH) (Peninsular Chemresearch Inc.), trifluoroacetylacetone
(TFAH) ©ancaster), and 1,5-cyclooctadiene (COD) (Aldrich) were redistilled under
nitrogen before use. Dibenzoylmethane (DBM) (Eastman) was sublimed under vacuum.
Triphenylphosphine (99%) was purchased from Aldrich and used as received.
Trimethylphosphine(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver© and triphenylphosphine(acetylacetonato)silver© were a gift from Professor Robert K. Boggess of Radford University.
The BTDA/4,4 '-ODA poly(amic acid) solution employed in this study was
prepared with equimolar amounts of monomers to 0.5 mol % excess of dianhydride (to
keep the viscosity in the range of 1.2 to 1.8 dL/g) at 12% solids (w/w) in DMAc. The
resin solution was prepared by first dissolving the d ia m in e ^ in DMAc in a resin kettle
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flushed with dry nitrogen and then adding the dianhydride. The resin was stirred for a
minimum o f 5h. The inherent viscosity was generally between 1.4 and 1.7 dL/g at 35° C.
In a detailed study, described in Chapter 3 of this thesis, on film preparation with
BTDA/4,4'-ODA resins with viscosities from 1.1 to 2.2 dL/g at 35 °C, no large
differences in metallized film properties were observed; thus, resin viscosity is not a
crucial experimental parameter, particularly between 1.4 and 1.7 dL/g.
Neither silver(I) fluoride nor silver© acetate is soluble in DMAc or a DMAc
solution o f the BTDA/4,4'-ODA poly(amic acid). However, if one or more equivalents
of HFAH is dissolved in DMAc followed by the addition o f either silver© salt,
dissolution occurs readily and completely with form ation o f the silver©
hexafluoroacetylacetonate complex. NMR evidence for the in situ formation o f the
silver© -HFA complex was obtained in other work.47 Thus, silver-containing resins
were prepared by first slurrying silver© acetate or silver© fluoride in a small volume of
DMAc (1 g of DMAc for every 5 g of 12 % BTDA/4,4'-ODA solution) containing
HFAH. The 12 % poly(amic acid) solution was then added by weight to give the desired
concentration. The light yellow silver-doped resins were stirred thoroughly for 30 min
before casting films. Although there is always concern for photochemical decomposition
with silver© systems, these doped films were not visually light sensitive for at least a 24
h period. Thus, special precautions were not taken to protect the films in this study from
light.
A series of films with varying concentrations of silver© acetate and HFAH were
made as reported in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

(These tables and others cited in the

Experimental narrative are displayed later in the Discusssion section of this chapter.) A
similar series of films with silver© fluoride and HFAH were prepared as displayed in
Table 2.3. Undoped and doped poly(amic acid) solutions were cast as films onto soft
glass plates using a doctor blade set at 15-17 mil to obtain cured films approximately 25
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microns in thickness. After remaining in an atmosphere of dry (10 % relative humidity)
slowly flowing air for ca. 15 h, the tack-free films were thermally cured in a forced air
oven. After 15-20 h in the film box there is ca. 35% by wight DMAc remaining in the
film. After a week of pre-drying in the film box the DMAc content remains constant
between 30 and 35 %. A typical cure cycle employed was lh at 100 °C followed by
heating to 300 °C over 3 h and holding at 300 °C for 1 h. Variations of the cure cycle did
not affect the quality of metallization as long as a maximum temperature of 300 °C was
attained and held for at least 1 h. Details o f the thermal cure cycles are given as
necessary with the Tables presenting film data. Metallic layers formed on both the air
side and glass side surfaces during cure. The films were removed from the glass plates
by scoring the edges with a razor blade; rarely was it ever necessary to soak the film in
deionized w ater to cause it to release from the plate.

Samples for reflectivity

measurements were made by casting or affixing films onto 35 cm^ glass plates.
The metallized films reported in Tables 2.10 and 2.11 were prepared in a similar
manner except for the variation of the starting silver compound and secondary ligands.
The cure cycle was 1 h at 100 °C and 1 h each at 100, 200, and 300 °C in a forced air
oven; the transition from 100 to 200 and 200 to 300 took place over a 30 min period. In a
few cases the silver system was not soluble in the poly(amic acid) solution. These cases
included: 1) silver(I) oxide, 2) silver(I) carbonate-trifluoroacetylacetone, and 3) silver(I)
acetate-dibenzoylmethane.
Monomer melting points were determined by DTA at a heating rate of 20° C/min
on a DuPont Thermal Analyst 2000. Inherent viscosities of the poly(amic acid) resin
were obtained at a concentration of 0.42% (w/w) in DMAc at 35 °C. Thermogravimetric
analyses (TGA) were obtained on the cured films in both flowing air and nitrogen (50
mL/min) at a heating rate of 2.5 °C/min using a Seiko TG/DTA 200 or TG/DTA 220
instrument. Glass transition temperatures in sealed pans were determined with a Seiko
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DSC 210 system with a heating rate of 20 °C/min. Linear coefficients of thermal
expansion were obtained with a Seiko TMA 100 station and are reported as the average
value over the temperature range of 70 - 125 °C. The CTE samples where desiccated for
24 h before analysis. Surface resistivities of all films were measured with an Alessi four
point probe. Surface and volume resistivities of selected films were measured with a
Keithley 617 electrometer and 6105 resistivity chamber. Mechanical properties were
determined with a Sintech 2000/2 table-top load frame.

Transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) was done by P. Mason at the Virginia Institute of Marine Science,
Gloucester Point, VA on a Zeiss CEM-920 transmission electron microscope. Scanning
election microscopy (SEM) was performed on a Hitachi S-510 instrument. Reflectivity
measurements were made (relative to a Perkin-Elmer polished aluminum mirror with a
reflectivity coefficient of .92 at 531 nm) with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 5 or 9 UV/VIS
spectrophotometer equipped with a variable angle specular reflectance accessory using a
wavelength of 531 nm. X-ray data was obtained with a Philips 3600 diffractometer. Xray photoelectron spectra were obtained by F. Cromer with a Perkin-Elmer Phi Model
5300 ESCA system located at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
Elemental analysis samples were sent to Galbraith Laboratories.
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Results and Discussion
Synthetic considerations. Representative films prepared with silver(I) fluoride
and silver© acetate are catalogued in Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. In all cases thermal
imidization and curing of DMAc solutions of the poly(amic acid) form of BTDA/4,4'ODA containing soluble silver© as the (hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver© complex
species led to polyimide films having metallized surfaces. The surfaces exhibit typical
metallic luster and have excellent specular reflectivity given the unusual and novel route
to their production. The films also maintain the essential mechanical properties of
-undoped imidized BTDA/4,4 'ODA films as seen from the data presented in Table 2.4
for a series of silver© acetate - HFAH films. All films are flexible and can be creased
tightly without breaking.
To obtain even modest levels of reflectivity upon thermal treatment, it is essential
that the silver© dopant system be soluble in the poly(amic acid)-DMAc solution and in
the solvent free poly(amic acid) matrix that results during the cure cycle. The silver©
species must remain unaggregated and homogeneously dispersed throughout the polymer
until reduction o f silver© occurs. As will be discussed later, the use of insoluble silver©
compounds, such as silver© carbonate, silver© oxide, (2,4-pentanedionato)silver©, and
the silver© acetate-dibenzoylmethane couple, gives films in which silver metal is
formed, but the reflectivity never exceeds approximately ten percent. A homogeneous
mononuclear distribution of silver© in the curing film facilitates the formation of single
silver(0) atoms or very small clusters of silver(O) which appear to be necesary for
migration of metallic silver to the polymer surface to form an acceptably smooth and
uniform reflective layer. Faupel et a l.3 8 b - d have demonstrated in physical thermal vapor
deposition studies with PMDA/4,4'-ODA that only single atoms or small clusters of
silver

can

diffuse

within

the

polyimide
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Table 2.1. Reflectivity data as a function of concentration
for silver acetate / hexafluoroacetylacetone doped
BTDA/4,4'-ODA films*
Wt Percent
Silver b

Polymer
Repeat
Unit/Metal
Ratio

HFAH/Ag
Ratio

Reflectivity0
(Angle and Percent
Reflectivity)
20°

45°

70°

2.5

8.7/1

1.2

43

32

12

5.0

43/1

1.2

68

59

33

7.4

2.8/1

1.1

75

64

46

9.9

2.0/1

1.1

79

69

49

12.1

1.6/1

1.2

82

65

52

17.9

1.0/1

1.1

76

54

36

a) Cure cycle: 100 °C for 1 h; 100 to 300 °C over 3 h; 300 °C for lh. Forced air
oven.
b) Percent silver calculated only on the basis of poly(amic acid) and silver metal.
Other added components were assumed to be thermally degraded to volatile
products.
c) Data are for the air-side only of the cured polymer films. Relative to a PerkinElmer front-aluminized glass mirror with 92% reflectivity at 531 nm.
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Table 2.2. Reflectivity data as a function of additive concentration, atmosphere, and cure cycle
for silver acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone doped BTDA/4,4'-ODA fllms.a
Section
Designation

A

B

Cure Cycle

60,100,200,300
1hm h
1001 h;100 - 300 3 h;
30Q 1 h

60,100,200,300.
1 h eatfi
60,100,200,300
1 h each
60 1 h; 100 • 300 Sh
3001 h
100 1 h;100 • 300 3 h;
30Q1 h
100,150 lh each;
150 - 2001.5 h;
200-300 0.7 h;
300 lh

Wt. Percent
Silver *>

Polymer
Repeat
Unit/Metal
Ratio

HFAH/Ag
Ratio

Reflectivity
Angle and Percent
Transmittance
20°

45°

70°

9.6

2.1/1

1.0/1

72

63

49

10.0

2.0/1

1.0/1

70

60

47

8.7

23/1

1.1/1

71

61

47

8.8

2.3/1

1.9/1

72

52

27

8.6

2.3/1

1.1/1

73

58

48

8.6

2.4/1

1.1/1

74

63

46

8.6

2.4/1

1.1/1

67

57

45
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Table 2.2, continued. Reflectivity data as a function of additive concentration, atmosphere, and
cure cycle for silver acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone doped BTDA/4,4'-ODA films.3
Section
Designation

c
D

Cure Cycle

Polymer
Repeat
Unit/Metal
Ratio

HFAH/Ag
Ratio

Reflectivity
Angle and Percent
Transmittance
20°

45°

70°

60,100,200,300
1 h each
100 1 h;100 - 300 3 h;
300 lh

7.8

2.6/1

1.1/1

72

62

40

7.6

2.7/1

1.1/1

72

62

47

100 1 h;100 - 300 3 h;

5.0

4.3/1

1.3/1

67

58

36

1001 h,210 3h,

5.0

4.2/1

1.1/1

69

55

32

Cured in nitrogen
60,100,200,300
1 h each

7.7

2.6/1

1.1/1

69

56

30

64

52

29

3W1 h
m ih

E

Wt. Percent
Silver b

Postcured 300 lh
pn air

a) Cure cycle: 100 to 300 °C over 3 h; 300 °C for lh in a forced air oven.
b) Percent silver calculated only on the basis of poly(amic acid) and silver metal. Other added components
were assumed to be thermally degraded to volatile products.
c) Relative to a Perkin-Elmer front-surfaced aluminum optical mirror.
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Table 2.3. Reflectivities of silver(I) fluoride-hexafluoroacetylacetone
doped films.

Percent Silver
(Calculated)3

Repeat Unit Equivalents of
to Silver
HFA
Ratio

Percent Reflectivity of Silvered
Films (as a function of angle)
20°

45°

70°

2.5

8.7:1

1.1

33

25

15

5.0

4.2:1

1.1

59

48

34

7.3

2.8:1

1.0

65

51

38

8.4

2.4:1

2.0

63

50

25

9.9

2.0:1

1.0

74

61

40

12.6

1.5:1

1.0

76

65

39

18.3

1.0:1

1.2

55

45

38

a) Calculated for the silver fluoride-HFA dopant system decomposing completely
to silver metal.
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Table 2.4. Mechanical and resistivity data for silver(I) acetatehexafluoroacetylacetonate doped BTDA-4,4'-ODA films
wt.
Percent
Silver
0a

5.0a

7.4a

9.8b

Modulus
(Ksi)
449

497

504

402

Tensile
Strength
(Ksi)
21

Surface Resistivity /
Volume
Resistivity
6.5 x 1015 Q/Sq (air side)
1.5 x 1017 Q/sq(glass side)

22

9.2 x 1017 Q cm (volume)
8.4 x 1016 Q/sq (air side)
7.1 x 10 16 Q/sq (glass side)

23

7.8 x 1016 Q cm (volume)
1.7 x 10l7 Q/sq (air side)
9.9 x 1016 Q/sq (glass side)

17

6.8 x 1017 Q cm (volume)
6.5 x 1016 Q/sq (air side)
6.7 x 1014 Q/sq (glass side)
3.1 x 1017 Q cm (volume)

a) The densities of the first three films, top to bottom, are 1.429,1.451, and 1.487 g/cnA
The density of bulk silver (ffc) is 10.5 g/cnA b) Density not determined.
&
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Uncomplicated soluble silver(I) salts such as silver(I) nitrate, silver(I)
trifluoroacetate, and silver(I) tetrafluoioborate, which are soluble as solvated ions without
complexing agents in DMAc, have not given metallized films of acceptable quality in our
hands. Indeed, this is consistent with earlier studies using silver(I) nitrate, triflate, and
carboxylates as discussed in Chapter 1. Many other simple silver(I) compounds such as
the halides, cyanide, sulfate, and oxide are insoluble in DMAc and similar solvents
required for the dissolution of poly(amic acids). Thus, it was necessary to search for
more complex soluble silver© species which are easily prepared at reasonable cost and
are thermally and photochemically stable. We chose the silver© acetate and silver©
fluoride-hexafluoroacetylacetone systems. Silver© acetate is readily available in
excellent purity (99.999 %), is thermally and photochemically stable, and is not
hygroscopic. Silver© fluoride is also readily available with good purity (99.9 %) and is
reported to be stable to light in the visible. However, the dark yellowish-brown to
reddish color o f the silver© fluoride as it is usually received suggests that it is more
difficult to maintain in high purity than the acetate. Both salts are insoluble in common
aprotic polar solvents such as DMAc and NMP which are particularly useful for
polyimide chemistry. Solubilization of silver© acetate and silver© fluoride occurs
readily, as illustrated in the reactions shown in Scheme 2.1, where hexafluoroacetylacetone undergoes proton transfer to the acetate and fluoride ions of initially
insoluble salts yielding the P-diketonate complex and acetic acid or hydrogen fluoride.
All products are soluble in the BTDA/4,4'-ODA-DMAc poly(amic acid) solution.
Hydrogen fluoride is a gas at 25 °C and may be lost from the polymer film during precure
drying; acetic acid which has a boiling point of 121 °C is presumably lost during thermal
curing. The driving force for these dissolution reactions is due to the enhanced acidity of
the fluorinated P-diketone, HFAH, (pKa = 4.35) 48 coupled with the significant basicity
of the acetate ion (pKb = 9.3) and the mild basicity of the fluoride ion (pKb = 10.6) and
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A( >
o

CF3

- CH3(S)

cf3
c h 3c o o h

DMAc

> +

+.

or
HF

or
cf3

CF3

AgF(s)

Scheme 2.1

due to the much larger stability constants for metal-P-diketonate complexes relative to
metal-acetate

c o m p le x e s .4 9

Under similar conditions, i.e., a 1:1 metal to ligand

stoichiometry, less acidic P-diketones such as acetylacetone ( pKa = 8.93) 48 ,5 0
trifluoroacetylacetone (pKa = 6.3) 48,51, benzoylacetone (pKa ~ 8 ) 50, anci
dibenzoylmethane (pKa ~ 8) 50, do not bring silver® acetate into solution in DMAc.
However, trifluoroacetylacetone coupled with the poly(amic acid) of BTDA/4,4'-ODA

acetylacetone

benzoylacetone

does dissolve silver® acetate.

dibenzoylmethane

trifluoroacetylacetone

It is possible that segments of the polymer chain

coordinate to silver® and bring the complex into solution; the most likely coordinating
segment of the polymer chain is the carbonyl group of the imide functionality. While the
solid acetylacetonate and trifluoroacetylacetonate complexes of silver® have been
isolated,

albeit

in

somewhat less

than

pure and/or stable

form s,

the

(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver® complex, although reported in the literature 41 as a
dark solid which did not melt below 300 °C, appears to be stable only with the inclusion
in the metal coordination sphere of soft ligands such as dienes and

p h o s p h in e s .3 9 ,5 2

However, a recent exception to this has been observed with the isolation and crystal
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structure of [(HFA)Ag]2H20.

(Acetylacetonato)silver(I) is not soluble in DMAc and

similar polar solvents neccesary for the dissolution of poly(amic acids), and
(trifluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I) is difficult to prepare reproducibly and does not give
m etallized

B TD A /4,4'-O D A

film s

o f reproducible

quality.^ 3

Thus,

hexafluoroacetylacetone is rather singular in rendering silver(I) acetate immediately
soluble to give a stable silver(I) P-diketonate complex in amide solvents such as DMAc
and in amide solvents containing poly(amic acids). The silver® in this complex then
undergoes reduction to give metallized polymer surfaces.
When a silver® acetate-HFAH doped BTDA/4,4'-ODA poly(amic acid) film is
examined in air using a hot stage (Fisher-Johns block with a 3 °C/min temperature rise),
one observes that the film begins to darken (orange-brown) near 160 °C, to exhibit a
definite sheen near 190 °C, and to show a distincdy silvered surface near 220 °C. If the
silver® acetate-HFAH BTDA/4,4'-ODA film is heated in a forced air oven equipped
with a viewing window from 100 °C to 200 °C over 30 min and held at 200 °C for 30
min, one observes that the surface is distinctly silvered. Figure 2.2 shows a plot of
developing reflectivity as a function of time and temperature for a 12.8 % silverBTDA/4,4'-ODA film which was left in the film box to precure for 4 h after which the
film was not quite tack-free. This curve was generated by casting silver®-HFAH doped
films onto petrographic slides (27 x 46 mm) and withdrawing the curing slides from the
oven at varying temperatures and times and measuring the reflectivity. The results
displayed in Figure 2.2 are in general agreement with the observations of the hot-stage
where the precure time was also ca. 4 h. Thus, the reduction of silver® to silver metal
takes place in the temperature range from ca. 160 to 200 °C and the reflectivity begins to
increase rapidly near 190 °C. The formation of metallic silver in the polymer matrix may
well be related to thermal decomposition of the silver®-HFA complex which was formed
in situ in the poly(amic acid) solution. We suggest that this is the case by looking at the
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Figure 2.2. Reflectivity as a function of the thermal cure cycle for a silver metallized
BTDA/4,4'-ODA film prepared at 13.0 % via the in situ process using silver© acetate and
hexafluoroacetylacetone and precured at room temperature for 4 h. The film was cast on
an undoped polyimide base. (The insets on the abcissa are corresponding temperatures in
°C. From 135 to 300 °C the temperature is rising 1.45 °C/min; from 240 to 720 min the
temperature is constant at 300 °C. Time zero is at 135 °C.)
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TGA curve for the [(COD)(HFA)Ag] complex which was shown earlier in Figure 2.1. It
is in teresting

to observe

that the

therm al weight loss curve

for the

hexafluoroacetylacetonate complex of silver(I) stabilized with 1,5-cyclooctadiene shows
loss o f COD (bp 150 °C/760 torr) over a temperature range of 100-160 °C and then
decomposes rapidly in the range of 160 to 220 °C giving metallic silver. Unfortunately,
we cannot ascertain the detailed mechanism for reduction to silver(0). Silver© oxide
may be involved. It is reported that this oxide slowly begins to liberate oxygen with
decomposition to metallic silver at 160 °C with rapid oxygen evolution occurring at 250 300 °C; the partial pressure of oxygen reaches 1 atm at 184°C.54 However, when the
thermogravimetric analysis of silver© oxide was run under the same conditions as
[(COD)(HFA)Ag], it did not undergo extensive decomposition until greater than 300 °C.
Kirshenbaum, Streng, and Hauptschein 55 have presented evidence that silver© oxide is
involved in the sealed tube thermal decomposition of silver© perfluorobutyrate in the
temperature range 260-275 °C. The silver© oxide was then thought to be reduced by
carbon monoxide which was a product o f the decomposition. However, in limited
amounts of carbon monoxide, which is the case in our forced air oven, silver© oxide
may simply thermally liberate metallic silver due to the low magnitude of its heat of
formation. As presented later in this chapter (Table 2.10) silver© oxide is reduced to
metallic silver when suspended heterogeneously in BTDA/4,4'-ODA poIy(amic acid)
film which is thermally cured to 300 °C.

This film is not reflective due to large

irregularly spaced silver(O) aggregates. The X-ray pattern for this silver© oxide derived
film showed only the characteristic reflections for crystalline face-centered cubic silver.
All reflections of cubic silver oxide, including the intense peak at 2.73 A (111), were
absent. On the other hand, silver© reduction may occur via a straightforward homolytic
metal-oxygen bond cleavage to give silver(O) and the neutral organic radical derived from
HFA. The conjugation of HFA and the electron withdrawing fluorine groups should
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stabilize this radical intermediate. Fetizon and coworkers 56 have presented substantial
evidence for such a mechanism in the synthetically important reduction of alcohols by
silver(I) carbonate supported on Celite, and Yang and Kutal 57 have suggested a similar
pathway of ligand-metal electron transfer in the photochemical initiated reduction of
rra/ts-tris(trifluoroacetylacetonato)rhodium(HI) to a rhodium(II) species and free
trifluoroacetylacetone. The fact that the quality of the silver metallization films varies
substantially with the state of silver® coordination supports the contention that there is a
role for the ligand in the reduction process. It is also possible that the electron which
reduces silver® comes from the polymer itself to produce radical cations throughout the
polymer chains which undergo further reaction.
Elemental analysis data are presented in Table 2.5 for four silver® acetate-HFAH
films prepared to have 5 to 12 percent silver after thermal curing, and Table 2.6 presents
similar data for three films prepared with silver® fluoride and HFAH. The elemental
percentages found are in reasonable agreement with that expected if the silver® acetateHFAH dopant is predominately decomposed and volatilized from the system and if the
silver in the films does not cause oxidative degradation o f the polyimide to volatile
products. For all the films in Table 2.1 and 2.3 the X-ray diffffaction patterns are
consistent with all of the silver both in the bulk and at the surface having been reduced to
silver(O). Figure 2.3 shows a regular increase in the intensity of the silver(0) reflections
with increasing dopant concentration for films of the same thickness while at the same
time transmission electron microscopy (e.g., Figure 2.4) shows a relatively constant
surface layer of silver(0) with a depth of ca. 60-70 nm. Similar X-ray patterns are seen for
the silver ® fluoride analogs as shown in Figure 2.5. The TEM (Figure 2.6) for the
silver ® fluoride-HFAH film at the same concentration as for the silver® acetate-HFAH
film immediately above shows a similar silver(O) surface thickness and morphology,
although the silver layer in the fluoride analog appears slightly thinner and less regular.
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Table 2.5. Elemental analyses silver acetate /hexafluoroacetylacetone
doped BTDA/4,4'ODA films.*
Calculated (W 1%)

Found (Wt %)

Ag
0
control

F

C

H

N

Ag

F

C

H

N

0

71.6

2.90

5.76

0

0.065

70.4

3.05

5.58

532

0

67.8

2.75

5.45

4.82

1.45

66.1

2.77

4.93

7.86

0

66.0

2.67

5.31

7.34

1.95

64.5

2.80

5.06

10.5

0

64.1

2.60

5.15

11.2

2.05

62.3

2.77

4.70

12.8

0

62.4

2.53

5.02

11.6

2.44

60.9

2.23

4.90

a) Calculated for the silver(I) acetate-HFAH dopant system decomposing
completely to silver metal.
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Table 2.6. Elemental Analyses for Silver(I) Fluoride-Hexafluoroacetylacetone Doped Films
Metallized Film

Calculated (Wt %)

Found (Wt %)

(See Table 2.3)
Elements

Ag*

Agb

Fa

Ca

Ha

Na

Ag

F

C

H

N

Control

0

0

0

71.6

2.90

5.76

0

0.065

70.4

3.05

5.58

5.0 % Ag°c

5.36

4.6

0

67.8

2.74

5.45

5.33

1.51

66.9

2.65

5.37

7.3 % Ag°c

7.79

6.4

0

66.0

2.67

5.31

7.93

1.73

64.4

2.72

5.19

9.9 % Ag°c

10.6

S3

0

64.0

2.59

5.15

10.6

2.17

62.4

2.57

4.99

a) Calculated for the silver fluoride-HFA dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal.
b) Calculated for the hexafluoroacetylacetonatosilver(I) complex remaining intact.
c) These percentages are based on the poly(amic acid) whereas the calculated weight percentages are based on the
polyimide formed after thermal curing.

Figure 2.3. X-ray diffraction patterns for 5.0,7.4, and 12.1 % silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone
BTDA/4,4'-ODA films of Table 2.1. The films are all at a thickness of 0.91 mil and scaled to the same
ordinate. The abscissa is in units of two theta.

Figure 2.4. Transmission electron micrographs (different magnifications) of the 9.9
percent silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film of Table 2.1.
The bars represent 1 micron.
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Figure 2.5. X-ray diffraction patterns for 5.0 (top) and 9.9 % (bottom) silver(I) fluoridehexafluoroacetylacetone BTDA/4,4'-ODA films of Table 2.3. The abscissa is in units of
two theta; the ordinate is in arbitrary units.
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Figure 2.6. Transmission electron micrograph of the 9.9 percent silver(I) fluoridehexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film of Table 2.3. The bar represents 1
micron.
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The reduction of silver© both in the bulk and at the surface of the polymer is not
surprising as cure studies in nitrogen show that there is no significant role for either
atmospheric oxygen or moisture in the formation of a reflective surface. Thus, it is not
necessary for oxygen or water to diffuse into the polymer, and the chemistry in the bulk
should be similar to that at the surface. Finally, it is notable that there is a gradual
increase in the fluorine content with increasing dopant concentration. As discussed later,
we believe that this increase is due to fluorine incorporation in the polymer backbone.
Our analytical results parallel those obtained with [(COD)(HFA)Ag]-doped BTDA/4,4'ODA by Rubira et al.36
R eflectivity and surface c h aracterizatio n .

Table 2.1 displays specular

reflectivity data for a series of silver© acetate BTDA/4,4 '-ODA films with varying mole
ratios of polymer repeat unit to metallic silver from 8.7:1 (2.5 % Ag°) to 1.0:1 (17.9 %
Ag°); Table 2.3 displays similar data for silver© fluoride BTDA/4,4'-ODA films. The
air side of each film is distinctly metallic and bright while the glass side is metallic gray
in appearance without luster and minimal (<5 %) measured specular reflectivity. The
scanning electron micrographs presented in Figure 2.7a-e for a silver© acetate
BTDA/4,4'-ODA (9.9 % Ag°) show an air-side deposition of globular silver clusters
which are relatively uniform in size and evenly spread over the surface of the film; the
glass-side surface is much less homogeneous. The atomic force micrograph Figure 2.8 of
this same film shows a similar topology. Similar SEM (This figure is a TEM) results are
seen with a silver© fluoride analog as shown in Figure 2.9. For the silver© acetate films
air-side reflectivity at a 20° angle of incidence increases rapidly (43 to 68 %) in going
from 2.5 to 5.0 % silver and, thereafter, reflectivity increases only slowly, reaching a
maximum 82 % at the 12.1 % silvered film. A very similar trend is observed with the
silver© fluoride films. In all cases reflectivity falls as a function of increasing angle of
incidence. We do not think that this angle dependence is due to an irregular surface
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Figure 2.7a. Scanning electronmicrographs of the air side and glass side of the 9.9 %
silver© acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film of Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.7b. Scanning electronmicrographs of the air side and glass side of the 9.9 %
silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film of Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.7c. Scanning electronmicrographs of the air side and glass side of the 9.9 %
silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film of Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.7cL Scanning electronmicrographs of the air side and glass side of the 9.9 %
silver® acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film of Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.7e. Scanning electronmicrographs of the air side and glass side of the 9.9 %
silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film of Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.8. Atomic force micrographs of the 9.9 percent silver© acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film of Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.9. Scanning electronmicrographs of the air side and glass side of the 9.9 %
silver(I) fluoride-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film of Table 2.3.
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morphology. If one lightly polishes the metallized surfaces, there is a small diminution
of reflectivity. We speculate that this is due to a polymer overlayer which protects the
thin reflecting silver layer and may absorb a portion of the incident light. (This concept
of a polymer overlayer and its effect on the angle dependence of reflectivity will be
discussed more fully in Chapter 3.)
The films have strongly adhered surface layers and are completely stable to
removal o f silver by a variety of adhesive tapes as per standard ASTM test. The
mechanism for this strong adhesion may be two-fold. A significant contribution to the
metal-polymer adhesion may involve mechanical interlocking. This is supported by the
surface composition data for the silver© acetate series of films from XPS (Table 2.7)
which shows that there is only ca. 16 - 20 atom percent silver on the reflective air side
surface. Carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen are abundant, which indicates that substantial
polymer surrounds and separates the silver clusters. Adhesion may also be due to the
interaction o f silver with carboxylate groups. Boerio and coworkers ^8 have concluded
from surface enhanced Raman scattering and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of
polyimides cured on silver substrates that imidization is inhibited by the formation of
silver carboxylate complexes by way of the amic acid carboxyl groups. The films
studied, however, were only thermally cured to a temperature of 200 °C. Meyer, et al$9
have also reported XPS evidence for the formation of silver carboxylate complexes with
alkylammonium salts of the poly(amic acid) of PMDA/4,4'-ODA cast on a clean silver
surface. While carboxylate complexes may be formed at some early point in the
poly(amic a c id ) cure cycle, it is unclear that the polyimide film cured for 1 h at 300 °C
would allow the metal-carboxylate interaction to persist; the poly(amic acidj films of
Meyer, et al. were only heated to 200 °C. TGA measurement shows that solid silver©
acetate is completely decomposed in air to silver metal by 280 °C at a heating rate of 2.5
°C/min as shown in Figures 2.10a and 2.10b. On the other hand, Madix and coworkers^O
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Table 2.7. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic surface composition for
silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone doped BTDA/4,4'-ODA films.
Relative atomic percent3
Wt. Percent
Silver

Film
Surface

Silver

Fluorine

Carbon

Oxygen

Nitrogen

5.0

air

20.3

2.0

58.5

15.95

3.3

glass

2.1

22.2

56.3

11.58

7.8

air

16.5

3.4

63.6

12.7

3.8

glass

3.9

24.7

57.1

9.9

4.4

air

17.5

3.2

63.1

12.3

3.9

glass

0.8

18.3

61.1

12.2

7.6

7.4
9.9

a) Same film samples as reported in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.10a. Thermal gravimetric curve for silver(I) acetate run in air. (The lower trace is the differential thermal analysis
curve. The heating rate is 10 °C/min.)
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Figure 2.10b. Thermal gravimetric curve for silver(I) oxide run in air. (The heating rate is 20 °C/min to 105 °C where the
sample was held for 30 min and 2.5 °C/min thereafter.)
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found that for a more isolated acetate ion adsorbed on the silver ( 110 ) surface, the acetate
decomposition temperature leading to the degradation products carbon dioxide, acetic
acid, methane, and ketene and adsorbed carbon was 367 °C Thus, carboxylate groups
bound to silver clusters, Agn+,61 may well survive the 300° cure temperature and exhibit
a different thermal chemistry than bulk silver(I) acetate. While imidization may be
inhibited by the formation of silver carboxylate complexes, this same interaction may
enhance adhesion after thermally curing the polyimide at 300 °C. Indeed, Rubira et al.36
found for metallized BTDA/4,4 '-ODA films formed using [AgHFA(COD)] that the
photoelectron spectrum had carbon and oxygen photopeaks that matched well with those
from silver benzoate and acetate. Unfortunately, these peaks are not well resolved from
other major oxygen photopeaks, and the deconvolution techniques to expose these peaks
are open to some question. Finally, Gerenserl ^ found significantly improved adhesion
for silver which was vapor deposited on oxygen-plasma treated poly(ethylene
terephthalate) as opposed to argon-treated or untreated polymer. XPS data with an
observed photopeak at 531.2 eV (O Is) were consistent with the formation of a silver(I)
carboxylate species in this polyester.
The Table 2.7 presents surface composition as determined by XPS for three
reflective films in Table 2.1. As mentioned, it is striking to note the large amount of
polymer that is still in the surface region of the film on both the air and glass sides.
While there is migration of silver to the air side surface of the film, the migrating silver
atoms and/or small clusters aggregrate to give surface islands which appear from
microscopy data to be roughly 60 to 70 nm in thickness. The TEM micrographs
presented in Figure 2.4 and 2.6 clearly indicate that there is not complete continuity of the
metal surface. Furthermore, the lack of surface electrical conductivity is consistent with
isolated silver particles in both the acetate and fluoride series of films. Clearly, there
must be substantial amounts of polymer surrounding the silver globules at the air side
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surface. This is in contradiction to the surface chemistry and physics of palladium-doped
BDTA/4,4'O DA films using a self-m etallizing procedure involving thermal
decomposition of dichlorobis(dimethylsulfide)palladium(II).44> 62 The difference may
well be due to the much greater catalytic activity of palladium(0 ) over silver(0 ) for the
oxidation of organic substrates as is discussed later. Such metal catalyzed oxidation of
the polymer at the surface will expose the metallic layer. The glass side of the film has
much less metal and is strikingly rich in fluorine. It may be that organofluorine species
liberated in the thermal decomposition of the silver(I)-HFA complex undergo glass
catalyzed/promoted or simply thermal reactions with the polymer backbone such as
acylations via the very reactive trifluoromethyl acylium ion. Girolami, Nuzzo, and
coworkers 63 have recently presented detailed studies on the thermal decomposition of
bis(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)palladium(II) on copper films. They found by temperature
programmed reaction and integrated desorption mass spectrometry technique that the
HFA ligand is thermally degraded to trifluoroacetyl, CF3 CO, and trifluoromethyl, CF 3 ,
species at high temperatures, i.e., 27 to 177 °C. Indeed, as seen in Figure 2.11 for the
9.9 % silvered film a prominent XPS peak for the glass side only is centered at 2 9 2 .5 eV
which is that expected for CF3

g r o u p s .6 4 ,6 5

This peak is virtually absent for the air side

surface. The bulk fluorine content of the film is also enhanced but to a much lesser
degree. The presence of fluorine does not seem to be due to silver© fluoride which
might be formed by thermal decomposition. Silver© fluoride is soluble in water.
Refluxing metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA films, cut into small strips, for several hours in
water gave solutions which did not precipitate any silver© iodide on the addition of
aqueous potassium iodide. Furthermore, no X-ray reflections were observed in any films
corresponding to crystalline AgF.
Table 2.2 presents reflectivity data for the second set of BTDA/4,4'-ODAsilver© acetate/HFAH silvered films which primarily vary with regard to the thermal
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Figure 2.11. C Is photoelectron spectra for the air and glass sides of the 9.9 percent silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone BTDA/4,4'-ODA reported in Table 2.1. Upper trace - glass side; lower trace - air side.
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cure program employed. Sections A, B, and C of the Table 2.2 demonstrate that there is
virtually no effect on reflectivity at silver concentrations in the range 7.6 to 10 percent by
varying the thermal cure cycle stages as long as a final temperature of 300 °C is attained
for a duration of 1 h. O f particular interest were the slower cure cycles listed in Section
B. Since it is well-known that the slow deposition of silver onto glass from Tollen’s type
silver© reductions o f aldehydes gives mirrors of high quality, it was o f interest to see if
slower heating, with slower formation of silver(0) atoms, of the doped BTD A/4,4'-ODA
solutions would give more highly reflective surfaces. Visual observation of the curing
silver© acetate/HFAH doped film makes it clear that the reduction process begins below
200 °C when the film is cured at a rate of ca. 3 °C/min. The data of Section B show that
lingering in the region o f silver reduction (150-200 °C) has no significant effect on
observed reflectivity. Furthermore, the addition of two equivalents o f HFA does not
change reflectivity. Again, as the concentration of silver is lowered to 5.0 % (Section D)
a small decrease in reflectivity is observed. Section E shows that there is not a major role
for air or atmospheric moisture in reduction of silver© and generation of the mirror
during the cure cycle as films cured in dry nitrogen have similar reflectivities to those
cured in air. Since metallic silver is known to activate molecular oxygen 22b and
silver© coordinates to arenes

6 6 f it

would not have been surprising to see a difference in

film properties between air and nitrogen cured systems. It also appears that the water
liberated in the imidization of the BTDA/4,4'-ODA poly(amic acid) is not intimately
involved in the reduction and migration of silver. This was demonstrated by the fact that
the soluble polyimide derived from 2,2-bis(3,4-dicarboxyphenyl)hexafluoropropane
dianhydride, 6 FDA, and l,3-bis(3-aminophenoxy)benzene, APB, when doped'with the
same silver© acetate-HFAH couple used in this study, gives films with similar
reflectivity to those reported herein.^ Since 6FDA/3,3'-APB is already in the imidized
form when the silver© dopant is added, no water generated during thermal heating cycle.
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6FD A /33'-A P B
Therm al properties. Thermal data for films of Table 2.1 and Table 2.3 are
presented in Tables 2.8 and 2.9, respectively. The glass transition temperatures (run in
sealed pans) of the metallized films are only slightly different from that of undoped
BTD A/4,4 '-OD A. This is consistent with the passivity of the silver metal toward organic
molecules in general and toward the polymer functionalities in specific such that there is
no crosslinking of chains via interaction with silver clusters or via silver catalyzed
organic crosslinking reactions which would elevate Tg. However, the formation of
metallic silver clusters in the bulk of the polymer as well as on the surface diminishes the
thermal-oxidative stability of the polyimide.

While in a nitrogen atmosphere the

temperature at which there is ten percent weight loss is ca. 0 - 50 °C lower than that of
the undoped polymer, in air there is a dramatic reduction o f thermal-oxidative stability
with a ten percent weight loss temperature that is ca. 150 °C lower than the control.
Nonetheless, the thermal stability of the mirrored films in air is more than adequate for
many purposes.
Two possible contributions to the lowering of thermal-oxidative stability of the
BTD A/4,4'-ODA films containing metallic silver i n c l u d e : ^ , 22b i) metal activation of
the pi systems of the polymer to attack by dioxygen or monoatomic oxygen and/or metal
induced bond cleavage of the organic framework followed by oxidation, and 2 ) metal (0 )
induced dissociation of dioxygen to surface adsorbed monoatomic oxygen which then
initiates and sustains polymer degradation. The first contribution should be of minimal
importance since silver(0 )-olefin or arene complexes are not known in stable isolable^
forms unlike palladium(O) which forms numerous zero-valent metal complexes with
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Table 2.8. Thermal data for silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone
doped BTDA-4,4'-ODA films
Wt. Percent
Silver

Tg
by DSC
_ (°C)

TGA
TGA
10 % Wt. Loss 10 % Wt. Loss
in Air (°C)
in N2 (°C)

CTE
(ppm/°C)

Control

275

524

540

42.8»>

2.5

269

361

531

a

5.0

268

379

489

42.7

7.4

270

372

488

43.6

9.9

272

376

491

42.8

12.1

269

361

531

a

17.9

272

361

477

a

a) CTE not measured.
b) S. Numata, K. Fujisaki, D. Makino and N. Kinjo, Recent Advances
in Polyimide Science and Technology, W. D. Weber and M. R. Gupta,
Eds., Society of Plastics Engineers, New York, p. 164 (1987).

0\

Table 2.9. Thermal data for silver(I) fluoride-hexafluoroacetylacetone doped BTDA/4,4'-ODA films.
Percent Silver
(Calculated)3

Tg
by DSC

10 % Wt.

10 % Wt.

Loss in

Loss in N2

Air
control

271

524

540

2.5

266

393

538

5.0

268

390

548

7.3

269

385

550

8.4

268

370

523

9.9

269

378

540

12.6

268

367

515

18.3

269

371

497

a) Calculated for the silver fluoride-HFAH dopant system
decomposing completely to silver metal.
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unsaturated organic s p e c ie s .6 9 it is silver(I) which is isoelectronic with palladium(0 ) and
forms olefin and arene complexes. The X-ray data for the films of Tables 2.1 and 2.3 do
not suggest any silver(I), which could catalyze organic degradation, remaining in the
films, e.g., no crystalline silver© oxide or silver© fluoride; only reflections due to
crystalline metallic silver are observed as previously mentioned. Also, dissolution of a
silver metallized 6FDA/3,3'-APB (a soluble polyimide) film in DMAc^? or refluxing this
film in water for

12

h did not result in any soluble silver© species which could be

precipitated with aqueous sodium bromide. Similar extraction of metallized BTDA/4,4'ODA films with boiling ammonia did not give observable silver halide when neutralized
with hydrochloric acid; this is consistent with no residual silver© fluoride, silver©
acetate, silver© oxide, or ionic silver© in the metallized film. It is most plausible that
the degradation efficacy of metallic silver involves the second option, that is, metallic
silver’s well established ability to bind and reversibly dissociate dioxygen^O and thus
produce a continuous supply of absorbed atomic oxygen which can degrade the polymer
by its ability to abstract protons and to serve as a strong nucleophile.?*
Metals which form strong bonds with oxygen such as cobalt, nickel, and copper
dissociate dioxygen but are usually ineffective oxygen transfer agents since the oxygen
prefers to be incorporated as a stable metal oxide network with a large negative enthalpy
of formation. For example, copper metal doped BTDA/4,4'-ODA formed from the in
situ thermal decomposition o f tetrakis(acetonitrile)copper© hexafluorophosphate gives a
film whose polymer decomposition temperature is only 40 °C less than that of the
control.?^ (AH°f (CuO(s)) = 158 kJ/mol and AH°f (Cu20(s)) = 170 k J /m o l.)4 2 Platinum
and palladium, having less stable oxides than c o p p e r^ , are sufficiently active to
reversibly bind and dissociate dioxygen and are also active in absorbing and cleaving
bonds in organic

s u b s tra te s .

22b Thus they are very useful for complete oxidation of

organic species as evidenced by the use of platinum in automotive exhaust emission
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control systems. How this influences polymer degradation is seen in an eight percent
palladium -BTD A/4,4'-ODA film prepared with bis(dimethylsulfide)dichloropalladium(II) (Table 2 .1 ) which exhibited a

10

% weight loss in air that was 2 2 3 °C lower

than the c o n tr o l.7 3 Silver has the weakest metal-oxygen bond (AH°f = -3 2 .4

k J /m o l),4 ^

except for gold, and is more commonly used where partial and selective organic
oxidations are desired such as the commercially important oxidation of ethylene to
ethylene

o x i d e . 45

Thus, silver-filled BTDA/4,4'-ODA films are more stable than

palladium-filled films and exhibit a polymer decomposition temperature significantly
higher than that for palladium. The ability of a crystalline silver metal membrane to
dissociate dioxygen to reactive surface bound atomic oxygen is well-known and is the
basis for the generation of hyperthermal atomic oxygen
of gold, with a weakly exothermic heat of formation

b e a m s .7 4

Finally, the passivity

(- 9 .0 k J /m o l)4 2

for the oxide, is

reflected in the fact that for a typical self-metallized gold filled BTDA/4,4'-ODA film (16
% gold), ten percent weight loss is only 2 3 °C lower than the control film .7 5
The linear coefficient of thermal expansion (Table 2.8) of silver(I) acetate-HFAH
doped BTDA/4,4'-ODA films essentially unchanged relative to the value for an undoped
film {ca. 43 ppm/K). The CTE’s are virtually identical for three films ranging in
concentration from

5 .0

to

9 .9

% silver. We interpret this constancy of the CTE to be

consistent with essentially all of the silver having undergone reduction to the metallic
state, and in the native state silver would not bond strongly to functionalities in polymer
chains.

This lack of silver interaction would not generate any effective crosslinking

which is commonly responsible for an increase of the CTE in doped systems. Since the
CTE for silver is

19

ppm, there is no continuous layer of silver of the film surface as the

TEM and surface conductivity data show.
Additional silver(I) dopant-BTDA/4,4'-ODA systems. The mechanism for the
reduction of silver(I) to the metallic state is uncertain. We do know from data displayed
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in Tables 2.10 and 2.11 that the silver® dopant must be soluble with the poly(amic acid)
in DMAc in order to obtain reflective films. For example, cured BTDA/4,4'-ODA films
prepared with the insoluble dopants silver® oxide and silver® acetate-dibenzoylmethane (Tables 2.10 and 2.11) have distinctly heterogeneous surface and bulk phases
and exhibit reflectivities at 20° less than 11 % at all angles. The visually apparent
heterogeneity comes from the formation of micron sized silver(0 ) particles, the presence
of metallic silver being confirmed by the X-ray data. The question remains as to whether
it is only necessay to have a soluble silver® species coupled with the amic acid of
BTDA/4,4'-ODA in DMAc to undergo reduction and produce a mirrored surface. Table
2 .1 0

contains reflectivity data for six silver compounds which are soluble with the amic

acid o f B TD A /4,4'-O D A in DMAc.

These compounds are: (hexafluoro-

acetylacetonato)(trimethylphosphine)silver®, (hexafluoroacetylacetonato)(triphenylphosphine)silver®, (6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluoro-2,2-dimethyl-3,5-octanedionato)-silver®,
iodo(trimethylphosphine)silver®, silver® nitrate, and silver® tetrafluoroborate. None
of these six soluble silver compounds gave highly reflective films under similar cure
conditions used with silver® acetate-HFAH even though X-ray diffraction data show
that all of the additives generate crystalline metallic silver except for the tetrameric
iodo(trimethylphosphine)silver®.

With this latter additive trimethylphosphine is

liberated with heating to leave insoluble silver® iodide heterogeneously dispersed
throughout the film. X-ray data support the presence of silver® iodide and show that no
metallic silver is produced in this system. Surprisingly, the isolable trimethylphosphine
adduct o f [AgHFA] gives films which are less than 10 % reflective. This is puzzling
since this complex is an adduct-stabilized [AgHFA] complex 56 sim ilar to
[COD(HFA)Ag] which gives films with reflectivities of ca. 65 %.38 The partially
fluorinated [Ag(FOD)] complex gives modestly reflective films. The best reflectivity
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Table 2.10. Metallized films prepared from miscellaneous isolated silver(I) compounds
in DMAc BTDA/4,4'-ODA resin solutions.
Silver(I)
Additive3

% Metal

Reflectivity
(% at 20°)

(Me3P)Ag(HFA)

10

(Ph3P)Ag(HFA)

10

Ag(FOD)

10

9.4
8.0
16.7
17.4
36.7
33.7
7.2
7.0

10
[(Me3P)AgI]4
AgN03 ^

5.4

20

AgBF4

10

48

Ag20

10

4.9

(insoluble)

X-ray d spacings

(A)

Appearance
(air/glass)

2.36 (100), 2.64(31),
Purplish
1.44 (13), 1.23 (17)
sheen/gray
2.35 (100), 2.04 (25),
Metallic
1.44(11), 1.23(15)
blue/pewter
2.38(100), 2.05(23),
Metallic
1.45(12), 1.23(ll)c
green/beige
3.98(78), 3.75 (78), 3.63 Heterogeneous,
(42), 3.41 (4.9), 2.30 (100),
brown,
2.18 (5.7), 2.05 (3.5),
(air and glass)
1.99(7.3), 1.96 (31), 1.50
(2.7), 1.48 (2.6), 1.33(2.4)
2.35 (100), 2.03 (26),
Metallic
1.43(12), 1.23(14)
green/brown
2.77 (33), 2.36 (100), 2.04
Metallic
(29), 1.44(13), 1.23(11)
green/pewter
2.35 (100), 2.04 (34), 1.44 Heterogeneous
(15), 1.23 (14)
brown,
(air and glass)

Conductive
(Four point
probe)
No
No
No
No

No
No
No

a) Ligand abbreviations: HFA = l,l,l,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedionato;
FOD = 6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluoro-2,2-dimethyl-3,5-octanedionato.
b) This sample is reported as 5.4 % silver since concentrations near 10 % give severely brittle and broken films.
c) Reflections are broad.
00
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Table 2.11. Additional metallized films prepared from silver(I) acetate with a variety of
solubilizing ligandsa in DMAc BTDA/4,4'-ODA solution.
Additive

%
Reflectivity
{% at
Metal
20o/45°/70°)

Ag(C2H302)/HFAH

9.9

79/69/49

Ag(C2H302)/HFAHPPh3
Ag(C2H302)/TFAAH

8.2

34/24/9

7.1

57/46/44

Ag(C2H302)/DBM
(insoluble)
AgC2H302/l HFAHPdCl2(Me2S)
(Ag/Pd = 9/1)

8.3

11/7/7

7.7

32/20/9

X-ray d spacings

(A)

Appearance
air/glass

2.37 (100), 2.05 (32), 1.45 (14),
Bright
1.23 (20)
metallic/pewter
2.34 (lOO), 2.03 (23), 1.44 (9.2),
Brown
1.23 (14)
metallic/pewter
4.41 (16), 2.367100), 2.04 (16),
Bright
1.475 (1.4), 1.44(10), 1.23 (15) metallic/pewter
2.34 (26), 2.03 (4.0), 1.44
Heterogeneous
(1.7),1.23 (1.8)h
silver globules
3.20 (55),2.77 (100),1.96 (58),
Metallic
1.67(13), 1.60(8)1.39 (2) and
2.36(77), 2.04 (22), 1.44 (10), green/pewterlike
1.24 (15)

a) Solubilizing ligand abbreviations: TFAAH = trifluoroacetic acid; DBM = dibenzoylmethane;
PPh3 = triphenylphosphine. The cure cycles were the standard cure where samples were held
for 1 hat 100,200, and 300 °C.
b) Peaks are very broad and of low intensity relative to the amoiphous polymer halo.

Conductive
(Four
point
probe)
No
No
No
No
No

83

CF2CF2CF3
FOD =

O—<
5
O—C c h 3
h

3c

CH3

reported in Table 2.10 was obtained with silver(I) tetrafluoroborate at 48 %. The
mechanical propertires of this film were significantly improved relative to those of
silver(I) nitrate and suggests that the brittleness seen with the silver© nitrate doped
films 23-26 is due to the nitrate anion, which at elevated temperatures is a proficient
oxidizing agent It is not clear what functions as the reducing agent toward silver© in
AgBEt since neither boron nor fluorine in the tetrafluoroborate anion can be reasonably
oxidized; the polymer itself and residual solvent may function as the reducing agent.
Thus we can see from Table 2.10 that the reduction of silver© in a curing polymer film
in such manner so as to generate highly reflective films is subtle and requires much more
than simply having a soluble silver© additive.
Table 2.11 reports data for the preparation of silvered films using in situ silver©
complexes formed from silver© acetate coupled with coordinating ligands other than
HFAH or in addition to HFAH.

As discussed above the solid three-coordinate

trimethylphosphine and triphenylphosphine complexes of [AgHFA] gave films with poor
reflectivity.

Consistent with this observation, the addition of one equivalent of

triphenylphosphine to silver© acetate and HFAH gave films which were only modestly
reflective even though the X-ray data again demonstrated that reduction to metallic silver
had occurred. The addition of trifluoroacetic acid (pKa = 0.6) readily dissolves silver©
acetate to form silver© trifluoroacetate in solution. This dopant system gave the most
reflective films (57 %) except for those of the silver© acetate-HFAH systems reported in
Table 2.1. Finally, we investigated the use o f dichlorobis(dimethylsulfide)palladium(©
coupled with silver© acetate and HFAH as a route to achieving both a conductive and a
reflective silver(0) surface. The palladium©) complex by itself in BTDA/4,4 '-ODA with
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DMAc as the solvent gives conductive films. Dichlorobis(dimethylsulfide)palladium(II)
was dissolved with silver® acetate and HFAH in a DMAc solution of the amic acid of
BTDA/4,4'-ODA such that the molar ratio of silver to palladium was 9:1. It is known
that palladium is a very active organic oxidative degradation catalyst as discussed
previously 43,60 as seen from the 10 % weight loss temperature for a palladium/BTDA4,4'-ODA film relative to that of a control, i.e., a lowering of 223 °C. Thus, we thought
that a small amount of palladium would foster oxidative degradation of polymer near the
air side surface and enhance the size and contact of the silver(0 ) clusters improving both
reflectivity and conductivity. Unfortunately, neither of these goals was realized. One
problem occuring with this bimetallic system was that silver® chloride was formed
during the cure process as seen from the X-ray data. Other non-halogenated palladium
complexes are available but were not investigated.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that BTDA/4,4'-ODA silvered polyimide
films can be prepared from a single phase homogeneous silver(I)-poly(amic acid)
solution which have excellent reflectivity, outstanding metal-polymer adhesion, and the
essential mechanical characteristics of the native polyimide. While silver lowers thermal
film stability in air, the metallized polymers still have a wide temperature use range. For
reasons which are not clear at this time, the use of silver® acetate consistently gives
mirrored films which are approximately ten percent more reflective than those prepared
form silver® fluoride. Silver® acetate, silver® fluoride, and HFAH are readily
available in high purity and are stable thermally and photochemically with respect to
visible light; a DMAc solution of [AgHFA], prepared in situ as described in Scheme 3,
containing the poly(amic acid) of BTDA/4,4'-ODA is stable with respect to visible
silver® reduction for several days, and the cast films do not have to be protected from
light. Our synthesis of silvered BTDA/4,4'-ODA films using silver® acetate gives a 2025 % improvement in reflectivity relative to the use of the rather similar [COD(HFA)Ag]
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complex; films prepared with silver® fluoride are o f similar reflectivity to those prepared
with [(COD)(HFA)Ag]. Furthermore, neither silver® acetate nor silver® fluoride
require special precautions, while [(COD)(HFA)Ag] as reported by Partenheimer and
J o h n s o n , 39

who first synthesized the complex, “[loses] olefin slowly when exposed to

air” and requires refrigeration.
Our ultimate goal with respect to the preparation of silver surface metallized films
is to develop an approach that would yield films that are both highly reflective and
electrically conductive at the surface. Unfortunately, the films prepared in this study with
silver® acetate and silver® fluoride coupled with HFAH did not exhibit surface
conductivity that differed significantly from that of control BTDA/4,4'-ODA control
films, even with additional sintering at 340 °C. Thus, the silver aggregates are not in
continuous contact with one another at the air side or the glass side surface of the film.
This lack of metallic continuity at the surface is consistent with the very large amount of
polymer at the surfaces as shown in the X-ray photoelectron spectra for the films
prepared with silver® acetate. Attempts to maximize both reflectivity and conductivity
will be described in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
Fabrication o f Highly Reflective Com posite Polyimide
Films Via In Situ Reduction of Silver(I) Complexes
Introduction

In the previous chapter we described the successful silver surface metallization of
the thermally and oxidatively stable polyimide BTDA/4,4'-ODA. The synthetic pathway
involves

the

in situ formation

in dim ethylacetam ide

(DMAc)

o f the

(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I) complex, [AgHFA], by the direct reaction of
insoluble silver© acetate and hexafluoroacetylacetone (HFAH). The silver© complex
remains in solution upon addition of the poly (amic acid). The silver(I)-containing
poly(amic acid) solutions are cast into films on glass plates, and DMAc is allowed to
evaporate partially at ambient temperatures until the film is tack free. While the complex
becomes increasingly concentrated with solvent evaporation, we have never observed any
precipitation of an [AgHFA] complex or any other silver© species. During all stages of
solvent evaporation the [AgHFA] complex remains homogeneously dispersed in the
polymer matrix, presumably as a mononuclear species. Thermal curing of the tack-free
clear silver©-poly(amic acid) films effects amide-acid ring closure with the elimination
of water to give the polyimide and induces the reduction o f the complexed silver© ion
with concomitant formation of a highly reflective, but not electrically conductive, silver
mirror which exhibits unusually strong adhesion at the polyimide surface. The composite
metal-polymer films retain the essential mechanical properties of the unmetallized parent
polymer. This procedure produces films with areas on the order of 15 cm by 15 cm or
smaller which are smooth and have continuous highly reflective silver layers. However,
films with larger areas, while bright and evenly metallized, exhibit bothersome and
detrimental crease lines, so that the film resembles an irregularly tiled floor pattern.
These crease lines provide distortions of the reflectivity and compromise mechanical
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properties. This was very disappointing, as many proposed uses of metallized polymeric
films require films with extensive surface area.
What is the origin of these deleterious irregularities in large films? During
thermal curing of the [AgHFA]-BTDA/4,4'-ODA films, the formation of silver metal on
the glass side of the film causes the film to become completely detached from the glass
plate except at the film’s extreme edges, which remain firmly adhered to the glass. Thus,
in the thermal cycle, beginning at ca. 180 °C, the entire metallizing film, except for the
edges, lifts from the glass plate due to the pressure generated by the liberation o f gaseous
effluents such as residual solvent and decom position products from the
hexafluoroacetylacetonate ligand. Eventually, these gases permeate through the polymer,
and the film relaxes smoothly back down onto the plate by ca. 220 °C. The inflation of
the film from the glass plate is undoubtedly aided by the formation of metallic silver at
the glass side of the film. Metallic silver has a greatly reduced affinity to adhere to the
glass plate relative to the parent polymer. While this film detachment process does not
adversely affect the reflective properties of films which are o f smaller size (ca. 225 cm^),
with films of larger area the weight of the film itself becomes such that the gas pressure
generated during the cure is insufficient to sustain a single inflated dome above the glass
panel. Thus, with large area films, the curing metallizing films are inflated during the
thermal cycle from the glass plate in several sections, like a relief map, which ultimately
results in irregularly placed crease lines. It is essential to eliminate this defect.
We thought that it might be possible to prepare uniformly metallized films of
large area by casting a thin layer of a silver(I)-HFAH doped poly(amic acid) solution of
BTDA/4,4'-OD A on to a parent BTDA/4,4'-ODA film which was thermally imidized on
a glass plate and allowed to remain on the plate. Thus, this “film-on-a-film” approach
would generate a composite metallized film with properties close to that of the parent
polymer. We hypothesized that this composite approach would eliminate the bubbling
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observed when the silver(I) doped resin was cast directly on to the glass panel. The
undoped parent polymer remains firmly adhered to the glass plate during all thermal cure
cycles used to imidize the polymer. A major contribution to this adhesion is polymer
interaction with SiOH and Si-O-Si surface bonds. Casting the silver© doped resin on the
parent base would eliminate silver metallization at the glass plate which reduces film
adhesion. While this “film-on-a-film” approach would not eliminate gas evolution, since
the same chemistry would be taking place in the upper doped layer, the metallizing layer
would be significantly thinner than those layers in the films of Chapter 2 which were cast
directly on to the glass surface, and thus the total volume of gas released would be
substantially reduced. This diminished gas volume might well escape the surface layer
*
without causing bubbling. Further, the polymer-polymer interfacial strength should be
much greater than the metallized polymer-glass interface, and this should reduce the
tendency for the top layer to inflate. However, we did not know if the polymer-polymer
interface formed in final composite films would be of sufficient strength to render the
final films mechanically useful. Also, the procedure reported in this chapter enables
polymeric silvered mirrors to be produced with an enhanced silver economy for the
following reason. During the reduction of the silver©-HFA complex to native silver to
give the films of Chapter 2, only a small portion of the silver atoms or clusters migrates
to the surface to form the mirror, we estimate this to be ca. 15 %. The majority of silver
aggregates remain uniformly dispersed as nanometer-sized particles throughout the
polymer matrix. Most of the silver in the polymer does not contribute to the reflectivity
of the surface. Thus, it should be possible to prepare highly reflective surfaces doped
from poly(amic acid) films which are initially much thinner than those cast in Chapter 2.
Again, we chose to study the construction of silvered surfaces on polyimide films
derived from 3,3',4,4'-benzophenone tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (BTDA) and 4,4'oxydianiline (4,4'-ODA) (Scheme P.l) for continuity with the studies of Chapter 2. Also,
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there is no evidence from unpublished work that other polyimides give results which are
better than BTDA/4,4'-ODA. In fact, a study o f some fifteen other polyimides did not
give any metallized films which displayed reflectivities as high as metallized films with
BTDA/4,4'-ODA and these other polyimides often gave metallized layers which were
poorly adhered. 50
In this chapter we report the synthesis and characterization of silver metallized
BTDA/4,4 '-ODA films which are cast onto undoped BTDA/4,4'-ODA polyimides bases
leading to entirely smooth and continous large metallized surfaces. We report the
characterization of these silvered films with respect to reflectivity, composition,
poly(amic acid) viscosity, thermal properties, electrical conductivity, adhesion at the
polymer-polymer and polymer-metal interfaces, and transmission electron, scanning
electron, and atomic force microscopy.
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EXPERIMENTAL
M aterials. 4,4'-ODA and “Ultrapure” BTDA were obtained from Wakayama
Seika Kogyo Co., Ltd. (via Kennedy and Klim, Inc.) and Allco Chemical Corporation,
respectively. The 4,4'-ODA was used as received. Depending on the viscosity desired
the BTDA was used as received, dried at 100 °C for 4 h, or dried under vacuum at 150 °C
for 5 h prior to use. The latter drying condition gave the highest molecular weight
poIy(amic acid). Presumably the lower viscosity resins result from carboxylic acid rather
than dianhydride termini on the BTDA monomer. The melting points of the dry
monomers as determined by differential thermal analysis were 218 °C and 188 °C,
respectively. DMAc (HPLC grade < 0.03% water) and silver(I) acetate (99.99%) were
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and used without further purification.
Hexafluoroacetylacetone (HFAH) (Aldrich and Eastman Organic Chemicals) was
redistilled under nitrogen before use.

*

The BTDA/4,4'-ODA poly(amic acid) solutions employed in this study were
prepared with the dianhydride offset at
(w/w) in DMAc.
d ia m in e

1

mole % relative to the diamine at

12%

solids

The resin preparations were performed by first dissolving the

in DMAc in a resin kettle flushed with dry nitrogen and then adding the

dianhydride. The resin was stirred for a minimum o f 5h. The inherent viscosities are
cited in the Table headings for each group of films.
P rep aratio n of BTDA/4,4'-ODA m etallized films. Silver© acetate is not
soluble in DMAc or a DMAc solution of the BTDA/4,4'-ODA poly(amic acid). If
silver© acetate without hexafluoroacetylacetone is added to the amic acid form of
BTDA/4,4'-ODA immediate gelation of the resin occurs. However, if one or more
equivalents of HFAH is dissolved in DMAc followed by the addition of silver© acetate,
d isso lu tio n

occurs

re a d ily

and

(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver©

com pletely

w ith

form ation

of

the

complex. Thus, silver-containing resins were
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prepared by first dissolving silver(I) acetate in a small volume of DMAc containing
HFAH. (One g of DMAc containing the required amount of HFAH was used to dissolve
silver(I) acetate for every 5 g of 12 % BTDA/4,4 '-OD A solution.) The 12 % poly(amic
acid) solution was then added by weight to give the desired concentration. The light
yellow silver(I)-doped resins were stirred thoroughly for 30 min before casting films.
Although there is always concern for photochemical decomposition with silver systems,
these doped films were not light sensitive for at least a 24 h period. Thus, special
precautions were not necessary nor taken to protect the films in this study from light.
A series of films with BTDA/4,4'-ODA solutions of viscosities 1.1, 1.7, and 2.2
dL/g with varying concentrations of silver(I) acetate and HFAH were prepared on
undoped BTDA/4,4'-ODA bases which were cast on soda lime glass plates and thermally
imidized in a forced air oven with the following thermal cycle: 10 min to 100 for 1 h, 15
min to 200 for lh, 30 min to 300 °C for lh. This thermal cycle is referred to as the
standard cure cycle. The thicknesses of the BTD A/4,4'-ODA bases are reported in the
Tables and were generally in the range of 0.60 to 1.0 mil.

Doped poly(amic acid)

solutions were cast as films onto the BTDA/4,4'-ODA bases using a doctor blade with
cured thicknesses for the composite films in the range of 1.5 -2.0 mil. After remaining in
an atmosphere of dry slowly flowing air (1 0 % relative humidity) for 18 h, the tack-free
films were thermally cured in a forced air oven using the standard cure cycle. The films
were removed easily from the glass plates by soaking in distilled water for ca. 15 min
after scoring the edges with a razor blade. Samples for reflectivity measurements were
made by casting or affixing films onto 35 cm^ glass plates; no difference in these two
techniques was observed.
C haracterization techniques. Monomer melting points were determined by
DTA at a heating rate of 20 °C/min on a DuPont Thermal Analyst 2000. Inherent
viscosities of the poly(amic acid) resin were obtained at a concentration of 0.50% (w/w)
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in DMAc at 35 °C. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were obtained on the cured films
in both flowing air and nitrogen (50 mL/miri) at a heating rate of 2.5 °C/min using a
Seiko TG/DTA 200 or TG/DTA 220 instrument. Glass transition temperatures were
determined on films in sealed pans with a Seiko DSC 210 system with a heating rate of
20 °C/min. Linear coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) were obtained with a Seiko
TMA 100 station and are reported as the average value over the temperature range of 70 125 °C.

The CTE samples where desiccated for 24 h before analysis.

Surface

resistivities of all films were measured with an Alessi four point probe. Mechanical
properties were determined with a Sin tech 2000/2 table-top load frame. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) was done at the Virginia Institute of Marine Science,
Gloucester Point, VA on a Zeiss CEM-920 transmission electron microscope. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a Hitachi S-510 instrument. Reflectivity
measurements were made (relative to a Perkin-Elmer polished aluminum mirror with a
reflectivity coefficient of .92 at 531 nm) with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 5 or 9 UV/VIS
spectrophotometer equipped with a variable angle specular reflectance accessory using a
wavelength of 531 nm. X-ray data were obtained with a Philips 3600 diffractometer. Xray photoelectron spectra were obtained with a Perkin-Elmer Phi Model 5300 ESCA
system by Dr. F. Cromer at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. Atomic
force micrographs were done in the contact mode with a Digital Instrument NanoScope
HI Multimode Scanning Probe Microscope.

Unless otherwise notewise noted the

experiments in this thesis were carried out at the NASA Langley Research Center in
Hampton, Virginia.
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Results and Discussion
Film fabrication considerations.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) as a

technique for preparing metallized surfaces is under intense study in order to provide
more selective metal deposition on a variety of substrates, usually for applications in
microelectronics but also for reflective coatings.

For example, with physical vapor

deposition good step coverage is difficult to obtain over rough surfaces, and it is difficult
to uniformly cover via holes and areas with high aspect ratios. CVD holds the potential
to give “conformal coverage” and selective deposition on a chemically diverse
s u b s tr a te .

CVD can only be used to build metal surfaces if a stable volatile complex of

the metal is available with the metal either in a formal oxidation state of zero, e.g., a
metal carbonyl complex such as hexacarbonylchromium, or in some positive state, e.g., a
metal coordination complex such as (triethylphosphine)(hexafluoroacetylacetone)silver©. In the former case the complex only has to undergo loss of ligand to deposit
metal; in the latter case there must be both ligand loss and metal reduction at the substrate
surface. CVD externally deposits metal on a substrate surface by thermal decomposition
of appropriate molecular precursor at the substrate surface, or, at times, above the surface,
which is often undesirable because of the generation o f uneven surfaces due to vapor
phase nucleation.
For silver© there are few complexes which have the required volatility and
thermal stability to be used in CVD. (There are no silver(O) complexes known.) First, it
is difficult to find ligands which lead to volatile metal coordination compounds.
Unfortunately, there are no stable alkyl derivatives o f silver(I) such as there are for
aluminum, e.g., trimethylaluminum, which would give a low molecular weight, covalent,
volatile compound.- Secondly, the thermal stability of silver(I) coordination compounds
is low because of the ease with which silver© undergoes reduction in the presence of
organic species. Even with the recent progress reported in the synthesis of silver©
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complexes for CVD, as described earlier, preparing metallized films of substantial size
will be challenging, assuming that adhesion problems can be managed. With polymeric
substrates there is another problem for CVD film preparation. It is necessary to heat the
substrate surface in order to decompose the impinging silver(I) complex. This has the
potential for substrate distortion and degradation. To date no one has. successfully
prepared silvered polymer films via CVD.
The approach to silver metallized films that we have developed with silver©
acetate or fluoride and hexafluoroacetylacetone is an internal rather than external
deposition of metal from a molecular precursor which is a silver© (3-diketonate complex.
As seen in Chapter 2 surface metallized polymeric films are generated with excellent
reflectivity and outstanding adhesion of metal to polymer. Conceptually, we think of the
approach in our work as being the inverse of chemical vapor deposition since the native
metal arises via reduction from within, rather than on or above, the polymer matrix to
ultimately generate the metallized surface.

In CVD a silver© complex such as

[(HFA)(PEt3 )Ag] or [(HFA)(PMe 3 )Ag] is heated under vacuum and externally swept
over a heated substrate surface (often with a carrier gas such as hydrogen); however, in
our work the silver©-HFA complex, which is virtually identical to the CVD complexes
above, has been prepared in situ in a BTDA/4,4'-ODA poly(amic acid)-DMAc solution.
A thermal cycle reaching a maximum temperature of 300 °C leads to reduction of
silver© to native silver with partial phase separation to give a highly mirrored polymer
surface on the air-side of the cured composite film as is apparent from the reflectivity
data of the previous chapter and from the data displayd in Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5,
and 3.6 (presented later) of this chapter. Significant reflectivity is obtained for polymeric
films containing 4 to 12 % silver(0) by weight in the cured metal-doped polyimide.
When a BTDA/4,4'-ODA-(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver© doped resin is cast
and thermally cured on a glass plate as reported in Chapter 2, the metallizing film begins
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Table 3.1. Reflectivity, resistivity, and X-ray data for silver(I) acetatehexafluoroacetylacetone metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA (tj = 1.1 dL/g at 35 °) films.
(Base layer is ca. 0.4 mil after thermal imidization.)
Percent
Silver

Polymer
Repeat
Unit to
Silver(O)
Ratio

HFAH to
Ag(I)
Ratio

4.3

4.9:1

6.6

8.6

(Calc)a

Percent Reflectivity of Silvered Filmsb

Surface
Conductivity

X-ray
d Values

(Four point
probe)

(10'® cm)

(as a function of angle)
20°

30°

45°

55°

70°

1.7:1

75

73

63

55

38

Not
conductive

2.36 (100), 2.04 (29),
1.44 (13), 1.23 (11)

3.1:1

1.6:1

77

74

66

58

47

Not
conductive

2.36 (100), 2.04 (28),
1.44(14), 1.23(12)

2.4:1

1.8:1

81

77

68

59

51

Not
conductive

2.36 (100), 2.04 (30),
1.45 (11), 1.23 (9.1)

a) Calculated for the silver(I) acetate-HFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal and volatile components
which are lost from the film.
b) Reflectivity are relative to a Perkin-Elmer polished aluminum mirror set at 100 % - see Experimental Section.

VO

Ul
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Table 3.2. Thermal and mechanical data for the silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone
metallized BTDA/4,4-ODA = 1.1 dL/g at 35 °) films of Table 1.
Percent
Silver

Polymer
Repeat
Unit to
Silver(O)
Ratio

CTE
(ppm/K)

Tg
(°C, DSC)

Control

OO

42.8

275

524

540

21.0

8.3

449

4.3

4.9:1

33.2

276

416

538

22.0

9.8

494

6.6

3.1:1

32.6

275

396

533

20.4

9.1

455

8.6

2.4:1

32.8

275

393

533

20.2

8.7

474

(Calc)

10 % Wt. 10 % Wt. Tensile
Loss °C Loss °C Strength
(Air)
(Ksi)
(N2)

Percent
Modulus
Elongation
(Ksi)
at Break

VO
ON
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Table 3.3. Reflectivity, thermal, resistivity, X-ray, and mechanical data for silver(I) acetatehexafluoroacetylacetone metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA (r| = 1.7 dL/g at 35 °) films.
(Base layer is ca. 0.7 mil after thermal imidization.)
Percent Silver
(Calc)*

Polymer Repeat
Unit to Silver(O)
Ratio

HFAH to
Ag(I) Ratio

Percent Reflectivity of Silvered

F ilm s h

(as a function of angle)
20°

30°

45°

55°

70°

Control

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

4.6

4.6:1

1.9:1

60

56

48

40

16

6.3

3.3:1

1.7:1

64

60

52

43

21

8.6

2.4:1

1.7:1

70

66

58

50

29

10.8

1.8:1

1.7:1

72

68

60

52

39

a) Calculated for the silver acetate-HFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal and volatile
components which are lost from the film.
b) Reflectivity are relative to a Perkin-Elmer polished aluminum mirror set at 100 % - see Experimental Section.
c) The mechanical measurement values in parentheses are for the identical 8 .6 % BDTA/4,4'-ODA solution
cast directly onto the glass plate, without a BTDA/4,4'-OD A base; they are presented for the sake of a direct
comparison with the composite film.

VO
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Table 3.3, continued. Reflectivity, thermal, resistivity, X-ray, and mechanical data for silver(I) acetate
hexafluoroacetylacetone metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA (r) = 1.7 dL/g at 35 °) films.
(Base layer is ca. 0.7 mil after thermal imidization.)
Percent
Silver

Tg,

(°c,
DSC)

10 % Wt.
Loss °C
(Air)

10 % Wt.
Loss °C

(N2)

(Ca!c)a

Surface
Conductivity

X-ray
d Values

(Four point
probe)

(10’* cm)

Tensile
Strength
(Ksi)c

Percent
Elongation
at Breakc

Modulus
(Ksi)c

Control

273

520

535

Not
conductive

na

19.7

15.7

450

4.6

276

415

541

Not
conductive

2 3 6 (100), 2.05 (26),
1.44 (12), 1.23 (10)

19.7

11.5

462

6.3

275

413

534

Not
conductive

2 35 (100), 2.04 (25),
1.44(13), 1.23 (12)

20.7

10.6

496

8.6

276

403

540

Not
conductive

236(100), 1.45(30),
136 (13), 1.23 (11)

19.6

12.1

462

(20.4)c

(7.5)c

(480)c

17.5

12.5

420

10.8

273

405

541

Not
conductive

2 3 7 (100), 1.45 (32),
1.45 (13), 1.23 (12)

a) Calculated for the silver acetate-HFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal and volatile
components which are lost from the film.
b) Reflectivity are relative to a Perkin-Elmer polished aluminum mirror set at 100 % - see Experimental Section.
c) The mechanical measurement values in parentheses are for the identical 8 .6 % BDTA/4,4'-ODA solution
cast directly onto the glass plate, without a BTDA/4,4'-OD A base; they are presented for the sake of a direct
comparison with the composite film.
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Table 3.4. Reflectivity, thermal, mechanical, and resistivity data for silver(I) acetatehexafluoroacetylacetone metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA (r| = 2.2 dL/g at 35 °) films.
(Base layer is ca. 1.5 mil after thermal imidization.)
Percent
Silver
(Calc)a

Control
3.9
6.7
8.0

Polymer
Repeat Unit
to Silver(O)
Ratio

HFAH to
Ag(I)
Ratio

Percent Transmittance of Silvered Films
(as a function of angle)
20°

30°

45°

55°

70°

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

5.5:1

1.7:1

67

63

56

41

29

3.1:1

1.6:1

72

69

63

49

38

2.6:1

1.7:1

71

69

62

49

37

a) Calculated for the silver acetate-HFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal and volatile
components which are lost from the film.
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Table 3.4, continued. Reflectivity, thermal, mechanical, and resistivity data for silver(I) acetatehexafluoroacetylacetone metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA (t] = 2.2 dL/g at 35 °) films.
(Base layer is ca. 1.5 mil after thermal imidization.)
Percent
Silver

10%
Wt.
Loss °C
(Air)

10%
Wt.
Loss °C
(N2)

Tensile
Strength
(Ksi)

Percent
Elongation
at Break

Modulus
(Ksi)

276

506

532

19.9

25.1

391

na

278

437

543

19.0

11.7

449

Not
conductive

279

420

542

19.4

20.0

415

Not
conductive

276

424

542

18.7

17.1

424

Not
conductive

%
(°C, DSC)

(Calc)a

Control
3.9
6.7
8.0

Surface
Conductivity
(Four point
probe)

a) Calculated for the silver acetate-HFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal and volatile components which
are lost from the film.
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Table 3.5. Reflectivity, surface resistivity, and X-ray data for silver(I) acetate-hexafluoro
acetylacetone metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA (r\ = 1.7 dL/g at 35 °) films as a function of
thickness of the silver-doped layer.
(Base layer - ca. 0.7 mil after thermal curing.)
Polymer
Repeat
Unit to
Silver(0)
Ratio

HFAH to
Ag(D
Ratio

7.4

2.8:1

1.7:1

4

1.7

74

71

64

57

45

7.4

2.8:1

1.7:1

8

2.1

73

69

62

56

43

7.4

2.8:1

1.7:1

12

2.5

69

65

57

50

39

Percent
Silver
(Calc)a

Thickness Final cured Percent Transmittance of Silvered Filmsc
of doped
composite
film
layer &
(as a function of angle)
thickness
(mil)
(mil)
20°
30°
45°
55°
70°

a) Calculated for the silver acetate-HFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal and
volatile components which are lost from the film.
b) This is the thickness of the silver(I) resin before thermal curing.
c) Reflectivity are relative to a Perkin-Elmer polished aluminum mirror set at 100 % see Experimental Section.
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Table 3.5, continued. Reflectivity, surface resistivity, and X-ray data for silver(I)
acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA (n = 1.7 dL/g at 35 °)
films as a function of thickness of the silver-doped layer.
(Base layer - ca. 0.7 mil after thermal curing.)
Percent Silver
(Calc)*1

Polymer Repeat
Unit to Silver(O)
Ratio

HFAH to
Ag(I)
Ratio

Surface
Conductivity

X-ray
d Values

(Four point
probe)

(10’* cm)

7.4

2.8:1

1.7:1

Not
conductive

2.38 (100), 2.05 (27),
1.45 (12), 1.24(11)

7.4

2.8:1

1.7:1

Not
conductive

2.35 (100), 2.04 (29),
1.44 (14), 1.23 (11)

7.4

2.8:1

1.7:1

Not
conductive

2.40 (100), 2.02 (40),
1.46(23), 1.24(18),

a) Calculated for the silver acetate-HFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal
and volatile components which are lost from the film.
b) This is the thickness of the silver(I) resin before thermal curing.
c) Reflectivity are relative to a Perkin-Elmer polished aluminum mirror set at 100 % see Experimental Section.
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Table 3.6. Reflectivity and surface conductivity data for silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone
metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA (tj = 1.1 dL/g at 35 °) films. [RES 36-97]
Percent
Silver

Polymer
Repeat
Unit to
Silver(O)
Ratio

HFAH to
Ag(I)
Ratio

Thickness
of doped
layer b
(mil)

6.5

3.2:1

1.6:1

10

0.75

1.25

0.40

72

66

59

53

38

6.5

3.2:1

1.6:1

10

0.95

1.40

0.45

71

68

59

53

38

6.6

3.1:1

1.6:1

10

0.40

0.82

0.42

77

74

66

58

47

(Calc)a

Thickness Composite Thickness Percent Transmittance of Silvered Films**
of base
film
of doped
after
thickness layer after
(as a function of angle)
after
curec
curec
(mil)
(mil)
curec
20°
30°
45°
55°
70°
(mil)

a) Calculated for the silver acetate-HFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal and volatile components which are lost
from the film.
b) This is the thickness at which the doped resin solution was cast on the BTDA/4,4'-ODA base.
c) Film thickness vary ca. ± 10 % around the film which due to irregularities in the glass plates.
d) Reflectivity are relative to a Perkin-Elmer polished aluminum mirror set at 100 % - see Experimental Section.
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Table 3.6, continued. Reflectivity and surface conductivity data for silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA (r| = 1.1 dL/g at 35 °) films.
Percent
Silver
(Calc)a

Thickness
of doped
layer
(mil)

Thickness Composite Thickness
of base
film
of doped
after
thickness layer after
after
curec
curec
(mil)
(mil)
curec

T g,°C
(DSC)

10 % Wt.
10 % W t
Surface
Loss °C (Air) Loss °C (N2) Conductivity
(Four point
probe)

(mil)
6.5

10

0.75

1.25

0.40

275

409

538

Not
conductive

6.5

10

0.95

1.40

0.45

275

421

545

Not
conductive

6.6

10

0.40

0.82

0.42

275

396

533

Not
conductive

a) Calculated for the silver acetate-HFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal and volatile components
which are lost from the film.
b) This is the thickness at which the doped resin solution was cast on the BTDA/4,4'-ODA base.
c) Film thickness vary ca. ± 10 % around the film which due to irregularities in the glass plates.
d) Reflectivity are relative to a Perkin-Elmer polished aluminum mirror set at 100 % - see Experimental Section.

105
to lift uniformly from the glass plate in the temperature regime where silver(I)-is visually
seen to undergo reduction (ca. 180 - 200 °C)'. Indeed, the TGA curve (Figure 3.1) for the
1,5-cyclooctadiene adduct o f (hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I)41 clearly shows that
[AgHFA] decomposes over the temperature range of ca. 160 - 200 °C. This is the same
general range where the film inflates and lifts from the plate. The film remains firmly
adhered at the edges, and thus the curing film forms a domed structure above the glass
plate. The detachment of the film from the glass plate is presumably due to two effects.
First, gas evolution, arising from-the release of residual solvent and/or the thermal
decomposition of the [AgHFA] complex, creates pressure under the film. Normally such
gases permeate through an undoped BTDA/4,4'-ODA polymer which adheres firmly to
the glass plate throughout the entire cure cycle. This adhesion is presumably due to the
fact that the neat BTDA/4,4'-ODA polymer bonds strongly to the glass surface via
reaction in part with surface SiOH entities. Thus, no bubbling is observed for silver-free
films. However, and secondly, the formation of silver metal at the glass-polymer
interface virtually eliminates the strong adhesion between the glass plate and the curing
polymer since silver(O) is a passive and non-oxophilic metal. Thus, there is little
tendency for silver to adhere to the glass via Ag-O-Si bonds, and the curing polymer film
rises from the glass plate with the increasing gas pressure to give a domed structure since
the polymer is still in the rubbery region at 200 °C as the partially imidized poly(amic
acid) which is plasticized with residual solvent. Eventually, at temperatures beginning
near 225 °C the film relaxes back onto the glass plate, so that if one had not observed the
film having been inflated off the plate, one would not have known that the film had been
anything but resting flat against the plate during the entire cure cycle. This detachment is
a serious problem for coatings which are to be cured in place. Detachment is not a
problem for films which are ca. 225 cm^ in area or smaller and are to be used apart from
the substrate on which they were cured. However, films with larger areas lift from the
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Figure 3.1. Thermal gravimetric curve for (1,1,1,5 ,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedionato)( 1,5-r|^-cyclooctadiene)silver(I) run ig>
nitrogen. (The lower trace is the differential thermal analysis curve. The heating rate was 2.5 °C/min.)

plate in sections which leaves deleterious crease lines. It is this film detachment
phenomenon which has been solved by the work reported herein and summarized in
Tables 3.1-3.6, where doped silver© BTDA/4,4'-OD A films have been cast on undoped,
fully cured and imidized parent BTDA/4,4'-ODA film bases. All of the films reported in
the Tables of this chapter remain firmly adhered to the glass base throughout the cure
cycle and give smooth and uniformly flat metallized panels. Furthermore, there is both
outstanding adhesion at the polymer-polymer interface and at the metal-polymer
interface. The films have strongly adhered surface metal layers and are completely stable
to removal of silver by a variety of adhesive tapes. We attribute this adhesion primarily
to mechanical interlocking as discussed below. The polymer-polymer interface has never
shown any signs of separating even with soaking in water for months. While fully
imidized BTDA/4,4'-ODA is generally insoluble in DMAc and other organic solvents, it
may be that the strong polymer-polymer interface is due to the fact that on standing for
18 h at room temperature before being subjected to thermal curing a very small portion of
the doped BTDA/4,4'-ODA film dissolves into the base film to give excellent adhesion,
perhaps involving transimidization between the two layers. Since Tg for BTDA/4,4
ODA is ca. 275 °C, and the composite metallized films are cured some 25 °C above Tg,
the two polymer films may simply thermally weld by interdiffusion of polymer chains.
However, studies by Kramer et a/.76,77 ^

Thomas et al.78 PMDA/4,4 '-OD A, which

had a Tg of 380 °C, showed that a second PMDA/4,4'-ODA film cast on a fully imidized
PMDA/4,4 '-OD A base film gave a very sharp interfacial boundary, and the layers were
easily peeled apart. They concluded that strong interfacial bonding occurred only when
an interpenetration layer of more than 50 nm occurs; with a diffusional distance of 200
nm the composite film exhibited the same strength as the bulk

m a te r ia l.7 6 ,7 7

p or our

films TEM data, presented later, show a distinct boundary between the silver-containing
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BTDA/4,4'-ODA layer and the BTDA/4,4'-ODA base layer. Thus, it appears that there
is minimal diffusion of silver atoms and clusters into the base BTDA/4,4'-ODA film.
Film reflectivity. Films for reflectivity and other physical measurements were
prepared using BTDA/4,4'-OD A resins in DMAc with inherent viscosities of 1.1 to 2.2
dL/g at 35 °C. Since it is essential that there be at least partial migration or phase
separation of native silver to give a reflective surface, we thought that there might be an
effect o f chain length on the diffusion characteristics of the metal atoms and clusters
forming within the polymer matrix, with the higher molecular weight resin inhibiting
diffusion and the formation of a critical layer of metallic silver at the air-side surface.
The data in Tables 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 indicate that for films o f similar concentration,
such as those with 7.4 to

8 .6

percent silver, the reflectivity values range from 70 to 81 %

(at an angle of incidence of 20°). The lowest viscosity resin (1.1 dL/g, Table 3.1) yielded
films with the highest reflectivity. Indeed, for the range of concentrations from ca. 4 to
8.5 % the 1.1 dL/g films gave the highest reflectivities by 5 to 15 percent reflectance
units. On the other hand, the reflectivity of the 2.2 dL/g films are noticeably higher than
the 1.7 dL/g films. Thus, there is no clear trend as to the effect of polymer molecular
weight on reflectivity, although the higher reflectivities for the lowest molecular weight
resin is consistent with greater ease of metal migration or phase separation in the film of
lowest polymer chain length . The 2.2 dL/g resin (at 12 wt %) is much more difficult to
process than the other two lower viscosity resins, and as a practical matter, the viscosity
of the BTDA/4,4'-OD A resins should not exceed 1.7 dL/g with 12 wt % solutions. All of
the silvered films show a decrease in reflectance as the angle of incidence increases. We
are uncertain as to the origin of this decrease. However, we tentatively suggest that some
diminution in reflectivity is due to the presence of a thin but significant layer of polymer
covering, in part at least, the silver surface. This polymer layer increasingly absorbs the
incident light as the optical pathlength through the overlayer increases with increasing
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angle of incidence. This partial overlayer, which does not give a flat surface but clearly
follows the contour o f the silver aggregates near the surface as shown from the AFM data
presented later, is suggested by several data. First, the surface of the metallized films is
not electrically conductive. This lack of conductivity could be due to the island growth
(similar to the Volmer-Weber growth mode in CVD)79 in which small polymeric barriers
keep the metallic islands from contact with one another, and/or to a polymer overlayer
covering the entire surface. Secondly, the X-ray photoelectron spectral composition data
presented in Table

3 .7

for the

1 .7

dL/g series of metallized films shows that there is a

large amount of polymer at the surface of the film with carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen
ratios which are reasonably similar to that for the neat BTDA/4,4'-ODA polyimide; silver
atoms at the surface sampling depth are a distinct minority. Thirdly, AgHFA metallized
BTDA/4,4'-ODA films show virtually no tendency to tarnish for periods up to one year.
Finally, there is precedent for an overlayer with metallized polyimide films. Reports of
overlayers on polyimide films with gold,8 0 copper,8 1 and cobalt

o x id e 8 2

surfaces

prepared via in situ metallization procedures have appeared. Also consistent with the
presumption of an overlayer contributing to a diminution of reflected light is the fact that
surface conductive silver(O) films which we have prepared with other bidentate ligands
do not show any decrease in reflectivity with increasing angle of incidence. While some
loss of reflectivity with an overlayer is undesirable, this may, in part, be balanced for
selected applications by enhanced tarnish resistance of the surface or by the surface
polymer providing a chemically compatible substrate to bind a more substantial
protective polymeric topcoat.
In our previous work and in efforts reported herein, the TEM micrographs (Figure
3.2) show that the reflective silver layer is on the order of 60-70 nm in thickness. The
majority of the silver metal resides in the bulk of the film. Thus, in the present work,
where a doped film is cast onto a parent base, one should find that the reflectivity of the
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Table 3.7. X-ray photoelectron spectral data for the silvered surface
of the films of Table 3.1 On= 1.1 dL/g). (Relative atomic percent)
Wt. Percent
Silver in
Cured Film

Silver

43

15.7

2.75

6.6

17.8

8.6

20.4

Fluorine Carbon

Oxygen

Nitrogen

63.7

12.7

5.14

2.24

613

13.9

4.86

1.62

59.2

12.5

6.22
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Figure 3.2. Transmission electron micrographs of the 8 .6 percent silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA
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film-on-film mirror is not sensitive to the thickness of the doped poly(amic acid) layer
placed on the base. Indeed, this is seen to be the case from the data in Table 3.3. This
table displays data for three films where the doped (7.4 % silver) layer was cast at 4, 8 ,
and 12 mil onto a base that was 1.5 mil thick after thermal imidization. The reflectivity
o f the two thinnest silver-containing resins (4 and

8

mil) was somewhat greater, although

minimally, than that for the 12 mil resin. Table 3.6 also displays data where the thickness
of the base is varied with a constant thickness o f the doped layer. There does not seem to
be-any strong correlation between base thickness and the observed reflectivity, although
the thinnest base does have a somewhat higher reflectivity. Since there is no significant
diffusion of silver into the base layer, one would not expect the thickness of the base to
be a factor. Thus, the base can be adjusted to give whatever mechanical properties are
appropriate for a given application.
T herm al a n d mechanical properties.

Thermal data for three sets of films

prepared with resins of different viscosity are presented in Tables 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5. The
glass transition temperatures of the metallized films are essentially the same as those of
the parent BTDA/4,4'-ODA films sent through the same cure cycle. This is consistent
with the passivity o f the silver metal toward organic molecules in general and toward the
BTDA/4,4'-ODA polymer functionalities in specific such that there is no crosslinking of
chains via interaction with silver clusters or via anaerobic silver catalyzed organic
crosslinking reactions which would elevate Tg. We have also observed virtually no
change in Tg for films prepared with [AgHFA] in BTDA/4,4'-ODA which were cast
directly onto the glass plates.
The linear coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) for the [AgHFA] films
prepared with the resin of 1.1 dL/g viscosity are displayed in Table 3.2. They are 33.2,
32.6, and 32.8 ppm/K for films with 4.3, 6 .6 , and

8 .6

% silver, respectively. These are

significantly lower than the CTE for the parent polymer which is at 42.8 ppm/K and
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lower than those observed in the analogous [AgHFA] films cast directly onto glass at
42.7,43.6, and 42.8 ppm/K for 5.0.7.4, and 9.9 % silver, respectively. The lowered CTE
values may be related to the polymer-polymer interfacial bonding of the film-on-film
composite. It is possible that there is metallic promoted crosslinking of the polymer
which is giving a lowered CTE, although, as mentioned, we do not see any large increase
in Tg values as might be expected for crosslinked films. 8 3,84 Since BTDA/4,4 '-OD A is
a flexible polyimide, and the metallized films are relatively thick, we do not attribute the
lowered CTE’s to any in-plane orientation effects. The films were cooled over a period
of 2 h from 300 to 50 °C before removal from the oven.
TEM micrographs shown in Figure 3.2 clearly show that in addition to surface
metallization there are silver clusters rather uniformly distributed throughout the bulk of
the film. The formation of clusters throughout the polymer matrix as well as on the
surface diminishes the thermal-oxidative stability o f the polyimide in air such that the ten
percent weight loss temperature is in the range o f 100-125 °C lower than that for the
control. Nonetheless, the thermal stability of the mirrored films in air is more than
adequate for most applications. In a nitrogen atmosphere ten percent weight loss is
essentially the same as that of the undoped parent polymer. This clearly implicates silver
metal as playing a catalytic role in the degradation o f the polymer by oxygen.
Mechanical data. Mechanical data for the three sets of metallized films with
BTD A/4,4'-ODA resins of differing molecular weights show that in all cases the tensile
strength, modulus, and elongation are not very different from those of the parent undoped
films. There appears to be a slight tendency for the modulus to increase, but overall the
mechanical properties o f the metallized films are essentially those of the parent
polyimide. All films remain flexible under a tight crease, and there is no tendency for the
silver layer to crack or delaminate. This is consistent with microscopy, XPS, and
conductivity data which show that silver aggregates grow at the surface as islands which
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are separated from one another by intervening polyimide. Thus, the metallized films are
highly reflective and completely flexible with excellent adhesion at the polymer-polymer
and polymer-metal interfaces. This flexibility with configurational change of the film
may prove useful in the area of adaptive optics.

10

The exceptional adhesion between the silver and polyimide layers was not
anticipated by us and warrants comment. From the extant literature there is every reason
to believe that the metal-polymer interface would involve only weak physical interactions
and that the silver layer would be easily detached. Adhesion of metals to polyimide and
other polymer surfaces has been thoroughly studied, with much of this study being driven
by potential microelectronic applications. The conventional wisdom is that chemical
bond formation (chemical interactions leading to covalent or ionic bonds) between the
metal and polymer functionality results in strong adhesion. This is to be contrasted with
van der Waals forces (often referred to as physical interactions or forces which have a
l/r^ dependence such as dipole-dipole or Keesom interactions, dipole-induced dipole or
Debye interactions, and non-polar dispersion or London interactions) which lead to
weakly adhered metal

la y e r s . 85

The conclusion from these numerous studies have been

summarized recently by Strunskus, Grunze, Kochendoerfer, and Woll:8 6 "... gold, silver,
copper, and palladium interact only weakly with polyimide ... chromium shows a much
stronger interaction and disrupts the polymer at higher coverages to form oxidic, nitridic,
and carbidic compounds." Thus, the common wisdom is that electropositive metals such
as chromium, aluminum, titanium, etc. form chemical bonds to polyimides and adhere
stongly.

PMDA/4,4'-ODA has been the most intensively investigated polyimide.

Because of this strong interaction, chromium is used as an adhesion promoter and
diffusion barrier for deposition of copper films on polyimides.87 All studies of passive
metals such as silver, gold, and palladium interacting with polyimide surfaces are
consistent with metal-polymer physical interactions only. Thus, these metals do not
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adhere strongly to the polymer surface which is disappointing due to the excellent
electrical conductivity and reflectivity of these metals. Chou and Tang

88

have discussed

the strength of adhesion for metal-polyimide interfaces formed from physical vapor
deposition experiments as being dominated by the enthalpy of sublimation of the metal
and the enthalpy of formation of the metal oxide. A large enthalpy of sublimation and a
highly negative enthalpy of oxide formation would be expected for metals such as
aluminum, titanium, chromium, vanadium, and others. These thermodynamic parameters
foster interaction between the polyimide carbonyl oxygens and the metal which leads to
strong adhesion. Silver, gold, palladium, and related passive metals have only modestly
negative standard enthalpies of formation (as discussed in Chapter 2) and relatively low
heats of sublimation. Thus, there is no thermodynamic reason why these metals should
be involved in bond formation with polyimide surface functionalities. Adhesion of
thermally deposited silver, the metal of interest to this thesis, to a cured polyimide surface
is probably thermodynamically unfavorable. With our in situ fabrication of silver
surfaces the silver atoms, clusters, and aggregates are being formed at the same time that
the poly(amic acid) is undergoing imidization. If imidization is fully realized, which
seems very reasonable, then the metallic silver layer cannot be involved with the
polymeric substrate by any covalent or ionic bonds. Adhesion, consequently, will be
weak if there is no interpenetration between layers, that is, if there is no mechanical
interlocking mechanism. Since we observe strong adhesion, we conclude that there is
substantial mechanical interlocking or encapsulation of the silver particles. This is
consistent with both the microscopy data and the X-ray photoelectron spectral data which
show substantial polymer at the surface along with the metal. A mechanical interlocking
mechanism does not appear to work as well with physical vapor deposition of the metal
because of the limited diffusion o f the metal in the cured polyimide. What modest
adhesion that vapor deposited silver does exhibit in polyimides may be due to mechanical
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interlocking resulting from a small amount of diffusion of silver atoms into the polyimide
to form clusters inside the polymer matrix as recently reported by Faupel et al.3% In our
in situ fabricated films the formation of intertwined metal-polymer layers is a natural and
inherent process since both the silver clusters and polyimide matrix are being formed
over the same temperature and time regime.
The role of mechanical interlocking as a mechanism of adhesion for more active
metals such as chromium which are vapor deposited has been neglected. In all interfacial
studies via photoelectron, Auger, infrared, high resolution electron energy loss,
NEXAFS, etc. spectroscopy there has been little if any attention paid to the contribution
of mechanical interlocking even though diffusion of selected metals such as copper and
silver into polyimides structures has been established. Now, however, the general
agreeement concerning the mechanism of chromium-polyimide adhesion that has built up
over the last decade, seems to be much less certain. The recent Fourier transform infrared
reflectance absorption (FTIRAS) and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure
(NEXAFS) spectral study by Strunskus, Grunze, et al .**6 makes it clear that the
mechanisms for adhesion of reactive metals such as chromium are very uncertain,
complicated, and multi-faceted. On the other hand, this recent study has made it very
clear, consistent with most earlier studies, that metals with weakly negative enthalpies of
oxide formation only interact when vapor is deposited onto polyimide surfaces via van
der Waals forces. Thus, for silver, gold, palladium, platinum, etc. there is no hope of
improving adhesion via chemical bond formation to the polyimide surfaces.

Most

specifically, the Strunskus, Grunze, et. al work **6 with chromium on PMDA/4,4'-ODA
showed that the deposition of metallic chromium (from ca. 0.5 to

8

monolayers) on the

polyimide (ca. 12 nm) did not lead to any new or shifted infrared bands. This is difficult
to comprehend. The coordination of metals to organic ligands always leads to shifts in
characteristic group frequencies, and reduction of the polyimide to well-known mono-
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and di-anions, such as occurs with potassium, leads to many well defined new infrared
absorptions. The attenuation of the polyimide infrared peaks by chromium adsorption is
exactly the attenuation observed for the adsorption o f gold, which has no ability to
chemically bind to the polyimide. Thus, why is the adhesion of chromium so much more
robust than that of gold? The authors had no firm answer to this question, and the data
may suggest that chromium diffusion leading to enhanced mechanical interlocking does
play a significant role.
For the silver(I)-polyimides of this thesis there is the possibility of strong
adhesion due to the formation of silver carboxylate moieties as the polymer imidizes. As
discussed in Chapter 2 we do not favor this option. Imidization is acid catalyzed, and
thus the positive valent metal ion, a Lewis acid, should not inhibit imidization to any
significant degree, particularly at the high temperatures used in producing the metallized
surface.
X-ray, photoelectron spectral, and microscopy data. X-ray diffraction patterns
(Figure 3.3) for three of the metallized films of Table 3.5 (t] = 1.1 dL/g) show the four
major lines characteristic of face centered cubic silver. These diffraction patterns are
typical for all films listed in the tables. In general the intensities increase modestly with
increasing silver concentration, and although there are some variations in line widths,
they are not large and suggest for all films prepared in this work that the major scattering
is from particles that are greater than ten nanometers. No additional reflections were ever
observed which precludes any significant amounts of silver© ionic structures such as
silver© oxide or silver© fluoride, the fluoride salt arising from degradation of the (3diketonate CF 3 groups. The absence of silver© fluoride is consistent with the X-ray
photoelectron spectra shown in Figure 3.4 which display the F Is and C Is regions for the
6 .6

% silver film of Table 3.4 (2.2 dL/g). A weak XPS peak for the air side is seen at 293

eV in the C Is region, which is that expected for CF3

g r o u p s ; 6 4 ,6 5

the presence of CF3
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Figure 3.3. X-ray diffraction patterns for the 4.6 (bottom), 6.3 (middle), and 10.8 (top) % silver(I) acetatehexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA (tj = 1.7 dL/g) films cast on a BTDA/4,4'-ODA polyimide base.
(The ordinates are the same for each pattern.)
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Figure 3.4. X-ray photoelectron spectra for the 6 .6 percent silver(I) acetatehexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film cast on a BTDA/4,4'-ODA polyimide
base of Table 3.1. (Top spectrum: F Is region; bottom spectrum: C Is region.)
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groups is also confirmed by the peak at 689 eV in the F Is region. Inorganic fluoride,
such as in silver(I) fluoride, is observed in the 684-685 eV range. The extent of fluorine
incorporation in the polymer is seen from the XPS relative atomic percent data shown in
Table 3.7. The percent fluorine near the reflective surface varies from ca. 1.6 to 2.8 %.
The 3d5/2 silver photopeaks in metallized BTDA/4,4'-ODA films occur at 368.4-368.5
eV and are very symmetrical. This is consistent with the absence of any significant
amount o f silver(I) oxide whose photopeak should appear at 0.5 eV lower in
e n e r g y . ^ 6a,65

While silver© oxide has been reported as an intermediate product in the

thermal decomposition o f silver© acetate in an argon atmosphere, we have not found
evidence for its formation in this work.65
Figure 3.2 shows transmission electron micrographs for the highly reflective (81
%)

8 .6

% film of Table 3.1. The reflective surface layer is ca. 50-60 nm thick; the bulk

of the sample also contains silver particles which vary in size from a few nanometers to
ca. 30 nm. It is interesting to observe that just beneath the reflective layer there is an
apparent metal-free region o f polymer matrix that extends for approximately

1

Jim; we do

not know the origin of this effect. This depletion zone has been seen in other work with
BTD A/4,4 '-OD A with (hexafluoroacetylacetonato) silver© prepared in situ and with
(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver© introduced into the resin as the 1,5-cyclooctadiene
adduct. Atomic force micrographs which we have run on BTD A/4,4 '-OD A films have
the general appearance of those shown in Figure 3.5 and are consistent with the relatively
uniform undulating silver surface seen in the TEM. For the most reflective film of this
study, 81 % for the

8 .6

% film of Table 3.1, the force micrograph (A) shows rather

smooth pillowy islands of silver which are regular in appearance. For the 8.0 % film of
Table 3.4, which has a reflectivity of 69 %, the metallized surface is more undulating, and
the pillowed silver aggregates are more distinct and well separated. The smoother surface
of the 81 % film is presumably related to higher reflectivity.
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Figure 3.5. Atomic force micrographs of silver(I)acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone BTDA/4,4'-ODA films cast on a BTD A/4,4 '-ODA polyimide base. A: the 8 .6 percent
film (n = 1.1 dL/g) of Table 3.1; B: the 8.0 percent film (n = 2.2 dL/g) of Table 3.4.
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Conclusions. We have shown that flexible silvered BTD A/4,4 '-OD A polyimide
films, which have excellent reflectivity, outstanding metal-polymer and polymer-polymer
adhesion, and the essential mechanical characteristics of the native polyimide, can be
fabricated conveniently on a BTD A/4,4 '-OD A parent polyimide base from a single phase
homogeneous (hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I)-poly(amic acid)-DMAc solution .
This “film-on-film” approach minimizes the silver required for the formation of a
reflective surface. Both silver(I) acetate and HFAH are readily available in high purity
and are thermally and photochemically stable; a DMAc solution of [AgHFA], prepared in
situ, along with the poly(amic acid) of BTDA/4,4'-ODA is stable with respect to phase
separation of either metallic silver aggregates or silver© species for several days, and
thus, the cast films do not have to be protected from light. The films prepared with
silver© acetate and HFAH were not electrically conductive even after several hours of
sintering at 300 °C. This is consistent with the island-like growth of silver aggregrates
shown by microscopy, XPS, and conductivity data, where the silver aggregates remain
separated from one another by intervening polymer and are covered by a polymer
overlayer.
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CHAPTER 4
Metallization o f Polyimide Films Via the Silver(I) AcetateTrifluoroacetylacetone System: Reflective and Conductive Films
Introduction

To this point we have been successful in preparing BTD A/4,4 '-OD A polyimide
films with a visually apparent macroscopic surface layer of metallic silver which has
excellent specular reflectivity. On a microscopic level the surface consists of globular
silver particles on the order of 100 nm in diameter which have substantial intervening
polymer between particles rendering the surface non-conducting. There also appears to
be a polymer overlayer at the surface which is not visible directly via TEM micrographs.
However, the slow rate of tarnishing coupled with X-ray photoelectron spectral data are
consistent with a thin sheath of polymer overlaying the metal. The route to these films
has centered on the in situ formation of the (hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I) complex
in a solution of the poly(amic acid) of BTD A/4,4'-ODA. On thermal curing of the
polymeric film silver(I) in the complex is reduced to silver(O). Atoms or small clusters of
the metallic silver migrate or phase separate to give a reflective surface on the polymer
film. The X-ray diffraction patterns for all the films of Chapters 2 and 3 show only
narrow peaks emerging from the broad halo of the amorphous polyimide. These sharp
peaks, coupled with microscopy data, demonstrate the formation of well defined face
centered cubic silver crystallites with particle sizes from ca. 10-100 nanometers in the
bulk and on the surface. The larger particles predominate as there is no evidence of
Scherrer broadening of the diffraction

p e a k s . 89

The metallic surface is on the order of

60-80 nm in thickness. With the silver© acetate or silver© fluoride-HFAH BTD A/4,4'ODA systems we have not been able to generate a metallic surface that is electrically
conductive even with longer heating times and a higher final cure or sintering
temperature of 340 °C.

This lack of conductivity does not appear to be due to the
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insufficient silver(0), that is, being below the percolation threshold, but is more likely due
to a polyimide dielectric layer which prevents the probe electrodes from coming in
contact with the metallic layer and which insulates the silver(0) island aggregates from
one another. This island insulation is supported by the fact that the linear coefficients of
expansion for three metallized films (Table 2.8) is virtually identical to the coefficient of
linear expansion for an undoped BTDA/4,4 '-OD A control film at ca. 43 ppm/K. The
CTE for silver metal is 19 ppm/K. Further evidence for the existence of an overlayer of
polymer will be presented in this chapter which describes our attempts to produce films
which are both reflective and conductive using silver(I) acetate and trifluoroacetylacetone
with BTD A/4,4 '-OD A.
Because of the successes described in Chapters 2 and 3 in producing metallized
BTD A/4,4 '-OD A films, we chose to continue using this poly(amic acid) derived from
3,3',4,4'-benzophenone tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (BTDA) and 4,4'-oxydianiline
(4,4'-ODA) (Scheme P .l) in attempts to generate surface conductive as well as reflective
films. The BTDA/4,4'-ODA films demonstrated excellent thermal-oxidative stability and
mechanical properties after metallization. Our experimental protocol again (Scheme 4.1)
involves the doping of a dimethylacetamide (DMAc) solution of the poly(amic acid) form
of BTD A/4,4 '-OD A with silver(I) acetate, which is insoluble in DMAc, and with
trifluoroacetylacetone, TFAH, rather than with hexafluoroacetylacetone, HFAH.

DMAc

HFAH

+

POLYMER
SOLUTION
BTDA/ODA

Scheme 4.1
(Continued on next page.)
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poly(amic acid) form

BTDA/4,4'-ODA

polyimide form

Scheme 4.1
(Continued from previous page.)

This mildly acidic (3-diketone has the potential to be deprotonated by the acetate anion in
the presence of the poly(amic acid) leading to the in situ formation of the soluble (1,1,1trifluoro-2,4-pentanedionato)silver(I) complex, [AgTFA]/** After casting the silver(I)containing polymer solution into a film, thermal treatment will imidize the poly(amic
acid) to the polyimide and should effect reduction of silver© to metallic silver, part of
which we anticipate will migrate to the film surface during the cure cycle to give a
metallized surface. One might question whether it is worthwhile to pursue the production
of metallized films with the TFAH ligand which is so similar to the HFAH ligand. We
feel that it is.

For example, polarographic data on a series of tris((3-diketonato)-

ruthenium(III) complexes shows a striking ligand effect on the half-wave

p o te n tia ls .^

E i/2 for the HFA complex is +0.726 V and for the TFA complex is -0.016 V. Thus, in
DMAc solution the metal is much more easily reduced in the HFAH complex. This
demonstrates that ligand effects on oxidation-reduction behaviour can be substantial even
though there are strong structural similarities and that the electronic differences between a
methyl group and a trifluoromethyl group are sizeable.
The synthesis and isolation of the (1,1,l-trifluoro-2,4-pentanedionato)silver(I)
complex was reported in 1981 by Wenzel and Siever.41 However, this complex has
proved extremely difficult to prepare in a reproducible manner and is unstable to light and
atmospheric conditions. (It is interesting to note that a few years ago Aldrich Chemical
Company stopped selling this complex. One can surmise that this was related to purity
problems since A ldrich still markets other silver(I) complexes such as
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(acetylacetonato)silver(I) and (l,5-cyclooctadiene)(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I).
With selected samples of isolable [AgTFA], prepared by the method of Wenzel and
Siever, we have been able to prepare a few films of high quality which are surface
conductive and r e f l e c t i v e ^ although the reflectivity is much less than that obtained with
the silver(I)-HFAH

s y s te m s . 3 6,

67 Thus, a more convenient and reproducible route to

the reflective and conductive [AgTFA]-doped films is highly desirable. In this chapter
we describe such a route which is based on the in situ formation of a photolytically stable
[AgTFA] polymer-solvated complex and present characterization data for the resultant
silvered films with respect to conductivity, reflectivity, composition, morphology, and
thermal properties.
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Experimental

Monomers, solvents, and silver(I) acetate were obtained and purified as presented
in Chapter 2. Trifluoroacetylacetone was purchased from Lancaster and was redistilled
under nitrogen before use. The BTDA/4,4'-ODA poly(amic acid) solution employed in
this study was prepared with a 1 % offset of dianhydride at 12% solids (w/w) in DMAc as
described for the analogous work with HFAH. The inherent viscosity of the poly(amic
acid) was 1.7 dL/g at 35° C.
Silver© acetate is not soluble in DMAc, and the further addition of the poly(amic
acid) form of BTD A/4,4 '-OD A does not coordinate sufficiently with silver© of the
acetate salt to bring it into solution. In fact, silver© acetate by itself causes the amic acid
of BTDA/4,4'-ODA to gel. However, if 1.5 to 2 equivalents of TFAH are dissolved in
DMAc followed by the addition of silver© acetate and poly(amic acid), dissolution
occurs readily with formation of the silver© trifluoroacetylacetonate complex. Thus,
silver-containing resin solutions were prepared by first dissolving silver© acetate in a
small volume of DMAc containing TFAH. One g of DMAc containing the TFAH was
used to dissolve silver© acetate (See Table 13 for silver and TFAH stoichiometries.) for
every 5 g of 12 % BTD A/4,4 '-OD A poly(amic acid) solution. The 12 % poly(amic acid)
solution was then added by weight to give the desired silver to polymer ratio. The light
yellow silver©-doped resins were stirred thoroughly for 30 min before casting films.
The doped films were not light sensitive for at least a 24 h period. Thus, special
precautions were not taken to protect the films from light.
A series of films with varying concentrations of silver© acetate and TFAH was
made as reported in Table 1. Films were cast as previously described in Chapter 2. After
remaining in an atmosphere of dry slowly flowing air (10 % relative humidity) for 2 to 18
h, the films were thermally cured in a forced air oven. Cure cycles are listed in Table 1.
The films were removed from the glass plates by lifting the edges with a razor blade and
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soaking in deionized water at the ambient temperature.

Samples for reflectivity

measurements were made by affixing films onto 35 cm^ glass plates.
Films were characterized by the same techniques as described for the analogous
HFAH work. Atomic force micrographs were done in the contact mode with a Digital
Instrument NanoScope HI Multimode Scanning Probe Microscope. Unless otherwise
notewise noted the experiments in this thesis were carried out at the NASA Langley
Research Center in Hampton, Virginia.
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Results and Discussion
Synthetic considerations. Thermal imidization of BTDA/4,4'-ODA poly(amic
acid) films c ast from DMAc solutions containing soluble silver(I) as the
(trifluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I) complex leads to polyimide films with distinct and
uniformly metallized surfaces when viewed on the macroscopic level. The range of films
synthesized and characterized are listed in Table 4.1 and 4.2 These films have only
modest specular reflectivity (28-49 % at 20°) relative to the hexafluoroacetylacetonate
analogs reported earlier in Chapters 2 and 3 which gave specular reflectivities for similar
silver concentrations in the range of 75-82 % at 20°. Clearly, the low reflectivity was
disappointing. However, in contrast to our previous BTD A/4,4 '-OD A metallization work
with silver(I) acetate and silver(I) fluoride coupled with hexafluoroacetylacetone, the use
of silver(I) acetate - TFAH led to films which are surface electrically conducting in the
range of bulk metal. The observed conductivity is a function of silver concentration and
the thermal cure cycle; only at higher silver concentrations (ca. 12 % or greater by
weight) and higher final cure tempertures (ca. 340 °C) do the films become conductive.
This is to be contrasted with analogous in situ (hexafluororacetyacetonato)silver(I) film
systems for which surface conductivity was never observed under conditions similar to
the trifluoroacetylacetonate systems reported herein. All [AgTFA] metallized films are
flexible and can be creased tightly without breaking. The bulk of the surface silver is
strongly adhered to the polymer as observed in the previous analogous [AgHFA] systems
of previous chapters.
As has been summarized earlier, to obtain even modest levels of reflectivity and
conductivity upon thermal curing of the poly(amic acid) coupled with thermally induced
reduction of the silver(I) complex, it is necessary that the silver(I) dopant remain soluble
in the poly(amic acid)-DMAc solution and in the solvent depleted poly(amic acid) film
that results as solvent is evaporated during preliminary drying at ambient temperatures
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Table 4.1. Reflectivity, thermal, and surface resistivity data for
silver(I) acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone BTDA/4,4 ^ODA films.
Percent
Silver

Thermal cure
treatments

(Caic)a

Polymer
Repeat
Unit to
Silver
Ratio

■.'V

Control

10.6
12.3
12.4
12.5
13.3
13.5

Percent Reflectivity of
Silvered Films

10%
Wt.
Loss
°C
(Air)

10 %
Wt.
Loss
°C
(N2)

Surface
Resistivity**

(as a function of angle)
20°
45°
70°

Tg, °C
(DSC)
and
[CTE*1
ppm/K]

na

271

524

540

nonconductive
t''
V-*.'/■’

(ohm/sq)

.W S M 8 I
Procured 18h in film box.
10m-100-lh/15m-200lh/lh-300-lh/2h'50-cnd

na
M

7.8

TFAH to
Ag(I)
ratio

na

mm m m w ® .

i n .

Precured 18h in film box.
10m-l(MMh/I5m-200'
lh/lh-340-lh/2h-50-end

2.61

3.14

49
(41)e

41
(34)e

35
(28)e

280

367

562

nonconductive

Precured 18h in film box.
10m-100-lh/15m-200lh/lh-340-lh/2h-50-cnd

1.87

1.99

47

41

35

276
[33.1]

345

556

nonconductive

1.58

2.01

34

34

38

272

347

525

1.3

1.57

1.49

29

30

38

c

g

558

15

1.56

1.07

38

36

40

c

327

567

4.3

1.44

1.57

46

44

45

c
[27.7]

300

527

10

1.42

1.98

28
<84)f

28
(84)f

35
(79)f

263b

352

551

0.8

Precured 18h in film box.
10m-100-lh/15m-200lh/lh-340*lh/2h-50-cnd
Precured 18h in film box.
10m-100-lh/15m-200lh/lh-340-lh/2h-50-cnd
Precured 18h in film box.
10m-100*lh/15m-200>
lh/lh-34(Mh/2h-50-cnd
Prccured 18h in film box.
10m-100-lh/15m-200lh/lh-340-lh/2h-50-end
Prccured 18h in film box.
10m-100-lW15m-200lh/lh-340-lh/2h-50-end

o
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Footnotes for Table 4.1.
a) Calculated for the silver acetate-TFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal, b) Weak transition, c) Not
observable, d) Four point probe. The glass side of all films was not conductive, e) The reflectivity increases to 84,84, and 79 %
at 20,45, and 70°, respectively, when die surface is rubbed lightly with a Leblanc model number 3292 soft metal polishing cloth,
f) The reflectivity decreases to 41,34, and 28 % at 20,45, and 70°, respectively, when the surface is rubbed lightly with a Leblanc
polishing cloth as for entry (e) immediately above; g) Could not be measured at this angle due to small sample size; h) The CTE
films were cured and analyzed as described in the Experimental Section; the films were cooled from their maximum cure
temperature to 50 °C over a 2 h period.
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Table 4.2. Reflectivity, thermal, and surface resistivity data for silver(I) acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone
BTDA/4,4'-ODA films which were subjected to sintering.
Percent
Silver

Thermal cure
treatments

(Calc)a

Control

Prccured 18h in film box.
lOm-lOO-lh/lSm-200lh/lh-300-lh/2h-50-cnd

Polymer
Repeat
Unit to
Silver
Ratio

TFAH to
Ag(I)
ratio

(as a function of angle)
20°

ms^mm
na

Percent Reflectivity of
Silvered Films

45°

70°

Tg, °C
(DSC)
and
[CTEb
ppm/K]

12.0

12.0

na

na

13.0

Prccured 2h in film box.
10m-100-lh/30m-150-lh/
30m-200*lh/30m-300-lh/
2h-50-end
The 13.0 % film above was
sintered with the cycle:
10m-100'10m/15m-200lh/lh-340-lh/2h-50-cnd

Surface
Resistivity0
(ohm/sq)

271

524

540

nonconductive

m&am

1.62

1.04

34

24

9

273
[35.5]

357

543

nonconductive

1.62

1.04

37
(52)e

39
(59)e

42
(t)

d
[35.3]

331

554

0.4

:^ ii
13.0

10%
Wt.
Loss
°C
(Nl)

'■[t :

S&HHfKKS flcasyaaMi
Precured 2h in film box
10m-100-lh/30m-150-lh/
30m-200-lh/30m-300-lh/
2h-50-cnd
The 12.0 % film above was
sintered with the cycle:
10m-100*10m/15m-2001h/lh-340- Ih/2h-50-cnd

10%
Wt.
Loss
°C
(Air)

MR

•mmm

•■-'V' • '■

1.49

1.70

31

23

9

272

361

536

non*
conductive

1.49

1.70

40

47

46

d

289

455

0.7

a) Calculated for the silver acetate-TFAH dopant system decomposing completely to silver metal, b) The CTE films were cured and
analyzed as described in the Experimental Section; the films were cooled from their maximum cure temperature to 50 °C over a 2 h
period, c) Four point probe. The glass side of all films was not conductive, d) Not observable, e) The reflectivity decreases to 52 and
59 % at 20 and 45°, respectively, when the surface is rubbed lightly with a Leblanc polishing cloth; f) Could not be measured at this
angle due to small sample size;
to
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and during solvent loss in the thermal cure cycle. The silver© species must remain in a
mononuclear or very minimal polynuciear state throughout the polymer matrix until
reduction o f silver© occurs. Precipitation, that is, phase separation, of a silver©
compound before the onset of reduction to silver(0) will give only larger, micron-sized
metallic silver aggregates which yield neither reflective nor conductive surfaces. Crystal
structures o f [(HFA)(PMe3) Ag] 17, 18a an(j

[(H F A )(P M e 3 )2 A g ]1 7

show that these

complexes in the solid state contain bidentate P-diketonate ligands and are mononuclear
with trigonal planar and distorted tetrahedral structures, respectively; crystal structures
for [(HFA)(l,5-COD)Ag©]37 and [(HFA)(Me2PCH2PMe2)A g© ]18b, on the other
hand, show that the molecular units are dinuclear in silver©. Thus, it seems reasonable
to expect that the [AgTFA] complex in a coordinating solvent, even if that is a weakly
coodinating solvent like DMAc, should be mononuclear as the phosphine-HFA-silver©
complexes are. This mononuclearity dictates the formation of single silver(O) atoms upon
reduction which is optimal for migration of metallic silver within the polymer matrix
toward the surface to form an acceptably smooth and uniform metallic layer. Faupel et
a/.38 have demonstrated in physical vapor deposition via thermal evaporation studies that
only single atoms or small clusters of silver(0) can diffuse within a polyimide matrix and
that this diffusion is facile only above the glass transition temperature. Tg for imidized
BTDA/4,4'-ODA is near 275 °C; however, the effective Tg of the mixed poly(amic
acid)/polyimide solvent-impregnated system is much less than 275°C, and thus, silver(O)
migration during most of the thermal cycle should not be inhibited by a rigid glassy state.
Shanker and MacDonald^ 1 also found that silver deposited at thicknesses of 25-150 nm
on PM DA/4,4'-ODA diffused into the polyimide matrix with the depth of silver
pentration related to post thermal treatment. Finally, Tromp, Legoues, and H o ^ showed
that for deposition rates for copper of one monolayer per minute copper atoms diffuse
into the polyimide (PMDA/4,4 '-ODA) with the depth of diffusion greater at higher
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polyimide temperatures. The ease of diffusion was attributed to the fact that the copper
atoms do not interact with the polyimide functionalities. After aggregation the copper
clusters become relatively immobile.
We chose silver© acetate as the precursor to formation of the in situ [AgTFA]
complex because the acetate salt is readily available in high purity, is thermally and
photochemically stable, is not hygroscopic, and the acetate anion has moderate Bronsted
basicity. Silver© fluoride and silver© oxide, potential precursor candidates, are more
difficult to maintain in high purity than silver acetate due combinations o f light, thermal,
and moisture sensitivity. Furthermore, in previous studies with silver© fluoride the
reflectivities of the metallized films were not as high as those obtained with silver©
acetate. Solubilization of silver© acetate is accomplished readily as illustrated in the
reaction shown in Scheme 4.1 above where trifluoroacetylacetone undergoes proton
transfer to the acetate ion of silver© acetate producing the P-diketonate complex and
acetic acid. Both products are soluble in the BTDA/4,4'-ODA-DMAc poly(amic acid)
solution. While a 1:1 ratio of TFAH to silver© acetate is sufficient to bring silver© into
solution in the poly(amic acid)-DMAc solution (without the presence o f the poly(amic
acid) silver© acetate is not brought into solution by trifluoroacetylacetone), we found
that TFAH/silver© ratios in the 1.5-2.0 to 1 range gave doped solutions which were
slightly less viscous and easier to manipulate. Overall, the metallized film properties do
not appear to be sensitive to the silver(I)-TFAH ratio over the range of 1:1 to 1:3,
respectively. When silver© acetate, which is only sparingly soluble in DMAc, is added
without TFAH ligand to a DMAc solution of BTD A/4,4'-OD A, immediate gelation of
the polymer occurs, presumably via coordination of polyamide carboxylate groups to
silver©. Since gelation does not occur in the presence of TFAH, this is strong evidence
for formation of the silver©-TFA complex which we know to be soluble in DMAc from
its independent synthesis by the procedure of Wenzel and Siever.^l Silver© as the TFA
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complex undergoes thermally promoted reduction to give metallized polymer surfaces
while acetic acid is presumably volatized from the polymer. Complexation of silver(I) is
important to film metallization as the use of silver nitrate alone, which is soluble and
fully dissociated, i.e., ionic, in DMAc, leads only to films which have low reflectivity, are
not conductive, and have unacceptable mechanical p r o p e r tie s .2 5
Reflectivity and conductivity patterns. In our previous work with silver(I)
acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone-BTDA/4,4'-ODA systems none of the metallized
surfaces was electrically conducting even though excellent reflectivity was obtained.
Additional heating, referred to commonly as post-curing or sintering, of siIver(I)-HFAH
metallized films at 340 °C did not induce surface conductivity. The same was true for
metallized films prepared with the isolable [(HFA)(l,5-COD)Ag(I)]

c o m p le x .3 6

The

TFA ligand differs only slightly from the HFA ligand by replacement of fluorines in one
methyl group with hydrogens. This renders the TFA anion slightly more basic (pKa =
6.3)48,51 than the HFA anion (pKa = 4.35).44 Thus, there seemed to be little reason to
expect that the Ag(I)-TFAH system should give metallized films which differed
significantly from those prepared with the HFAH analog. However, reference to Table
4.1 shows that the use of TFAH gives metallized films which are very different from their
HFA congeners in both reflectivity and conductivity. None of the TFAH films cured to a
maximum temperature of 300 °C exhibited surface conductivity at silver concentrations
up to 13.5 % which was the highest concentration run. All films cured only to 300 °C
had a metallic green luster and showed reflectivities at 20° in the 30-35 % range. The
appearance of these TFAH films and their reflectivities are strikingly different from the
closely related HFAH systems which are very reflective and exhibit the luster of brightly
polished silver and commercial silvered glass mirrors. No TFAH films were electrically
conductive when cured only to a final temperature of 300 °C consistent with observations
for the HFAH films. Films at 12.0 % and 13.0 %, which were cured to 300 °C, are
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displayed in Table 4.2, and their properties are representative of films which were
prepared with lower concentrations of silver and cured to a maximum temperature of 300
°C.
However, as seen in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, when the TFAH films of this chapter
were subjected to final cure temperatures of 340 °C for 1 h, either in a single thermal cure
cycle or in a subsequent post-cure or sintering mode after the films had been cured to 300
°C, films which had greater than ca. 12 % silver developed electrically conductive
surfaces. They also exhibited an increase in specular reflectivity which now did not
diminish as a function of increasing angle of incidence. Films with silver concentrations
less than ca. 11 % did not become conductive when sintered at 340 °C. This is distinctly
different behaviour than observed with the HFAH analogs which were always
nonconductive under identical thermal conditions.
The visual appearance of the 12.0 % andl3.0 % TFA films of Table 4.2 before
and after sintering is very different. Cured only to 300 °C, the films have a metallic
green sheen, but after post-curing at 340 °C the films adopt a silver-colored metallic
luster which is somewhat dull as seen in their reflectivities which were in the 40-50 %
range. However, as shown for the conductive 13.5 % film of Table 4.1, only very light
polishing with a Leblanc “soft metal polishing cloth” increases reflectivity values above
80 %. Thus, for the first time we were able to prepare films with both excellent electrical
conductivity and specular reflectance, albeit the latter requiring gentle mechanical
polishing. It should be pointed out that similar polishing of the non-conductive [AgHFA]
films of Chapters 2 and 3 diminished the reflectivity.
The X-ray diffraction patterns presented in Figure 4.1 reflect the obvious visual
difference in pairs of films cured first to 300 °C and subsequently sintered at 340 °C. For
the films cured to 300 °C only, one observes the four intense reflections (111, 200, 220,
311) of face-centered cubic crystalline silver. However, these reflections are broad and
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Figure 4.1. X-ray diffraction patterns of BTDA/4,4'-ODA silver(I) acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA films (12.0 %
Ag): A) (upper curve) film cured to 300 °C and B) (lower curve) the film in A sintered at 340 °C for lh.
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are consistent with the particle size of silver clusters being in the nanometer range as
required by the Scherrer e q u a t i o n . 89 After sintering at 340 °C the reflections acquire the
sharpness associated with well-defined crystalline silver. The X-ray patterns suggest
differing degrees of aggregation of silver particles formed at a final cure temperature of
300 °C from those formed at 340 °C. The TEM’s (Figure 4.2) of the 12.0 % pair of films
show distinct differences. The film cured to 300 °C, which exhibits a metallic green
sheen, has only a minimal concentration o f metallic silver at the air-side surface and a
collage of silver particles dispersed throughout the bulk o f the polymer matrix. The TEM
for the 340 °C post-cured film shows a well-defined surface layer of silver with a
thickness on the order of 200 nm. The size of the silver particles in the post-cured film
on the average are larger than those in the film cured only to 300 °C which is consistent
with the narrower X-ray reflections of this film. The SEM (Figure 4.3) of the 300 °C
12.0 % film shows a much smoother and less detailed surface structure than that for the
340 °C sintered film. At 300 °C the film exhibits what appears to be isolated silver
islands emerging from the surface of the polymer. The islands are not in contact, and
therefore the film is not conductive. Upon sintering at 340 °C the SEM shows a
substantial increase in silver at the film surface, and the surface morphology is such that
there are conductive metallic pathways extending over the polymer surface.

The

lacework open morphology of the surface may account for the decreased specular
reflectivity (increased diffuse reflectance) of this film (37 %) relative to an HFAH analog
(82 %) of Chapter 2 which has a very regular array o f silver islands at the surface.
Finally, the atomic force micrographs (AFM) of the 12.0 % pair of films and the 13.3 %
film o f Table 4.1, along with the AFM for a 9.9 % silver BTDA/4,4'-ODA film of
Chapter 2 Table 2.1 which is 79 % reflective at 20° prepared with silver(I) acetateHFAH, are shown in Figure 4.4. The surface of the 12.0 % film cured to 300 °C is
relatively smooth with an intimation of metallic silver islands breaking through the film
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C u re d to 300 °C

S in tered at 340 =C

Figure 4.2. TEM micrographs of BTDA/4,4'-ODA silver(I) acetatetrifluoroacetylacetone films with 12.0 % silver(O) cured at 300 °C in air and subsequently
sintered at 340 °C in air for lh. (The bar is 1 micron.)
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silver(I) a c c ta te /triflu o ro a c e ty la c e to n e

n o n -c o n d u c tiv e
(300 °C)

silv e r(I) a c e ta te /trifiu o ro a c c ty la c e to n e

c o n d u c tiv e
(340 °C)

Figure 4.3. SEM micrographs of a BTDA/4,4'-ODA - silver(I) acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone film with 12.0 % silver(O) cured
at 300 °C in air, and the same film subsequently sintered at 340 °C in air for lh. (The bar is 2 microns.)

_£

Figure 4.3, con’t. SEM micrographs at two magnifications of a BTDA/4,4'-ODA - silver(I) acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone film with
12.0 % silver(0) cured at 300 °C in air and then sintered at 340 °C in air for lh. (The bar is 2 microns on the left and 5 microns on the
right.)
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surface; this micrograph is rather similar to that of the undoped parent polymer film
suggesting that there is still much polymer at the film surface which is consistent with
TEM data. However, on post-curing to 340 °C the surface becomes much more irregular
and appears to be more or less continuous as is suggested by its becoming electrically
conductive. Both of these force micrographs are distinctly different from that of a 9.9 %
silver BTDA/4,4'-ODA film (Figure 4.4) prepared with hexafluoroacetylacetone and
silver(I) acetate where one sees a rather regular topology of pillowed islands of silver; we
presume that it is this more ordered array of silver particles which is essential for high
specular reflectance.
It is interesting to note that when the silvered surface is conductive, the
reflectivity is nearly constant as a function of increasing angle of incidence, whereas
when the silvered surface is not conductive, the specular reflectivity decreases with
increasing angle of incidence. It does not seem that this is a function of particle
morphology since both the conductive and non-conductive silver surfaces prepared with
the silver(I) acetate-TFAH couple, such as the 13.3 % and 10.6 % (TEM’s of Figure 4.5)
films cured to 340 °C, are similarly irregular.

At this point we suggest that the

diminution of specular reflectance with increasing angle of incidence for non-conductive
films may be due to absorption of light and some internal reflection by a very thin
polymer overlayer covering the silver mirror; this polymer overlayer is not apparent in
the TEM micrographs, most likely due to lack of contrast and the thinness of the
overlayer. BTDA/4,4'-ODA absorbs strongly in the visible, and these visible absorptions
may be intensified and extended toward the infrared by thermal curing in the presence of
silver due to polymer degradation. Such a surface overlayer layer is suggested by two
observations: 1) the XPS spectra (Table 4.3) show a high atom percentage of carbon,
oxygen, and nitrogen at the film surface for the non-conductive 12.0 % film cured only to
300 °C in roughly the ratios expected for pure BTDA/4,4'-ODA, and 2) our non-
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Figure 4.4. Atomic force micrographs of a 12.0 % silver(I) acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film cured to 300
°C in air and sintered at 340 °C in air (A and C); a 9.9 % silver(I) acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film
cured to 300 °C in air (B); and a 13.3 % silver(I) acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'-ODA film cured to 340 °C in air
(D). (Mirographs: A (top of page); D (bottom of page.)
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:iS

i-------------------1

10.6 % Ag

Figure 4.5. TEM micrographs of the air side of BTDA/4,4'-ODA silver(I) acetatetrifluoroacetylacetone - BTDA/4,4'ODA films (see Table 4.1) with 10.6 % and 13.3 %
silver(O) cured to 340 °C in air. (The bar is 1 micron for both films.)
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Table 4.3. X-ray photoelectron spectral surface composition data for the
silver acetate/trifluoroacetylacetone BTDA/4,4'-ODA film at 12.0 %.
Relative atomic percent.
Thermal cycle
(°C)a

Ag°
(Calc)

Film
Surface

Silver

100,150,200,
300

12.0

air

7.35

0.12

76.9

12.3

3.31

Surface
Resistivity
(ohm/sq)
nonconductive

100,150,200,
300 sintered
for 1 h at 340

12.0

air

23.1

0

50.4

24.8

1.70

0.5

a) All therm al cycles w ere done in air.

Fluorine Carbon

Oxygen Nitrogen
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conductive silvered films show virtually no tendency to tarnish under ambient conditions
for periods of more than one year. There are also a limited number of literature
references to the formation of an overlayer in polyimide films with g o l d ^ copper^ 1 ,
and cobalt o x id e ^ surfaces prepared via self-metallization procedures beginning with a
soluble homogeneous inorganic-polymer solution. Since BTDA/4,4'-ODA absorbs very
strongly throughout the visible region of the EM spectrum, the reduction of reflectivity
with increasing angle of incidence may due to absorption of a portion of the radiant
intensity by the polymer since the pathlength of light through the overlayer increases with
angle of incidence.
As mentioned earlier, TFAH and HFAH have very closely related structures and
properties. Thus, we were surprised to see that they lead to very different metallized
films with BTDA/4,4 '-ODA. Clearly, the production of the metallic surface is not a
simple DMAc-solvated silver(I) cation undergoing reduction via reaction with a segment
of the polymer or solvent. If this were the case the two ligand systems as well as silver(I)
nitrate all should give similar films; in fact, all three systems give very different films
with differing silver particle

m o r p h o lo g ie s .^

The ionic silver© tetrafluoroborate also

does not give films which are as reflective as the [AgHFA] films, and they are not
conductive. While the nitrate ion could be oxidizing the polymer, the tetrafluoroborate
ion should be a benign counterion. The silver© tetrafluoroborate films tend to be more
brittle than the [AgHFA] and [AgTFA] films but more flexible than the silver© nitrate
films. Thus, there must be a role for the ligand. The TGA curves of Figure 4.6 do
suggest that the TFA ligand does have a pronounced effect on the thermal stability of the
P-diketonate complex relative to HFA. The TGA for the solid [AgTFA] complex (our
best preparation using the procedure of Wenzel and Siever41) shows that the onset of
silver© reduction occurs near 125 °C. The analogous solid HFA complex has not been
isolated per se but has been prepared as the 1,5-cyclooctadiene complex, [(HFA)(1,5-
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Figure 4.6. Thermogravimetric curves for the solid complexes (trifluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I) (solid line) and (1,5cyclooctadiene)(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I) (dashed line). (Ordinate is percent weight loss.)
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COD)Ag],39 which has been reported to give reflective but not conductive film s ^
similar to the films prepared with the silver© acetate-HFAH couple. In the TGA curve
for [(HFA)(l,5-COD)Ag] we first see loss of 1,5-COD, which is complete at ca. 160 °C,
and then we see the onset of silver© reduction. Thus, reduction of the silver© with the
HFA ligand requires greater thermal energy than that for the TFA ligand; if the electron
for silver© reduction comes from the ligand, this trend is consistent with the greater
inductive withdrawing character of the hexafluoro ligand relative to the trifluoro ligand,
i.e., it is more difficult to abstract an electron from the HFA than TFA anion. It is not
clear to us how the difference in reduction tendency of the two complexes should
manifest itself in the final metallized polymer. We will speculate on the mechanism of
reduction later.
Metallized film composition data. Elemental analysis data for selected films of
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are presented in Table 4.4. The calculated values in Table 4.4 were
determined by assuming that all organic components (TFA and acetic acid) of the
silver© dopant system were volatilized in some form from the film and that only metallic
silver and framework BTDA/4,4'-ODA remained. This assumption is supported by
previous studies with silver©-HFA complexes which were described in Chapter 2. The
elemental percentages found for the film prepared to have

1 2 .0

% silver metal after

thermal treatment to a final cure temperature of 300 °C to effect complete imidization of
the poly(amic acid) corresponded reasonably well, given the complexities of these mixed
systems, to the calculated values, i.e., 12.8 % versus 12.0 %. The silver found is
somewhat high ( 1 2 .8 versus

1 2 .0 ),

and the carbon found is lower than expected (60.8

versus 62.9). This is consistent with a small loss of polymer due to air oxidation which is
catalyzed by metallic silver since the films were cured in a forced air oven. One also sees
a small but significant amount of fluorine (0.54 %) in the polymer which may result from
partial reaction of a TFA fragment with the polymer chain.

In our analogous
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Calculated (Wtt % )
F
c
Ag

Thermal
treatment9
100,200,300 control*5

0

100,200,340

10.6

100,200,340
100,150.200,
300
100,150,200,
300 sintered
for 1 h at 340

Found (Wt%)
F
C
H

H

N

Ag

71.6

2.90

5.76

0

0

64.0

2.58

5.11

13.6

0.053

13.3

0

62.0

2.51

4.96

12.0

0

62.9

2.54

12.0

0

62.9

2.54

N

0.065 70.4

3.05

5.58

61.2

2.16

5.03

21.2

<0.03 56.0

1.86

4.68

5.03

12.8

0.54

60.8

2.09

4.92

5.03

22.5

0.52

53.9

1.75

4.49

a) All thermal cycles were done in air. b) Control is offset 1% by weight in dianhydride.
I
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Table 4.4. Elemental analyses for silver acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone
doped BTDA/4,4 '-ODA films.
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hexafluoroacetylacetonato-silver(I) systems previously described in Chapter 2, a similarly
doped and cured BDTA/4,4'-ODA solution (prepared to have 12.8 % silver) was found to
have 2.5 % fluorine. The X-ray photoelectron spectra (Figure 4.7) of the air-side of the
9.9 % metallized film shows a weak fluorine Is photopeak at

688.

4 eV which is

consistent with that expected for a CF 3 group. *07 Inorganic fluoride, such as in silver(I)
fluoride, is observed in the 684-685 eV range. In the [(HFA)Ag]-BTDA/4,4'-ODA
systems XPS data clearly showed that the fluorine in the metallized film was bound in
CF 3 groups and was not ionic fluoride as expected in silver(I) fluoride. We presume
similar chemistry is taking place in the analogous TFAH system but to a lesser extent,
consistent with a smaller concentration of fluorine in the TFA ligand versus HFA. When
the 12.0 % silver film, which was initially cured to 300 °C, was subsequently heated at
340 °C for 1 h, there was a dramatic change in overall composition. As Figure 4.7 shows,
the weak fluorine peak at 688.4 eV has vanished, presumably due to oxidative
degradation of polymer and to a greater concentration o f surface silver. The atomic
percentages of carbon and nitrogen are distinctly lowered while the relative amount of
silver increases from 12.8 % to 22.5 %, and the relative concentration of oxygen
increases are consistent with the formation of new carbon-oxygen bonds. It appears at
340 °C that the surface of the polyimide undergoes extensive oxidative degradation.
Since undoped BTDA/4,4'-ODA films are completely stable in air at 340 °C, the
oxidative degradation must be catalyzed by silver metal which is a well documented
phenomenon in organic

c h e m i s t r y . ^ , 46

Shanker and MacDonald also found evidence

for oxidation of PMDA/4,4 '-ODA films which had silver metal vapor deposited on them
when heated in an atmosphere of only 1 % oxygen in

n i t r o g e n .9 0

The analytical data show that not only does the thermal cure cycle in air play a
role in the degradation of the polymer, but the concentration of silver in the polymer is
important. We found that no films, regardless of silver concentration, sent through the
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Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 4.7. F(ls) XPS spectra for a 12.0 % silver-BTDA/4,4'-ODA film prepared from
silver(I) acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone and cured to 300 °C (B) followed by sintering at
340 °C (A) and for a 9.9 % BTDA/4,4'-ODA film prepared from silver(I) acetatehexafluoroacetylacetone and cured to 300 °C in air (C).
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cure cycle of Tables 4.1 and 4.2 which reached a maximum temperature of 300 °C
became surface conductive, and only those films having greater than ca.

12

% silver

became conductive when cured to a maximum temperature of 340 °C. For example,
curing films prepared to have 10.6 and 13.3 % silver to the 340 °C maximum as
described in Table 4.1 led to metallized films with very different conductivities,
composition, and angle dependence of the specular reflectivity. At silver concentrations
less than ca. 12%, as illustrated with the 10.6 % sample of Tables 4.1 and 4.3, curing the
doped films to 340 °C does not give conductive films, and one sees only a modest amount
of oxidative polymer degradation. At silver concentrations greater than ca. 12 %, as
illustrated with the 13.3 % film of Tables 4.1 and 4.2, curing the doped films to 340 °C
does give conductive films, and one sees extensive oxidative polymer degradation; the
reflectivity no longer decreases with increasing angle of incidence, suggesting a
diminished surface overlayer of polyimide as speculated on earlier. One might think that
the difference in surface conductivity for the 10.6 and 13.3 % films should be reflected in
the microscopy. The TEM’s for these two latter films are shown in Figure 4.6; they are
very similar and do not reveal the difference in conductivity. The SEM's and AFM's are
similarly uninformative. It appears that significant oxidation degradation of polymer is
essential to develop surface conductivity and that silver must be in sufficient
concentration in the resin to at least partially break through the surface to begin the
catalytic degradation process which ultimately exposes greater quantities of silver metal
as the polymer undergoes surface degradation. If the silver concentration is too low, the
polymer blankets the silver particles which keeps them from dissociatively activating
molecular o x y g e n ^ and attacking the polymer framework. Elemental analysis data
shows that the silver in the

1 0 .6

% film has given rise to some degradation as the percent

carbon is 2.8 % lower than expected and silver is elevated by 3.0 % . With the same cure
conditions as for the 10.6 % film, the 13.3 % film, which is conductive, shows a percent
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carbon which is 12.1 % low and a percent silver which is 10.5 % high. It appears that in
the range between 10.6 % and 12.3 % silver, the silver(I)-doped polymers give metallized
films which move from non-conductive to surface conductive, and that development of
conductivity is related in part to polymer degradation.
T herm al data for m etallized films and silver complexes. The presence of
metallic silver aggregates in the BTD A/4,4'-ODA matrix adversely affects the thermal
stability of the polymeric phase.

As seen from the data in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 the

temperature for 10 % weight loss in air as determined by TGA is roughly in the range of
300-350 °C. This still allows a reasonably wide thermal use range for these metallized
films, particularly for space applications. The weight loss in air is clearly due to silver
catalyzed dioxygen degradation since 10 % weight loss in a nitrogen atmosphere is
essentially the same as that for the parent polymer. The surface conductive films where
silver is concentrated at the surface are degraded more rapidly than the non-conductive
films as would be expected since the conducting films have continuously exposed silver
clusters to activate molecular oxygen. Indeed, one sees from the XPS data of Table 4.3
an increase in surface oxygen relative to carbon consistent with oxidation of the polymer
framework at the surface and the formation of carbon-oxygen bonds. We do not interpret
this enhanced oxygen level as being due to silver© oxide formation as this oxide is
unstable at the final cure temperatures due to its very modest exothermic heat of
formation which is overcome by the entropy term at 300 °C. For analogous silver-HFA
films of earlier chapters, which could not be made conductive under the conditions
studied herein for the TFA films, the 10 % weight loss temperatures are all higher in the
361-376 °C range for films ranging in silver from 2.5 to 17.9 %. We interpret these
higher values as being due to a more substantial surface polymer layer protecting the
silver particles from access to dioxygen.
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The linear coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) for the [AgTFA] films of
Table 4.1 and 4.2 are 33.1, 27.7, 35.5, and 35.3 ppm/K, respectively. These are much
lower than the CTE for the parent polymer at 42.8 ppm/K, and very different from the
CTE’s observed in the analogous [AgHFA] films (Table 2.8) at 42.7, 43.6, and 42.8
ppm/K for 5.0. 7.4, and 9.9 % silver as described in Chapter 2, respectively. Thus, in the
conductive [AgTFA] films we may be seeing a hybrid value for the CTE reflecting the
fact the surface silver aggregates are in extensive contact with one another. The CTE of
metallic silver is 19 ppm/°C. It is also possible that there is metal promoted crosslinking
of the polymer which is giving a lowered CTE although we do not see any large increase
in Tg values as might be expected for crosslinked

film s .

83,84 Nonetheless, the CTE

values for the [AgTFA] metallized films which are conductive are significantly lower
than the parent polymer and non-conductive [AgHFA] films.
The major conclusion that can be drawn from the data of Tables 4.1-4.4 is that
with proper control of concentration and cure tem peratures the use of the
(trifluoroacetylacetonato)silver(I) complex, prepared in situ from silver(I) acetate and
trifluoroacetylacetone, gives flexible silver surface metallized films which are conductive
and exhibit modest reflectivity. The reflectivity of the conductive films can often be
increased to > 80 % with only very light polishing which we hypothesize removes a very
minimal layer o f superficial metal particles. The surface layer of silver is strongly
adhered to the polymer, presumably held in place by an interlocking mechanism arising
from the substantial fraction of polymer that remains near the metallized surface as
determined by XPS. Even in the cases where the surface is conductive and the amount of
surface polymer must be less than in the analogous non-conductive [AgHFA] films, there
is still sufficient polymer near the surface to give rise to an interlocked interface. It is
now clear that the development of silver particle morphology and physical properties in
self-metallized silver films is a subtle phenomenon which is strongly dependent on the
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nature of the silver® species which is dispersed in the initial polymer solution from
which films are cast and on the thermal treatment. The amount of solvent in the precured
poly(amic acid) film may also play a role particularly in film bubbling. It is possible to
obtain metallized films where both surface conductivity and reflectivity can be controlled
although a detailed mechanistic understanding of the chemistry of the metallization
process is not yet in hand.
The work presented above for the silver® acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone BTDA/4,4'-ODA system suggests strongly that the thermal cycle to which the doped
films are subjected is a crucial factor in determining electrical conductivity. However,
with regard to reflectivity, there does not seem to be any obvious correlation with the
thermal cycles just described except for the fact that the reflectivity of the conductive
silvered films of Tables 4.1 and 4.3 was always much lower than that of the [AgHFA]
films of Chapters 2 and 3. As a last effort for this thesis research we decided to look
more carefully at the effect of the thermal cure cycle with the [AgTFA] precursor.
Specifically, we prepared doped resins at 10.8 and 12.8 % silver in a 15 % BTDA/4,4'ODA resin in DMAc. The silver®-containing resins were then cast onto a set of sixteen
glass petrographic slides (27 x 46 mm). (These slides are similar to ordinary microscope
slides, 25 x 75 mm, but they fit much better into the reflectivity cell and into the X-ray
diffractometer sample chamber.) The series of slides was then cured together in a forced
air oven according to the following thermal cycle: 15 min to 135 °C for 60 min; 240 min
to 300 °C for 300 min (5 h). Individual slides were withdrawn from the oven at
temperatures of 135, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250, 275, and 300 °C; after reaching 300 °C
slides were withdrawn every 60 min. Reflectivity and conductivity measurements were
made for each film withdrawn at a given time and corresponding temperature. The data
are summarized in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 and displayed graphically in Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10,
4.11 and 4.12. The striking and exciting feature of this data is that curing a 12.8 %
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Table 4.5. Reflectivity and conductivity data for two silver(I) acetate-trifluoroacetylacetone
BTDA/4,4'-ODA films(10.7 and 12.8 % silver) sampled at temperatures from 135 to 300 °C.
Time (min)

Temperature
(°C)

Percent
Reflectivity
at 20°
(10.7 % Ag)

Conductivity
(Four point probe)

Percent
Reflectivity
at 20°
(12.8 % Ag)

Conductivity
(Four point probe)

0

135

9

Not conductive

...

...

22

150

10

Not conductive

13

Not conductive

58

175

9

Not conductive

12

Not conductive

95

200

10

Not conductive

10

Not conductive

131

225

16

Not conductive

...

...

167

250

17

Not conductive

13

Not conductive

204

275

20

Not conductive

17

Not conductive

240

300

48

Not conductive

24

Not conductive

300

300

52

Not conductive

28

Not conductive

360

300

63

Not conductive

45

Not conductive

420

300

68

Not conductive

72

Not conductive

480

300

81

Not conductive

80

Conductive

540

300

79

Partial

82

Conductive

660

300

...

...

99

Conductive
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Table 4.6. Reflectivity and conductivity data for a silver(I)
nitrate BTDA/4,4'-ODA film at 5.6 % silver sampled at
temperatures from 135 to 300 °C.
Time
(min)

Temperature

(°C)

Percent
Reflectivity
at 2 0 °

Conductivity
(Four point probe)

0

135

a

a

22

150

a

a

58

175

a

a

94

200

a

a

131

225

a

a

167

250

a

a

204

275

a

a

240

300

a

a

300

300

26

Not conductive

360

300

30

Not conductive

420

300

36

Not conductive

480

300

41

Not conductive

540

300

b

b

600

300

b

b

660

300

b

b

720

300

54

Not conductive

a) Films were too brittle and fragile at the times and temperatures to make
measurements, b) Measurements were not made at these times.
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Figure 4.8. Reflectivity as a function of the thermal cure cycle for a silver metallized
BTDA/4,4'-ODA film prepared at 10.7 % silver via the in situ process using silver©
acetate and trifluoroacetylacetone and precured at room temperature for 4 h. (The insets on
the abcissa are corresponding temperatures in °C. From 135 to 300 °C the temperature is
rising .685 °C/min; from 240 to 720 min the temperature is constant at 300 °C. Time zero
is at 135 °C .)
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Figure 4.9. Reflectivity as a function of the thermal cure cycle for a silver metallized
BTDA/4,4'-ODA film prepared at 12.8 % silver via the in situ process using silver® acetate
and trifluoroacetylacetone and precured at room temperature for 4 h. (The insets on the
abcissa are corresponding temperatures in °C. From 135 to 300 °C the temperature is rising
.685 °C/min; from 240 to 720 min the temperature is constant at 300 °C. Time zero is at 135
°C.)
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Figure 4.10. Reflectivity as a function of the thermal cure cycle for the silver metallized
BTDA/4,4'-ODA films of Tables 4.8 and 4.9 (10.7 and 12.8 %) prepared via the in situ
process using silver(I) acetate and trifluoroacetylacetone and precured at room temperature
for 4 h. (The insets on the abcissa are corresponding temperatures in °C. From 135 to
300 °C the temperature is rising 0.685 °C/min; from 240 to 720 min the temperature is
constant at 300 °C Time zero is at 135 °C .)
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Figure 4.11. Reflectivity as a function of the thermal cure cycle for silver metallized
BTDA/4,4'-ODA films prepared via the in situ process using silver(I) nitrate and
precured at room temperature for 15 h. (The insets on the abcissa are corresponding
temperatures in °C. From 135 to 300 °C the temperature is rising 0.685 °C/min; from
240 to 720 min the temperature is constant at 300 °C. Time zero is at 135 °C .)
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Figure 4.12. Reflectivity as a function of the thermal cure cycle for the silver metallized
BTDA/4,4'-ODA films of Tables 4.8 and 4.9 (10.7 and 12.8 %) prepared via the in situ
process using silver© acetate and trifluoroacetylacetone and precured at room temperature
for 4 h and the similar hexafluoroacetylacetone film (13 % silver) of Figure 2.2 precured
and thermally cured in the same manner. (The insets on the abcissa are corresponding
temperatures in °C. From 135 to 300 °C the temperature is rising 0.685 °C/min; from 240
to 720 min the temperature is constant at 300 °C. Time zero is at 135 °C.)
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silver(0)-[AgTFA] film for 7 h at 300 °C leads to a metallized film which has virtually
the same reflectivity as our aluminum optical mirror and has a conductivity that is outside
of the range o f the four point probe suggesting that the surface conductivity is
approaching that of bulk silver. Thus, at the closing hour of this thesis research we have
achieved our goal of producing both a highly reflective and highly conductive surface
metallized film.
We have previously pointed out that the silver® acetate-TFAH films cured to 300
°C have only a metallic green sheen whereas the corresponding HFAH films have
reflectivities as high as 80 %. These observations are confirmed in greater detail by the
plots of reflectivity versus time/temperature (Figure 4.12) where it is clearly seen that the
HFAH system begins to metallize much earlier than the TFAH system. For a 13 % silver
film formed with silver® acetate and HFAH the film is approximately 30 % reflective at
185 °C. This reflectivity is consistent with the visual observation of developing
metallization that was observed with the hot stage as described in Chapter 2. It is also
consistent with the fact that the [(HFA)(l,5-COD)Ag] complex decomposes to metallic
silver in the 165-200 °C range was presented in Figure 2.1a. Since the decomposition of
the [AgTFA] complex to silver(O) as determined by thermogravimetric analysis (Figure
4.6) appears to occur rapidly in the 125 to 135 °C range, one might expect that this
complex would give a reflective surface at least as early as the [AgHFA] complex which
reduces with more difficulty. But this is not the case; the opposite is true. We do not
know the reason for this. It may indicate that the source of the electron which reduces
silver® to metallic silver is the polymer, or possibly residual solvent which is only
present minimally at 150 °C, and not the P-diketonate ligand. If the polymer were the
electron source then the more electron withdrawing hexafluoroacetylacetonate ligand,
with two strongly electron withdrawing trifluoromethyl groups, would favor reduction of
silver® in the [AgHFA] complex relative to the [AgTFA] complex. We would also
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expect to see that a free silver© DMAc-solvated cation as would result from the nitrate
salt would not be reduced as readily as silver© in the [AgTFA] complex. However, the
limited data of Figure 4.11 make it appear that silver© nitrate reduces at about the same
rate as [AgTFA] up to 300 °C; after this point the reflectivity of the nitrate increases
much less rapidly. This may mean that DMAc molecules as they solvate silver© have
about the same electron withdrawing ability as TFA.

There may be other factors

affecting the formation of the silver surface. Most particularly, rapid and early reduction
of the [AgTFA] complex may generate quickly large silver(O) clusters which do not
migrate as facilely through the polymer matrix to the surface. Only after more extended
heating with some sintering do larger surface aggregates emerge. At this stage in our
work we do not have enough data to sort out a mechanism.

Understanding the

mechanism could be very helpful in choosing optimum metallization systems and, thus,
represents an important area for further study.
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Conclusions and Future Directions

The central focus of the research pursued for this thesis was to develop synthetic
pathways leading to surface metallized polymeric films whose reflectivity and
conductivity can be dictated at will, and whose thermal and mechanical properties are
close to that o f the parent polymer. The synthetic routes must generate films in a
reproducible manner from batch to batch, and they need to be both straightforward in
their chemistry and cost effective. When our work began only the [(HFA)(COD)Ag]
complex appeared to give smooth and reproducible metallized polyimide films in a
consistent manner. The reflectivity values of these films were very good. However, none
of the polyimide films from [(HFA)(COD)Ag] was electrically conductive. Moreover,
these films formed large bubbles which made the preparation, of large films free of
creases impossible. We have developed synthetic schemes which should now allow the
reproducible facbrication of surface silver metallized films whose reflectivity and
conductivity can be controlled. We have also found that the reflectivity of the silvered
surface can be made to approach that of an optical front-surfaced aluminum mirror.
More specifically, for the silver© acetate-hexafluoroacetylacetone - BTD A/4,4'ODA system we have demonstrated silvered polyimide films can be prepared from a
single phase homogeneous silver(I)-poly(amic acid) solution. These films have excellent
reflectivity, outstanding metal-polymer adhesion, and retain the essential mechanical
characteristics o f the native polyimide. Both silver© acetate and HFAH are readily
available in high purity and are thermally and photochemically stable; a DMAc solution
o f [AgHFA], prepared in situ, along with the poly(amic acid) of BTDA/4,4'-ODA is
stable with respect to silver© reduction for several days, and the cast films do not have to
be protected from light. Our approach to silvered BTDA/4,4 '-OD A films gives a 20-25
% improvement in reflectivity relative to the use of-the rather similar [COD(HFA)Ag]
complex. Furthermore, neither silver© acetate nor HFAH require special precautions
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while [COD(HFA)Ag] is reported by Partenheimer and J o h n s o n , 39 who first synthesized
the complex, to “lose olefin slowly when exposed to air” and to require refrigeration.
The silver© acetate-HFAH films reported herein are ca. 7 % more reflective than similar
films prepared with silver© fluoride and HFAH. The films prepared with silver©
acetate and HFAH were not found to exhibit surface conductivity significantly different
from that of control BTDA/4,4 '-OD A control films even after additional sintering. .Thus,
the silver aggregates at the surface are not in contact with one another consistent with
island growth. That they are separated by intervening polymer is clear from the high
concentration of C, O, and N at the surface found by XPS and surface microscopy.
Because the [AgHFA] - BTDA/4,4'-ODA films are released for the glass plate
during the cure cycle making the production of large metallized films free from
distortions, we found that flexible silvered BTD A/4,4 '-OD A polyimide films can be
fabricated conveniently on a BTD A/4,4 '-OD A parent polyimide base from a single phase
homogeneous [AgHFA]-poly(amic acid) DMAc solution. These composite films have
excellent reflectivity, outstanding metal-polymer and polymer-polymer adhesion, and the
essential mechanical characteristics of the native polyimide.

This “film-on-film”

approach minimizes the silver required for the formation of a reflective surface. Again,
the films prepared with silver© acetate and HFAH were not electrically conductive even
after several hours of sintering at 300 °C.
Finally, the use of the (trifluoroacetylacetonato) silver© complex, prepared in situ
from silver© acetate and trifluoroacetylacetone, with proper control of concentration and
cure temperatures gives flexible silver surface metallized films which are conductive and
exhibit modest reflectivity. The reflectivity of the conductive films can be increased to
greater than 90 % by very light polishing to remove a minimal superficial layer of metal
particles or by extended thermal treatment in air at 300 °C. The surface layer of silver is
strongly adhered to the polymer, presumably held in place by an interlocking mechanism
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arising from the substantial fraction of polymer that remains at the metallized surface as
determined by XPS. Even for films which are surface conductive XPS data show a
substantial amount of polyimide at and near the surface.
It is now clear that the development of morphology and properties in situ self
metallized silver films is a subtle phenomenon. The quality of the metallized films is
strongly dependent on the nature of the silver(I) species which is dispersed in the initial
polymer solution from which films are cast and the thermal cure cycle. Thus, it is
possible to obtain metallized films where both surface conductivity and reflectivity can be
controlled. Optimization of both conductivity and reflectivity in polyimide and other
thermally stable polymers now seems to be a realizable goal.
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